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INTRODUCTION
The publication of the Lyrical Ballads furnishes one of

those dates in literature by which it is convenient to mark
epochs. The ' ignoramuses and Pope-admirers ' ^ were

until 1798. Thereafter poetry is recalled to those elements

of speech and feeling which are primary and underivativc,

and relies for its power upon its truthfulness. To the

volume of 1798 Coleridge contributed, not only that poem
which is commonly accounted his master-work, the Ancient

Mariner, but three poems in blank verse which are greater

than anything else which he achieved in the same kind.

But the book was ' not liked at all by any '.2 It fell flat

—

it is probable, indeed, that any curiosity which it excited

was due to the suspicion that Coleridge was its author.

It was, in fact, Coleridge's first failure in poetry. Two and

a half years earlier he had achieved a notable repute by his

Poems on Various Subjects.^ Upon this work the reviews

had ' cataracted and cascaded panegyric '
; a new edition

had been called for within a year ; and a third was already

in preparation before the Lyrical Ballads went to press.*

Moreover, in the spring of 1798 Coleridge had written, and

in the autumn, before the publication of the Lyrical Ballads,

had published. Fears in Solitude, France : an Ode, Frost at

Midnight—a quarto volume, brief but golden. In the

joint-venture, therefore, of the Lyrical Ballads, he staked

a good deal more than Wordsworth—for he staked a repu-

tation already achieved. Wordsworth was unknown,

or known unfavourably: it needed Coleridge himself to

* Coleridge, Letters, p. 313.
* Letter of Mrs. Coleridge, Dykes Campbell, Life, p. 93.

3 Published in April 1796. * Dykes Campbell, Life, p. 89.
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discover in the Evening Walk and Descriptive Sketches what
no obtusity of criticism could miss in Poems on Various

Subjects, ' the emergence of an original poetical genius '.^

The bargain of the Lyrical Ballads was, in fact, inequit-

able, save that either poet had that easy confidence in

himself and in the other, and in the greatness of their

common enterprise, which made the calculation of interest

impossible. We can see now that this confidence was
not merely noble but reasonable. Yet a contemporary
observer, it is likely, would have judged differently, and
would have credited to Coleridge some degree of quixotism.

Before he formed that friendship with Wordsworth which,

if friendship may be known by its fruits, is probably the

most notable in literature, Coleridge had in fact accom-

plished in poetry work of which the sum and quality are

alike remarkable. A good deal of this work carries a diction

plainly derivative ; in particular, the earlier pieces show
traces of the dominant influence of Gray and Collins—the

Song of the Pixies is only one example among many. In

1794 2 begins a period of conscious ' Miltonising '
:

Fair the vernal mead,
Fair the high grove, the sea, the sun, the stars

;

True impress each of their creating Sire !

Yet nor high grove, nor many-colour'd mead.
Nor the green ocean with his thousand isles,

Nor the starred azure, nor the sovran sun,
E'er with such majesty of portraiture
Imaged the supreme beauty uncreate.
As thou, meek Saviour ! at the fearful hour
When thy insulted anguish winged the prayer
Harped by Archangels, when they sing of mercy !

Which when the Almighty heard, from forth his throne
Diviner light filled Heaven with ecstasy,

Heaven's nymnings paused ; and Hell her yawning mouth
Closed a brief moment.

^ Biographia Literaria, i, p. 56 (ed. Shawcross).
^ Religious Musings was begun on Dec. 24, 1794.
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Religious Musings, of which those lines form part of the

exordium, was called by Lamb ' the noblest poem in the

language next after Paradise Lost '. The praise was
exaggerated ; and Mr. Swinburne, indeed, has called the

poem ' damnable '
; and certainly not all of it sustains the

high Miltonic note of the exordium. Yet if a good deal of

the matter and manner of the poem is weak, or offensive,

it remains a composition in which the discerning reader

will scarcely miss the presage of a talent capacious of

sublime effects. In the fragmentary Destiny of Nations,

again, an unbribed judgement will certainly find those

merits and defects of which mediocre talent is commonly
sterile. This is, after Religious Musings, the most con-

siderable of Coleridge's ' pre-Wordsworthian ' pieces ; and
the casual student will note with surprise the degree to

which portions of it, perhaps the best portions,^ anticipate

that manner which we recognize as distinctively Words-
worthian.

Yet, when this has been said, it remains true that nearly

all of what is supreme in Coleridge's poetry was written

when he was with, or near, Wordsworth. Far the greater

portion of it dates from the years at Nether Stowey

(1797-8) ; when Coleridge and Wordsworth (and Dorothy

Wordsworth) met daily ; when, in Coleridge's phrase, they

were ' three persons and one soul '. The next most con-

siderable portion belongs to the years 1802-3—the period

of the Keswick-Grasmere intercourse. But the west country

was Coleridge's own country ; and in Cumberland the

slate-grey of sky and lake and hills—and the slate-grey

houses—bore heavily, it may be suspected, upon his health

of mind and body ; it was not for nothing that Jeffrey

called the Lakists a ' school of hypochondriacs '—this slate-

grey ate into their souls. During the three years that fol-

lowed Coleridge was abroad—whether seeking or shunning

' See especially lines 202-71.
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health, it would be difficult to say. The influence of

Wordsworth was withdrawn ; and these were years of

waste, and, to speak plainly, of ruin. Not until the begin-

ning of 1807 do we get again from Coleridge any note of the

old greatness ; and then it is evoked by Wordsworth—by
Wordsworth's recitation of the Prelude} To the year 1809

belongs the poem entitled A Tombless Epitaph : here

Coleridge recaptures for a moment his height of power, in

writing about a great subject which he alone understood,

himself. Even so, when he wrote this piece, he had just

resumed at Keswick the frayed threads of intimate com-
munion with Wordsworth. The Selection of Coleridge's

poetry contained in this volume offers but seven pieces of

a later date ; and it may be doubted whether it would be

a service to Coleridge's fame to offer more. Of these seven,

three date from the period when he was at work upon the

Biographia Literaria, when the greatness of Wordsworth
recreated itself to his mind. The other four pieces are the

flotsam and jetsam of the once exuberant tides of his

imagination—of three of them the titles are sufficiently

significant : Youth and Age, Work without Hope, An
Epitaph ; and of the fourth, oddly compounded of dreamy
youth and listless age, he tells us that it was written

in one of those most weary hours,

When life seems emptied of all genial powers.

2

Character, rather than talent, determined this dependence

upon Wordsworth. Both men bore souls consciously dedi-

cated to poetry, hearts weaned from worldly interest. But
it was as hard for Wordsworth, one might fancy, to be

ever false, as for Coleridge to be consistently true, to his

dedication. It was as natural for W^ordsworth, in his life

and in his poetry, to pursue a single plan, as it was for

Coleridge to conceive each day a new enterprise, and, of

* See pages 136-9. - Garden of Boccaccio, 11. 1-2.
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things grandiosely conceived, to carry none to its fulfilment.

Circumstance, upon the whole, was not unkind to him ; in-

deed, in more than one crisis of his affairs, that hard step-

mother of genius showed to him a melting countenance.

If it were proper from the fate of genius to draw any moral

applicable to common life, we might suppose ourselves to

learn from Coleridge that Circumstance is mostly placable.

Character invariably merciless. To opinion, and to dis-

appointment, Wordsworth opposed a panoply of inalienable

self-righteousness ; but through the garment of self-pity

in which Coleridge involved himself the winds of the world

pierced with cruel penetrancy. Yet of humour, in which

Wordsworth was deficient, Coleridge was finely redundant

:

sometimes, indeed, inappositely redundant—in the darkest

period of his opium-slavery he laughed immoderately over

Cottle's letters of religious advice, when something of

Wordsworth's covenanting humourlessncss would have

served him better. If Wordsworth was humourless—or

because he was—he was truthful ; it was impossible for

him to describe anything otherwise than as he actually

saw it. But ' All poets go to hell ', Coleridge had been told

by the ghost of Gray, ' we are so intolerably addicted to

lying '
;
^ and he had a fancy to prove the thesis.

Perhaps indeed the grand failure of Coleridge was the

failure to be completely honest. He was completely honest

neither with himself nor with his work. Where he was

honest with his neighbours, it was not from principle, but

by a flair which he had for grandiose behaviour. If his best

work came from his connexion with Wordsworth, it was be-

cause here he made contact with an astonishingly matter-

of-fact honesty ; which he was able to recognize, let it be

added, not as an ornament, or attribute, but as the essence,

of Wordsworth's power as a poet.

Thereby he became the first (as he remains the greatest) of

* Letters, p. 35.
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the Wordsworthians. Wordsworth, it should in fairness be

recalled, was, if not the first, at least (after Lamb) the

most faithful, of the Coleridgians—with a faithfulness often

hardly tried. He spoke of Coleridge, when he died, as of

' the most wonderful man he had ever known '
; and truly

the early years of their friendship had been years of wonder.

In the quality of wonder, indeed, Coleridge was easily pre-

eminent ; and his great examples of the quality—the

Ancient Marmer, Christahel, Kuhla Khan—are work beyond

Wordsworth's range. But it is perhaps more interesting,

and more important, to observe that, in a different order of

work, in a genre which both poets affect, Coleridge achieved

some of his finest successes ; and that of the peculiar talent

which makes the kind he had given notable premonitions

some years before Wordsworth essayed it. Upon one of

the blank-verse pieces which he contributed to the Lyrical

Ballads Coleridge bestowed the subsidiary title ' A Con-

versation Poem '. But he had already employed the type

four years earlier. The expression ' A Conversation

Poem ' recalls (as it was no doubt meant to do) the Horatian
' Sermoni Propriora '—words which stand at the head of

the poem Reflections on having left a Place of Retirement

(1795) ; and which were also at one time, as it would seem,^

prefixed to the earlier lines To a Young Ass (1794). Both
the two last-named poems have been admitted to the

Selection contained in this volume ; not so much upon

their proper merit, as from their importance in marking

development. In both Coleridge is already a Words-

wort hian 2—at a time when Wordsworth himself was still

a ' Darwinian ', a disciple, that is to say, of the author of

the Botanic Garden. If the verses To a Young Ass are, as

some critics have found them to be, not altogether free

' See Biographia Literaria, i, p. 17.

* As ia a different species, we have seen, in the Destiny of Nations

(1796).
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from absurdity, they are at least absurd in a manner not

possible to a mean talent ; and in such lines as

And oft with gentle hand I give thee bread.

And clap thy ragged coat, and pat thy head,

we havv^ already passed, the Popian couplet notwithstanding

(a form which Coleridge never managed well), out of Pope

into the very world of the Lyrical Ballads. Take, again,

such lines as these :

Low was our pretty Cot : our tallest Rose
Peep'd at the chamber-window. We could hear
At silent noon, and eve, and early mom.
The Sea's faint murmur. In the open air

Our Myrtles blossom'd ; and across the porch
Thick Jasmines twin'd : the little landscape round
Was green and woody, and refresh'd the eye.

It was a spot which you might aptly call

The Valley of Seclusion.^

Already there Coleridge is doing with credit what later,

but only later, only when Coleridge had taught him, Words-

worth did with genius. Coleridge himself, with a true

critical instinct, singled out his ' shorter blank verse poems
'

as the best part of his early work ;
^ and the same critical

instinct enabled him to diagnose their defect : where they

fail, it is because their simplicity is affected, it is a ' pretence

of simplicity '.^ They are work not as yet quite honest.

That supreme poetical honesty which belongs to Words-

worth Coleridge perhaps never quite learned. He achieves

it in patches ; but even in this species (of which he may
properly be accounted the inventor), even in the short

reflective poem in blank verse, ^ in the Conversation Poem,

he never quite hits Wordsworth's settled manner.

^ Reflections on having left a Place of Retirement, 11. 1-9.

' Diographia Literaria, i, pp. 16 sqq.
' Mostly, but not always, in blank verse : a notably successful

example in ' heroics ' is the Garden of Boccaccio. An early example
in blank verse, not included in this Selection, is the Eolian Harp.
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In this species, none the less, is to be sought his finest

work, excepting always the magical triad, the Ancient

Mariner, Christahel, Kuhla Khan. The three great Odes

notwithstanding, this may still be said ; and indeed, the

last and greatest of them. Dejection, confirms the thesis.

If Dejection is to be called an Ode at all, we must call it

a Conversation Ode ; and its opening lines sufficiently

announce its character :

Well ! If the Bard was weather-wise, who made
The grand old ballad of Sir Patrick Spence . . .

Did ever odist prelude with this ' Well
!

' ? The other two

Odes are less easily appraised ; but neither of them suffices

to assure us that Coleridge in fact knew what an ode was.

In the earlier of them, To the Departing Year, a true and

appealing rhetoric is fitfully intermixed with the crudest

pseudo-Pindarics, verse nobly sonorous jostles with rhodo-

montade. How much of true and false is in this piece

almost absurdly commingled, any one may satisfy himself

who will be at pains to read, first the splendidly impressive

exordium.

Spirit who sweepest the wild harp of Time,

and then the idle jig and flaunt of such stuff as this, from

the penultimate stanza :

Abandoned of Heaven ! mad Avarice thy guide.

At cowardly distance, yet kindling with pride

—

Mid thy herds and thy cornfields secure thou hast stood,

And joined the wild yelling of Famine and Blood.

Was ever such Red-Flag rubbish heard upon lips which the

hallowed coals have kindled ?

France : an Ode is freer (but not wholly free) of this

falsity. It sustains over wide tracts a high bardic level ;

yet admonishing us, even so, not once nor twice only, that

between the bardic and turgidity there is no luxury of
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interspace. Its indubitable grandeur perhaps culminates

in the indignant challenge.

Was this thy boast, Champion of human kind.

To mix with Kings in the low lust of sway ?

But even here it may be permitted to ask whether this is,

after all, the proper grandeur of an Ode, and not that of

inspired conversation.

Inspired conversation. Here was an art in which not

even his enemies denied to Coleridge an unchallengeable

pre-eminence. It is valuable, in an age credulous of heroes

but oddly sceptical of gods, to emphasize that character

of the life of poetry which consists in inspiration. More

fully and consistently than poets of greater effectiveness,

Coleridge hit this character. With the same ease with

which other men are protractedly dull, Coleridge was

without intermission inspired. Yet with an inspiration

curiously self-indulgent. He yielded himself wholly to the

momentary rapture, to the melting influences of his own
temperament. It was not in him to save the transport for

epic or Ode, for tragedy or for a sustained Lucretian flight.

But in conversation, and in the Conversation Poem, he was

for ever pouring out magnanimously, or with a grandly

calculated carelessness spilling, the wine of a spirituality

limitlessly fecund. Add (and you have perhaps said all)

that thrice in his life he punctuated the else unintermitted

vocality of his in.spiration by a pause of supernatural

silence ; and was content to hear, and thereafter with

curious fidelity—as though he were an instrument purely

passive—to record those eyrie voices of nature which speak

to us articulately in the * magical triad '.

Coleridge's rank in the poetry of his country has been

variously assessed ; and the waxing or waning of his

repute follows, perhaps, the greater or less demand at

different periods for efficiency in character and performance.
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Never perhaps was a poet of equal gifts equally inefficient :

inefficient in affairs, in friendship, in poetry. That is easily

said, and truly, and is necessary to say. And yet, while of

what may be called clean efficiency Coleridge had nothing,

there may perhaps be registered foi him, and indeed

pressed, a claim to that kind of blurred efficiency which

consists in being uniformly interesting and never negligible.

To the regard of a world in which most men—and especially

eminent men—are dull, this is perhaps an equitable and

enduring title. Among the men of his day who were

interesting, hardly one interested either a wider circle or

one better worth attaching. He influenced profoundly, not

only the common opinion of his time, but the opinions and

feelings of great men. In his poetry he has left a body of

work in which nearly everything is imperfect, but in which,

when all is said and done, almost nothing is uninteresting.

Such a Selection as the present—aiming as it does to present

consummate work—does him small justice. He is more

profitably, and more justly, read in bulk ; and yet can

only be so read by those who, patient of blurred effects,

bring to the study of him a considerable charity. Most of

his life, boy and man, he lived (if truth be told) upon

charity. And in the history of literature he will continue,

the inspired foundling of our poetry, to live upon that

charity which is neither properly nor prudently refused to

genius and lofty aims struggling with infirmity of the will.

After all, just as in life he had qualities which compel

sjmipathy (even where they do not always deserve it),

a temperament hovering between magnanimity and senti-

mentality, a liveliness of mind perpetually driven from the

ingenious to the true, and back again, an instinct for pity

ludicrously divided between himself and others ; even so

in his poetry he discovers those qualities which melt hard-

ness. That ' echo of magnificence of mind ' which is the

mystery of style, his verse renders to us, if uncertainly.
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yet insistently. In that part of poetry in which the

distinction fails, which obtains elsewhere so obstinately,

between the invention of images and the discovery of

truth, his mind moves in a fashion ingeniously liberating.

And above all, whenever he is most himself, most a poet,

he has that power to quicken sensibility, to make the spirit

beautiful or pitiful, which poetry shares with dreams and

our most precious memories, and the stars and either

twilight.

Of Coleridge's work in prose this Introduction has said

nothing ; nor in the Selection which it accompanies has

there been accorded to his prose a space proportionate to

his repute in criticism. The fact is that, of innumerable

critical enterprises, he brought only one to completion

—

the Biographia Literaria : if indeed that odd medley of

personal reminiscence, metaphysic, letters, political tirade,

and criticism of poetry, can be called complete. Perhaps

it is as complete as Coleridge was capable of making any-

thing. That portion of it which is most valuable lies in the

chapters upon Wordsworth ; and from the present Selection

these are excluded—for the reason that they fill already

so large a space in the volume in the same series which

deals with Wordsworth. But, in any case, the overweight

of poetry in this Selection is offered with calculation ; and

in the belief that Coleridge's critical essays and lectures

receive, commonly, more praise than they deserve, his

poems—not only the best of them, but the second best,

especially—a good deal less. From a temperament such

as Coleridge had, it were idle to expect either a safe critical

judgement or a connected method and style. But these

qualities—which prose demands^—poetry, which sees, and

reveals, by flashes, and unpredictably, neither affects nor

misses. It is, in the nature of it, not finite ; and of this

in it Coleridge, who finished nothing, took magnificent

advantage.
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He took magnificent advantage of it ; and yet the

tragedy of this unfinishing magnificence must be the

abiding thought in connexion with all he did. The poetry

of Wordsworth, ' a temple, like a cloud slowly surmounting '

the ' invidious hill ' of conventional opinion, has long since
' risen out of darkness ' into the space and light proper to

immortal work. It stands out in clear and sure proportion,

with ' spire star-high ' and ' towers of deep foundation
'

and arches consciously safe against the winds of fashion.^

Beside it, if men were masters of their own will or of

circumstance, there should have stood a sister temple not

less aspiring in its outline, fashioned in a more glowing

material, richer in detail, embodying ideas of beauty more
intricate and fantastic, and yet not alien. In remains, of

which it might be doubted whether they were perfect work
undone by the power of time, or grandiose beginnings made
frustrate by human infirmity, we can still trace, of this

sister temple, the magnanimous proportions, and catch

against the sunset its pageant of colour. Here and there

a spirit that felt, before all needs, the need for confession,

has perfected with curious workmanship, so that nothing

remains to add, some shrine or niche or cell. But, for the

rest, the aisles are roofless, arches stand which carry no

towers, the columns end in air. The fagade bears a

melancholy legend :
' The Mighty One that persecuteth me

is on this side and on that ; He pursueth my soul like the

wind, like the sand-blast he passeth through me ; He is

around me even as the air.' ^

And thereunder, the cryptogram ^—pathetically delusive

—ECTHCE.

• See the Sonnet Immortality, Oxford Wordsworth, p. 282.
•^ The Wanderings of Cain, ii. 33.
* The use of this cryptogram is due to Coleridge's belief that

the Greek word (<7tt](T( means ' stands firm '. The Greek for ' stands

firm ' is, in fact, iaTrjia.



COLERIDGE'S LIFE
1772. Samuel Taylor Coleridge born at Ottery St. AIary% Devon-

shire, Oct. 21.

1774. R. Southey born.

1775. Lamb born.

1778. W. Hazlitt born.

1 781. His father dies, Oct. 4.

1782-91. At Christ's Hospital {c. 1788 he becomes a 'Grecian' :

' sports infidel with Voltaire '
; neo-Platonic and meta-

physical studies ; forms an attachment to Mary Evans ;

various Juvenilia).

1 7 90 -I. His brother Luke and his sister Ann die.

1 791. Visit to Ottery St. Mary (the first since 1782 ?).

1792. Shelley born.

1791-3. At Jesus College, Cambridge (1791, Christ's Hospital
Exhibitioner, sizar, Rustat Scholar; 1792, Browne Gold
Medal, competes unsuccessfully for Craven Scholarship ;

1793, under the influence of Wm. Frend becomes a unitarian

and democrat ; Dec. 1793 enlists in the 15th Dragoons.

1794. His brothers purchase his discharge from the Army, and he
returns to Cambridge (April) ; becomes Foundation Scholar

of Jesus ; visits Oxford, meeting Southey and forming with
him and others the scheme of ' Pantisocracy ' (June) ; in

Wales, and later Somerset ; becomes engaged to Sarah

Fricker ; meets Poole ; the Fall of Robespierre written

(pub. Oct.). End of love affair with Mary Evans. Quits

Cambridge without a degree. London.
1795. In Bristol, living with Southey ; acquaintance with Cottle.

Lectures and journalism. Quarrel with Southey (Sept.-

Nov.). Marries Sarah Fricker (Oct. 4), living first at

Clevedon, then in Bristol. Keats and Carlylc born.

1796. The Watchman : tour of the north ; lectures. Poems on

Various Subjects (pub. April). Revisits Ottery (July-Aug.).

Hartley Coleridge born (Sept. 19). Casual employment,
and unsuccessful attempts to find employment ; in Nov.
the first record of taking opium. Ode to the Departing Year.

Burns died.

B
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J 7 97. Nether Stowey. Osorio written (rejected by Sheridan in

Dec). Preaches in Taunton and Bridgwater. Inter-

course with the Wordsworths, Poems, 2nd ed. ; Ancient
Mariner and Christabel (Part i) written.

1798. Preaches at Shrewsbury, where Hazlitt hears him; with

Hazlitt at Wem. Hazlitt at Stowey. Coleridge accepts an
annuity of £1 50 per annum from the Wedgwood brothers.

Opium again (April) : Kubla Khan written. Fears in

Solitude, &c., pub. (autumn). Lyrical Ballads pub. (Sept.).

Goes to Germany with the Wordsworths and John Chester.

1799. In Germany (till Juh'). Again visits Ottery. Tour in the

Lakes. London : work on the Morning Post.

1800. Stowey. Translation of Wallenstein pub. Visits the Words-
worths at Dove Cottage. Settles at Greta Hall, Keswick.

Christabel (Part ii) written. Cowper died.

1 80 1 -3. Keswick : opium again (May 1801). Poems 3rd ed.

(summer 1803). Tour in Scotland with the Wordsworths
(Aug. 1803). Southey settles at Greta Hall.

1804-5. Malta (temporary Public Secretary, Jan. -Sept. 1805) :

visits Sicily (autumn 1804) : Rome and Naples (1805).

1806. Naples, Rome : returns to England in Aug. Remains in

London, resolved to separate from Mrs. Coleridge. At
Coleorton (Dec).

1807. The Prelude recited to Coleridge by Wordsworth at Coleorton

(Jan.). In London. In the west of England ; meets De
Quincey, and receives from him an anonymous gift of ;^300.

London : lectures at the Royal Institution. Wordsworth's

Poems in Two Volumes ; Byron's Hours of Idleness.

1808. In the Lakes again : separated from Mrs. Coleridge. The
Friend projected. Scott's Marniion.

1809-10. The Friend (the last number appeared March 15, 18 10).

1810-13. London. Quarrel with Wordsworth. Lectures on Shak-

spere (winter 1811-12). Josiah Wedgwood withdraws his

contribution to Coleridge's annuity (181 1). Journalistic

work. Lectures on the Belles Lettres (winter 181 2 -13).

Remorse produced at Drury Lane (the Prologue by Lamb,
Jan. 1 81 3). Coleridge leaves London for Bristol (Oct. 181 3).

1 81 3 -16. West of England : lectures at Bristol on Shakspere and
Milton (winter 181 3). Opium (letter to Wade on the

subject, June 26, 1814). Financial distress. Work on

Biographia Literaria. Places himself under the medical care

of Gillman in Highgate.

1 816-19. Highgate. Christabel, Kubla Khan, Pains of Sleep pub.

June 1 81 6. Sibylline Leaves, Zapolya. The Lay Sermons
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(1817). Lectures on Shakspere ; the Friend (1818). Bio-
graphia Literaria pub. (1817). Keats' Endymion (1S18).

Friendship with J. H. Green and Thos. Allsop. More
lectures on Shakspere (181 9).

1820-5. Highgate. Bankruptcy of Rest Fenner, Coleridge's

publisher. Hartley Coleridge deprived of his fellowship at

Uriel (1820). Death of Keats (1821), of Shelley (1822), of

Byron (1824). M. Arnold born (1822). Aids to Reflection

(pub. 1825). Coleridge becomes Associate of the Royal
Society of Literature, with an annuity of ;/^i2 5 per annum
(1825).

1826-34. Highgate. Poetical Works pub. (1828). Tour with the

Wordsworths in Germany (1828). The ' Highgate Thurs-

days '. Constitution of Church and State pub. 1830. Decline

of health. Scott died (1832). July 25, 1834, Coleridge dies.





HAZLITT

The Lost Leader
From Lectures on the English Poets, 1818

I MAY say of him here, that he is the only person I ever

knew who answered to the idea of a man of genius. He is

the only person from whom I ever learnt any thing. There

is only one thing he could learn from me in return, but that

he has not. He was the first poet I ever knew. His genius

at that time had angelic wings, and fed on manna. He
talked on for ever ; and you wished him to talk on for ever.

His thoughts did not seem to come with labour and effort
;

but as if borne on the gusts of genius, and as if the wings

of his imagination lifted him from off his feet. His voice 10

rolled on the ear like the pealing organ, and its sound alone

was the music of thought. His mind was clothed with

wings ; and raised on them, he lifted philosophy to heaven.

In his descriptions, you then saw the progress of human
happiness and liberty in bright and never-ending succession,

like the steps of Jacob's ladder, with airy shapes ascending

and descending, and with the voice of God at the top of the

ladder. And shall I, who heard him then, listen to him

now ? Not I ! . . . That spell is broke ; that time is gone

for ever ; that voice is heard no more : but ctill the recoUec- 20

tion comes rushing by with thoughts of long-past years,

and rings in my cars with never-dying sound.

COLERIDGE
as Preacher and Talker

From My First Acquaintance with Poets, first printed in

The Liberal, 1823

My father was a Dissenting Minister, at Wem, in Shrop-

shire ; and in the year 1798 (the figures that compose the

date are to me like the ' dreaded name of Demogorgon ')

Mr. Coleridge came to Shrewsbury, to succeed Mr. Rowe
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in the spiritual charge of a Unitarian Congregation there.

He did not come till late on the Saturday afternoon before

he was to preach ; and "Sir. Rowe, who himself went down
to the coach, in a state of anxiety and expectation, to look

for the arrival of his successor, could find no one at all

answering the description but a round-faced man, in a short

black coat (like a shooting-jacket) which hardly seemed to

have been made for him, but who seemed to be talking at

a great rate to his fellow passengers. ]\Ir. Rowe had scarce

lo returned to give an account of his disappointment when the

round-faced man in black entered, and dissipated all doubts

on the subject by beginning to talk. He did not cease

while he stayed ; nor has he since, that I know of. He
held the good town of Shrewsbury in delightful suspense for

three weeks that he remained there, ' fluttering the proud

Salopians, like an eagle in a dove-cote '

; and the Welsh
mountains that skirt the horizon with their tempestuous

confusion, agree to have heard no such mystic sounds since

the days of

20 High-born Hoel's harp or soft Llewellyn's lay.

As we passed along between Wem and Shrewsbury, and
I eyed their blue tops seen through the wintry branches,

or the red rustling leaves of the sturdy oak-trees b}^ the

road- side, a sound was in my ears as of a Siren's song ;

I was stunned, startled with it, as from deep sleep ; but

I had no notion then that I should ever be able to express

my admiration to others in motley imagery or quaint

allusion, till the light of his genius shone into my soul, like

the sun's rays glittering in the puddles of the road. I was

30 at that time dumb, inarticulate, helpless, like a worm by
the way-side, crushed, bleeding, lifeless ; but now, bursting

the deadly bands that bound them,

With Styx nine times round them,

my ideas float on winged words, and as they expand their
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plumes, catch the golden light of other years. 'My soul has

indeed remained in its original bondage, dark, obscure,

with longings infinite and unsatisfied ; my heart, shut up
in the prison-hoase of this rude clay, has never found, nor

will it ever find, a heart to speak to ; but that my under-

standing also did not remain dumb and brutish, or at

length found a language to express itself, I owe to Coleridge.

But this is not to my purpose.

My father lived ten miles from Shrewsbury, and was in

the habit of exchanging visits with ^Ir. Rowe, and with lo

Mr. Jenkins of Whitchurch (nine miles farther on), according

to the custom of Dissenting Ministers in each other's

neighbourhood. A line of communication is thus estab-

lished, by which the flame of civil and religious liberty is

kept alive, and nourishes its smouldering fire unquenchable,

like the fires in the Agamemnon of Aeschylus, placed at

different stations, that waited for ten long years to announce

with their blazing p3Tamids the destruction of Troy.

Coleridge had agreed to come over and see my father,

according to the courtesy of the country, as Mr. Rowe's 20

probable successor ; but in the meantime, I had gone to

hear him preach the Sunday after his arrival. A poet and

a philosopher getting up into a Unitarian pulpit to preach

the gospel, was a romance in these degenerate da^'s, a sort

of revival of the primitive spirit of Christianity, which was
not to be resisted.

It was in January of 1798, that I rose one morning before

daylight, to walk ten miles in the mud, to hear this cele-

brated person preach. Never, the longest day I have to

live, shall I have such another walk as this cold, raw, 30

comfortless one, in the winter of the year 1798. II y a dcs

impressions que ni le terns ni les circonstances petivent cffacer.

Dusse-je vivre des siecles entiers, le doux terns de ma jeunesse

ne petit renaitre pour moi, ni s cffacer jamais dans ma
memoirc. When I got there, the organ was playing the
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looth Psalm, and when it was done, Mr. Coleridge rose and
gave out his text, ' And he went up into the mountain to

pray, himself, alone.' As he gave out this text, his voice
' rose like a steam of rich distilled perfumes ', and when
he came to the two last words, which he pronounced loud,

deep, and distinct, it seemed to me, who was then young,

as if the sounds had echoed from the bottom of the human
heart, and as if that prayer might have floated in solemn

silence through the universe. The idea of St. John came
lo into my mind, ' of one crying in the wilderness, who had his

loins girt about, and whose food was locusts and wild honey.'

The preacher then launched into his subject, like an eagle

dallying with the wind. The sermon was upon peace and
war ; upon church and state—not their alliance but their

separation—on the spirit of the world and the spirit of

Christianity, not as the same, but as opposed to one another.

He talked of those who had ' inscribed the cross of Christ on

banners dripping with human gore'. He made a poetical

and pastoral excursion—and to show the fatal effects of

20 war, drew a striking contrast between the simple shepherd-

boy, driving his team afield, or sitting under the hawthorn,

piping to his flock, ' as though he should never be old,' and

the same poor country lad, crimped, kidnapped, brought

into town, made drunk at an alehouse, turned into a

wretched drummer-boy, with his hair sticking on end with

powder and pomatum, a long cue at his back, and tricked

out in the loathsome finery of the profession of blood :

Such were the notes our once-loved poet sung.

And for myself, I could not have been more delighted if

30 I had heard the music of the spheres. Poetr}^ and Philoso-

phy had met together. Truth and Genius had embraced,

under the eye and with the sanction of Religion. This was

even beyond my hopes. I returned home well satisfied.

The sun that was still labouring pale and wan through the
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sky, obscured by thick mists, seemed an emblem of the

good cause ; and the cold dank drops of dew, that hung

half melted on the beard of the thistle, had something

genial and refreshing in them ; for there was a spirit of

hope and youth in all nature, that turned everything into

good.

On the Tuesday following, the half-inspired speaker

came. I was called down into the room where he was,

and went half-hoping, half- afraid. He received me very

graciously, and I listened for a long time without uttering lo

a word. I did not suffer in his opinion by my silence.

* For those two hours,' he afterwards was pleased to say,

' he was conversing with William Hazlitt's forehead !

'

His appearance was different from what I had anticipated

from seeing him before. At a distance, and in the dim

light of the chapel, there was to me a strange wildness in his

aspect, a dusky obscurity, and I thought him pitted with

the small-pox. His complexion was at that time clear, and

even bright

—

As are the children of yon azure sheen. 20

His forehead was broad and high, light as if built of ivory,

with large projecting eyebrows, and his eyes rolling beneath

them, like a sea with darkened lustre. ' A certain tender

bloom his face o'erspread,' a purple tinge as we see it in

the pale thoughtful complexions of the Spanish portrait-

painters, Murillo and Velasquez. His mouth was gross,

voluptuous, open, eloquent ; his chin good-humoured and

round ; but his nose, the rudder of the face, the index of

the will, was small, feeble, nothing—like what he has done.

It might seem that the genius of his face as from a height 30

surveyed and projected him (with sufficient capacity and

huge aspiration) into the world unknown of thought and

imagination, with nothing to support or guide his veering

purpose, as if Columbus had launched his adventurous
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course for the New World in a scallop, without oars or

compass. So, at least, I comment on it after the event.

Coleridge, in his person, was rather above the common size,

inclining to the corpulent, or like Lord Hamlet, ' somewhat

fat and pursy.' His hair (now, alas ! grey) was then black

and glossy as the raven's, and fell in smooth masses over

his forehead. This long pendulous hair is peculiar to

enthusiasts, to those whose minds tend heavenward ; and
is traditionally inseparable (though of a different colour)

lo from the pictures of Christ. It ought to belong, as a

character, to all who preach Christ crucified, and Coleridge

was at that time one of those !

On my way back I had a sound in my ears—it was the

voice of Fancy ; I had a light before me—it was the face

of Poetry. The one still lingers there, the other has not

quitted my side ! Coleridge, in truth, met me half-way on

the ground of philosophy, or I should not have been won
over to his imaginative creed. I had an uneasy, pleasurable

sensation all the time, till I was to visit him. During those

20 months the chill breath of winter gave me a welcoming
;

the vernal air was balm and inspiration to me. The golden

sunsets, the silver star of evening, lighted me on my way to

new hopes and prospects. / was to visit Coleridge in the

spring. This circumstance was never absent from my
thoughts, and mingled with all my feelings. I wrote to

him at the time proposed, and received an answer post-

poning my intended visit for a week or two, but very

cordially urging me to complete my promise then. This

delay did not damp, but rather increased my ardour. In

30 the meantime, I went to Llangollen Vale, by way of

initiating myself in the mysteries of natural scenery ; and

I must say I was enchanted with it. I had been reading

Coleridge's description of England in his fine Ode on the

Departing Year, and I applied it, con amore, to the objects
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before me. That valley was to me (in a manner) the cradle

of a new existence : in the river that winds through it, my
spirit was baptized in the waters of Helicon !

From H A Z L I T T • S

SPIRIT OF THE AGE
1825

The present is an age of talkers, and not of doers ; and

the reason is, that the world is growing old. We are so far

advanced in the Arts and Sciences, that we live in retrospect,

and doat on past achievements. The accumulation of know-

ledge has been so great, that we are lost in wonder at the

height it has reached, instead of attempting to climb or add

to it ; while the variety of objects distracts and dazzles the 10

looker-on. What niche remains unoccupied ? What path

untried ? What is the use of doing anything, unless we
could do better than all those who have gone before us ?

What hope is there of this ? We are like those who have

been to see some noble monument of art, who are content

to admire without thinking of rivalling it ; or like guests

after a feast, who praise the hospitality of the donor * and

thank the bounteous Pan '—perhaps carrying away some
trifling fragments ; or like the spectators of a mighty battle,

who still hear its sound afar off, and the clashing of armour 20

and the neighing of the war-horse and the shout of victory

is in their ears, like the rushing of innumerable waters

!

Mr. Coleridge has ' a mind reflecting ages past '

; his

voice is like the echo of the congregated roar of the ' dark

rearward and abyss ' of thought. He who has seen a

mouldering tower by the side of a crystal lake, hid by the

mist, but glittering in the wave below, may conceive the

dim, gleaming, uncertain intelligence of his eye : he who
has marked the evening clouds uprolled (a world of vapours),
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has seen the picture of his mind, unearthly, unsubstantial,

with gorgeous tints and ever-varying forms

—

That which was now a horse, even with a thought
The rack dislimns, and makes it indistinct

As water is in water.

Our author's mind is (as he himself might express it)

tangential. There is no subject on which he has not touched,

none on which he has rested. With an understanding

fertile, subtle, expansive, ' quick, forgetive, apprehensive,'

lo beyond all living precedent, few traces of it will perhaps

remain. He lends himself to all impressions alike ; he

gives up his mind and liberty of thought to none. He is

a general lover of art and science, and wedded to no one in

particular. He pursues knowledge as a mistress, with

outstretched hands and winged speed ; but as he is about

to embrace her, his Daphne turns—alas ! not to a laurel !

Hardly a speculation has been left on record from the

earliest time, but it is loosely folded up in Mr. Coleridge's

memory, like a rich, but somewhat tattered piece of

20 tapestry : we might add (with more seeming than real

extravagance), that scarce a thought can pass through

the mind of man, but its sound has at some time or other

passed over his head with rustling pinions. On whatever

question or author you speak, he is prepared to take up

the theme with advantage—from Peter Abelard down
to Thomas Moore, from the subtlest metaphysics to the

politics of the Courier. There is no man of genius, in whose

praise he descants, but the critic seems to stand above the

author, and * what in him is weak, to strengthen, what is

30 low, to raise and support '
: nor is there any work of genius

that does not come out of his hands like an illuminated

Missal, sparkling even in its defects. If Mr. Coleridge had

not been the most impressive talker of his age, he would

probably have been the finest writer ; but he lays down

his pen to make sure of an auditor, and mortgages the
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admiration of posterity for the stare of an idler. If he had

not been a poet, he would have been a powerful logician
;

if he had not dipped his wing in the Unitarian controversy,

he might have soared to the very summit of fanc\'. But in

wTiting verse, he is trying to subject the Muse to transcen-

dental theories : in his abstract reasoning, he misses his

way by strewing it with flowers. All that he has done of

moment, he had done twenty years ago : since then, he

may be said to have lived on the sound of his own voice.

Mr. Coleridge is too rich in intellectual wealth, to need to lo

task himself to any drudgery : he has only to draw the

sliders of his imagination, and a thousand subjects expand

before him, startling him with their brilliancy, or losing

themselves in endless obscurit\"

—

And by the force of blear illusion,

They draw him on to his confusion.

What is the little he could add to the stock, compared with

the countless stores that lie about him, that he should stoop

to pick up a name, or to polish an idle fancy ? He walks

abroad in the majesty of an universal understanding, eyeing 20

the ' rich strond ', or golden sky above him, and ' goes

sounding on his way ', in eloquent accents, uncompelled

and free !

Persons of the greatest capacity are often those who, for

this reason, do the least ; for surveying themselves from

the highest point of view, amidst the infinite variety of the

universe, their own share in it seems trifling, and scarce

worth a thought, and they prefer the contemplation of all

that is, or has been, or can be, to the making a coil about

doing what, when done, is no better than vanity. It is 30

hard to concentrate all our attention and efforts on one

pursuit, except from ignorance of others ; and without this

concentration of our faculties, no great progress can be

made in any one thing. It is not merely that the mind
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is not capable of the effort ; it does not think the effort

worth making. Action is one ; but thought is manifold.

He whose restless eye glances through the wide compass of

nature and art, will not consent to have * his own nothings

monstered '
: but he must do this, before he can give his

whole soul to them. The mind, after ' letting contemplation

have its fill ', or

Sailing with supreme dominion
Through the azure deep of air,

10 sinks down on the ground, breathless, exhausted, powerless,

inactive ; or if it must have some vent to its feelings, seeks

the most easy and obvious ; is soothed by friendly flattery,

lulled by the murmur of immediate applause, thinks as it

were aloud, and babbles in its dreams ! A scholar (so to

speak) is a more disinterested and abstracted character

than a mere author. The first looks at the numberless

volumes of a library, and says, ' All these are mine '
: the

other points to a single volume (perhaps it may be an

immortal one) and says, ' My name is wTitten on the back

20 of it.' This is a puny and grovelling ambition, beneath the

lofty amplitude of ]\Ir. Coleridge's mind. No, he revolves

in his wayward soul, or utters to the passing wind, or

discourses to his own shadow, things mightier and more

various !—Let us draw the curtain, and unlock the

shrine.

Learning rocked him in his cradle, and while yet a child,

He lisped in numbers, for the numbers came.

At sixteen he wrote his Ode on Chatterton, and he still

reverts to that period with delight, not so much as it relates

30 to himself (for that string of his own early promise of fame

rather jars than otherwise), but as exemplifying the youth

of a poet. Mr. Coleridge talks of himself, without being an

egotist, for in him the individual is always merged in the

abstract and general. He distinguished himself at school
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and at the University b}^ his knowledge of the classics,

and gained several prizes for Greek epigrams. How many
men are there (great scholars, celebrated names in literature)

who having done the same thing in their youth, have no

other idea all the rest of their lives but of this achievement,

of a fellowship and dinner, and who, installed in academic

honours, would look down on our author as a mere strolling

bard ! At Christ's Hospital, where he was brought up, he

was the idol of those among his schoolfellows who mingled

with their bookish studies the music of thought and of lo

humanity ; and he was usually attended round the cloisters

by a group of these (inspiring and inspired) ; whose hearts,

even then, burnt within them as he talked, and where the

sounds yet linger to mock Elia on his way, still turning

pensive to the past ! One of the finest and rarest parts of

Mr. Coleridge's conversation is when he expatiates on the

Greek tragedians (not that he is not well acquainted, when
he pleases, with the epic poets, or the philosophers, or

orators, or historians of antiquity)—on the subtle reasonings

and melting pathos of Euripides, on the harmonious 20

gracefulness of Sophocles, tuning his love-laboured song,

like sweetest warblings from a sacred grove ; on the high-

wrought trumpet-tongued eloquence of Aeschylus, whose

Prometheus, above all, is like an Ode to Fate, and a pleading

with Providence, his thoughts being let loose as his body is

chained on his solitary rock, and his afflicted will (the

emblem of mortality)

Struggling in vain with ruthless destiny.

As the impassioned critic speaks and rises in his theme, you

would think you heard the voice of the Man hated by the 30

Gods, contending with the wild winds as the}^ roar, and

his eye glitters with the spirit of Antiquity !

Next, he was engaged with Hartley's tribes of mind,
* etherial braid, thought-woven '—and he busied himself
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for a year or two with vibrations and vibratiuncles and the

great law of association that binds all things in its mystic

chain, and the doctrine of Necessity (the mild teacher of

Charity) and the Millennium, anticipative of a life to come

—and he plunged deep into the controversy on Matter and

Spirit, and, as an escape from Dr. Priestley's Materialism,

where he felt himself imprisoned by the logician's spell, like

Ariel in the cloven pine-tree, he became suddenly enamoured

of Bishop Berkeley's fairy-world, and used in all companies

lo to build the universe, like a brave poetical fiction, of fine

words—and he was deep-read in Malebranche, and in

Cudworth's Intellectual System (a huge pile of learning,

unwieldy, enormous) and in Lord Brook's hieroglyphic

theories, and in Bishop Butler's Sermons, and in the

Duchess of Newcastle's fantastic folios, and in Clarke and

South and Tillotson, and all the fine thinkers and masculine

reasoners of that age—and Leibnitz's Pre-Established

Harmony reared its arch above his head, like the rainbow

in the cloud, covenanting with the hopes of man—and

20 then he fell plump, ten thousand fathoms down (but his

wings saved him harmless) into the hortus siccus of Dissent,

where he pared religion down to the standard of reason,

and stripped faith of mystery, and preached Christ crucified

and the Unity of the Godhead, and so dwelt for a while in

the spirit with John Huss and Jerome of Prague and

Socinus and old John Zisca, and ran through Neal's History

of the Puritans, and Calamy's Non-Conformists' Memorial,

having like thoughts and passions with them—but then

Spinoza became his God, and he took up the vast chain of

30 being in his hand, and the round world became the centre

and the soul of all things in some shadowy sense, forlorn

of meaning, and around him he beheld the living traces

and the sky-pointing proportions of the mighty Pan—but

poetry redeemed him from this spectral philosophy, and

he bathed his heart in beauty, and gazed at the golden light
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of heaven, and drank of the spirit of the universe, and

wandered at eve by fairy-stream or fountain,

• When he saw nought but beauty.

When he heard the voice of that x^lmighty One
In every breeze that blew, or wave that murmured

—

and wedded with truth in Plato's shade, and in the writings

of Proclus and Plotinus saw the ideas of things in the eternal

mind, and unfolded all mysteries with the Schoolmen and

fathomed the depths of Duns Scotus and Thomas Aquinas,

and entered the third heaven with Jacob Behmen, and 10

walked hand in hand with Swedenborg through the

pavilions of the New Jerusalem, and sung his faith in the

promise and in the world in his Religious Musings—and

lowering himself from that dizzy height, poised himself on

Milton's wings, and spread out his thoughts in charity with

the glad prose of Jeremy Taylor, and wept over Bowles's

Sonnets, and studied Cowper's blank verse, and betook

himself to Thomson's Castle of Indolence, and sported with

the wits of Charles the Second's days and of Queen xA.nne,

and relished Swift's style and that of the John Bull (Arbuth- 20

not's we mean, not Mr. Croker's), and dallied with the

British Essayists and Novelists, and knew all qualities of

more modern wTiters with a learned spirit, Johnson, and

Goldsmith, and Junius, and Burke, and Godwin, and the

Sorrows of Werther, and Jean Jacques Rousseau, and

Voltaire, and Marivaux, and Crebillon, and thousands more

—now ' laughed with Rabelais in his easy chair ' or pointed

to Hogarth, or afterwards dwelt on Claude's classic scenes,

or spoke with rapture of Raphael, and compared the women
at Rome to figures that had walked out of his pictures, or 30

visited the Oratory of Pisa, and described the works of

Giotto and Ghirlandaio and Massaccio, and gave the moral

of the picture of the Triumph of Death, where the beggars

and the wretched invoke his dreadful dart, but the rich

and mighty of the earth quail and shrink before it ; and in
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that land of siren sights and sounds, saw a dance of peasant

girls, and was charmed with lutes and gondolas—or

wandered into Germany and lost himself in the labyrinths

of the Hartz Forest and of the Kantean philosophy, and

amongst the cabalistic names of Fichte and Schelling and

Lessing, and God knows who—this was long after, but all

the former while, he had nerved his heart and filled his eyes

with tears, as he hailed the rising orb of liberty, since

quenched in darkness and in blood, and had kindled his

lo affections at the blaze of the French Revolution, and sang

for joy when the towers of the Bastile and the proud places

of the insolent and the oppressor fell, and would have

floated his bark, freighted with fondest fancies, across the

Atlantic wave with Southey and others to seek for peace

and freedom

—

In Philarmonia's undivided dale 1

Alas !
' Frailty, thy name is Genms !

'—What is become

of all this mighty heap of hope, of thought, of learning, and

humanity ? It has ended in swallowing doses of oblivion

^o and in writing paragraphs in the Courier.—Such and so

little is the mind of man !

It was not to be supposed that Mr. Coleridge could keep

on at the rate he set off ; he could not realize all he knew
or thought, and less could not fix his desultory ambition ;

other stimulants supplied the place, and kept up the intoxi-

cating dream, the fever and the madness of his early

impressions. Liberty (the philosopher's and the poet's

bride) had fallen a victim, meanwhile, to the murderous

practices of the hag, Legitimacy. Proscribed by court-

30 hirelings, too romantic for the herd of vulgar politicians,

our enthusiast stood at bay, and at last turned on the pivot

of a subtle casuistry to the unclean side : but his discursive

reason would not let him trammel himself into a poet-

laureate or stamp-distributor, and he stopped, ere he had
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quite passed that well-known ' bourne from whence no

traveller returns '—and so has sunk into torpid, uneasy

repose, tantalized by useless resources, haunted by vain

imaginings, his lips idiy moving, but his heart for ever still,

or, as the shattered chords vibrate of themselves, making
melancholy music to the ear of memory ! Such is the fate

of genius in an age, when in the unequal contest with

sovereign wrong, every man is ground to powder who is

not either a born slave, or who does not willingly and at

once offer up the yearnings of humanity and the dictates 10

of reason as a welcome sacrifice to besotted prejudice and

loathsome power.

Of all Mr. Coleridge's productions, the Ancient Mariner

is the only one that we could with confidence put into any

person's hands, on whom we wished to impress a favourable

idea of his extraordinary powers. Let whatever other

objections be made to it, it is unquestionably a work of

genius—of wild, irregular, overwhelming imagination, and

has that rich, varied movement in the verse, which gives

a distant idea of the lofty or changeful tones of Mr. Coler- 20

idge's voice. In the Christahel, there is one splendid passage

on divided friendship. The Translation of Schiller's

Wallenstein is also a masterly production in its kind, faithful

and spirited. Among his smaller pieces there are occasional

bursts of pathos and fancy, equal to what we might expect

from him ; but these form the exception, and not the rule.

Such, for instance, is his affecting Sonnet to the author of

the Robbers.

Schiller ! that hour I would have wish'd to die,

If through the shudd'ring midnight I had sent 30

From the dark dungeon of the tower time-rent

That fearful voice, a famish'd Father's cry

—

That in no after-moment aught less vast

Might stamp me mortal ! A triumphant shout

Black horror scrcam'd, and all her goblin rout

From the more with 'ring scene diminish 'd pass'd.
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Ah ! Bard tremendous in sublimity I

Could I behold thee in thy loftier mood,
Wand'ring at eve, with finely frenzied eye,

Beneath some vast old tempest-swinging wood !

Awhile, with mute awe gazing, I would brood.
Then weep aloud in a wild ecstasy.

His Tragedy, entitled Remorse, is full of beautiful and

striking passages, but it does not place the author in the

first rank of dramatic writers. But if Mr. Coleridge's works
-o do not place him in that rank, they injure instead of con-

veying a just idea of the man, for he himself is certainly

in the first class of general intellect.

If our author's poetry is inferior to his conversation, his

prose is utterly abortive. Hardly a gleam is to be found in

it of the brilliancy and richness of those stores of thought

and language that he pours out incessantly, when they are

lost like drops of water in the ground. The principal work,

in which he has attempted to embody his general views of

things, is the Friend, of which, though it contains some
20 noble passages and fine trains of thought, prolixity and

obscurity are the most frequent characteristics.
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JEFFREY and COLERIDGE
From a note by Jeffrey in the Edinburgh Review, 1817

It was in 1810, I think, that I went with some of my near

relations to Cumberland. I had previously been in some

correspondence of a literary nature with Mr. C, though

I had never seen him personally. ^Ir. Southe}'' I had seen

in the company of some common friends, both at Edinburgh

and Keswick, a year or two before ; and though he then

knew me to be the reviewer of his Thalaha and Madoc, he

undoubtedly treated me with much courtesy and politeness.

I had heard, however, in the interim, that he had expressed

himself on the subject of the Edinburgh Review with so 10

much bitterness, that I certainly should not have thought

of intruding myself spontaneously into his company.

When I came to Keswick, I had not the least idea that

Mr. C. lived in Mr. Southey's house ; and sent a note from

the inn, saying, I should be glad to wait on him. He
returned for answer, that he aiid Mr. Southey would be

glad to see me. I thought it would be pitiful to decline

this invitation ; and went immediately. ^Ir. Southey

received me with cold civility—and, being engaged with

other visitors, I had very little conversation with him. 20

With Mr. C. I had a great deal ; and was very much amused

and interested. I believe coffee was offered me—and I

came away in an hour or two. I did not see Mr. Southey

afterwards. Next day, Mr. C. and I spent all the morning

together in the fields—he did me the honour to dine with

me at the inn—and next morning I left Keswick, and have

not seen him since.

At this distance of time I do not pretend to recollect all

that passed between us. I perfectly recollect, however, that

I was much struck with the eloquence and poetical warmth 30

of his conversation ; of which all my friends can testify

that I have ever since been in the habit of speaking with
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admiration. I dare say I may have expressed that senti-

ment to him. Indeed, I remember, that when dissuading

him from pubhshing on metaphysical subjects, I exhorted

him rather to give us more poetry, and, upon his replying

that it cost him more labour, I observed, that his whole

talk to me that morning was poetry. I think I said also,

that the verses entitled ' Love ' were the best in the Lyrical

Ballads, and had always appeared to me extremely beauti-

ful. These are the only compliments I can remember
ifo paying him ; and they were paid with perfect sincerity. But

it rather appeared to me that Mr. C. liked to receive compli-

ments ; and I may have been led to gratify him in other

instances. I cannot say I recollect of his telling me that

he and his friends were of no school but that of good sense,

&c. ; but I remember perfectly that he complained a good

deal of my coupling his name with theirs in the Review,

saying, that he had published no verses for a long time, and
that his own style was very unlike theirs. I promised that

I would take his name out of the firm for the future ; and
20 I kept my promise. We spoke too of Cliristabel, and I

advised him to publish it ; but I did not say it was either

the finest poem of the kind, or a fine poem at all ; and I am
sure of this, for the best of all reasons, that at this time,

and indeed till after it was published, I never saw or heard

more than four or five lines of it, which my friend ^Ir. Scott

once repeated to me. That eminent person, indeed, spoke

favourably of it ; and I rather think I told Mr. C. that I had
heard him say, that it was to it he was indebted for the

first idea of that romantic narrative in irregular verse,

30 which he afterwards exemplified in his Lay of the Last

Minstrel, and other works. In these circumstances, I felt

a natural curiosity to see this great original ; and I can

sincerely say, that no admirer of ]\Ir. C. could be more

disappointed or astonished than I was, when it did make
its appearance.
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D E Q U I N C E Y ' S

First Acquaintance with Coleridge

From Reminiscences of the Lake Poets, contributed to

Tait's Magazine, September, 1834

It was, I think, in the month of August, but certainly in

the summer season, and certainly in the year 1807, that

I first saw this illustrious man. My knowledge of him as

a man of most original genius began about the year 1799.

A little before that time Wordsworth had published the

first edition (in a single volume) of the Lyrical Ballads,

and into this had been introduced ]\Ir. Coleridge's poem of

the Ancient Mariner, as the contribution of an anonymous
friend. It would be directing the reader's attention too

much to myself if I were to linger upon this, the greatest 10

event in the unfolding of my own mind. Let me say, in

one word, that, at a period when neither the one nor the

other wTiter was valued by the public—both having a long

warfare to accomplish of contumely and ridicule before

they could rise into their present estimation—I found in

these poems ' the ray of a new morning ', and an absolute

revelation of untrodden worlds teeming with power and

beauty as yet unsuspected amongst men. I may here

mention that, precisely at the same time, Professor Wilson,

entirely unconnected with myself, and not e\'en known to 20

me until ten years later, received the same startling and

profound impressions from the same volume. With feelings

of reverential interest, so early and so deep, pointing

towards two contemporaries, it may be supposed that

I inquired eagerly after their names. But these inquiries

were self-baffled ; the same deep feelings which prompted
my curiosity causing me to recoil from all casual opportuni-

ties of pushing the inquiry, as too generally lying amongst
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those who gave no sign of participating in my feelings ; and,

extravagant as this may seem, I revolted with as much
hatred from coupling the question with any occasion of

insult to the persons whom it respected as a primitive

Christian from throwing frankincense upon the altars of

Caesar, or a lover from giving up the name of his beloved

to the coarse licence of a Bacchanalian party. It is laugh-

able to record for how long a period my curiosity in this

particular was thus self- defeated. Two years passed before

lo I ascertained the two names. Mr. Wordsworth published

his in the second and enlarged edition of the poems ; and

for Mr. Coleridge's I was ' indebted ' to a private source
;

but I discharged that debt ill, for I quarrelled with my
informant for what I considered his profane way of dealing

with a subject so hallowed in my own thoughts. After

this I searched, east and west, north and south, for all

known works or fragments of the same authors. I had read,

therefore, as respects Mr. Coleridge, the Allegory which he

contributed to Mr. Southey's Joan of Arc. I had read his

20 fine Ode entitled France, his Ode to the Duchess of Devon-

shire, and various other contributions, more or less interest-

ing, to the two volumes of the Anthology published at

Bristol, about 1799-1800, by Mr. Southey ; and, finally,

I had, of course, read the small volume of poems published

under his own name. These, however, as a juvenile and

immature collection, made expressly with a view to pecu-

niary profit, and therefore courting expansion at any

cost of critical discretion, had in general greatly dis-

appointed mc.*********
30 I had received directions for finding out the house where

Coleridge was visiting ; and, in riding down a main street

of Bridgewater, I noticed a gateway corresponding to the

description given me. Under this was standing, and gazing

about him, a man whom I will describe. In height he
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might seem to be about five feet eight (he was, in reaUty,

about an inch and a half taller, but his figure was of an

order which dro\vns the height) ; his person was broad and

full, and tended even to corpulence ; his complexion was

fair, though not what painters technically style fair, because

it was associated with black hair ; his eyes were large,

and soft in their expression ; and it was from the peculiar

appearance of haze or dreaminess which mixed with their

light that I recognized my object. This was Coleridge.

I examined him steadfastly for a minute or more ; and it 10

struck me that he saw neither myself nor any other object

in the street. He was in a deep reverie ; for I had dis-

mounted, made two or three trifling arrangements at an

inn- door, and advanced close to him, before he had appa-

rently become conscious of my presence. The sound of my
voice, announcing my own name, first awoke him ; he

started, and for a moment seemed at a loss to understand

my purpose or his own situation ; for he repeated rapidlj'

a number of words which had no relation to either of us.

There was no maiivaise honte in his manner, but simple 20

perplexity, and an apparent difficulty in recovering his

position amongst daylight realities. This little scene over,

he received me with a kindness of manner so marked that

it might be called gracious. The hospitable family with

whom he was domesticated were distinguished for their

amiable manners and enlightened understandings : they

were descendants from Chubb, the philosophic wTiter, and

bore the same name. For Coleridge they all testified deep

affection and esteem—sentiments in which the whole town

of Bridgewater seemed to share ; for in the evening, when 30

the heat of the day had declined, I walked out with him
;

and rarely, perhaps never, have I seen a person so much

interrupted in one hour's space as Coleridge, on this occasion,

by the courteous attentions of young and old.

All the people of station and weight in the place, and
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apparently all the ladies, were abroad to enjoy the lovely

summer evening ; and not a party passed without some
mark of smiling recognition, and the majority stopping to

make personal inquiries about his health, and to express

their anxiety that he should make a lengthened stay

amongst them. Certain I am, from the lively esteem

expressed towards Coleridge at this time by the people of

Bridgewater, that a very large subscription might, in that

town, have been raised to support him amongst them, in the

lo character of a lecturer, or philosophical professor. Especially

I remarked that the young men of the place manifested the

most liberal interest in all that concerned him.

Coleridge led me to a drawing-room, rang the bell for

refreshments, and omitted no point of a courteous recep-

tion. He told me that there would be a very large dinner

party on that day, which, perhaps, might be disagreeable

to a perfect stranger ; but, if not, he could assure me of

a most hospitable welcome from the family. I was too

anxious to see him under all aspects to think of declining

20 this invitation. That point being settled, Coleridge, like

some great river, the Orellana, or the St. Lawrence, that,

having been checked and fretted by rocks or thwarting

islands, suddenly recovers its volume of waters and its

mighty music, swept at once, as if returning to his natural

business, into a continuous strain of eloquent dissertation,

certainly the most novel, the most finely illustrated, and

traversing the most spacious fields of thought by transitions

the most just and logical, that it was possible to conceive.

What I mean by saying that his transitions were ' just ' is

30 by way of contradistinction to that mode of conversation

which courts variety through links of verbal connexions.

Coleridge, to many people, and often I have heard the

complaint, seemed to wander ; and he seemed then to

wander the most when, in fact, his resistance to the wander-

ing instinct was greatest—viz., when the compass and huge
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circuit by which his illustrations moved travelled farthest

into remote regions before they began to revolve. Long

before this coming round commenced most people had lost

him, and naturally enough supposed that he had lost himself.

They continued to admire the separate beauty of the

thoughts, but did not see their relations to the dominant

theme. Had the conversation been thrown upon paper,

it might have been easy to trace the continuity of the

links
;

just as in Bishop Berkeley's Siris, from a pedestal

so low and abject, so culinary, as Tar Water, the method 10

of preparing it, and its medicinal effects, the dissertation

ascends, like Jacob's ladder, by just gradations, into the

Heaven of Heavens and the thrones of the Trinity. But

Heaven is there connected with earth by the Homeric

chain of gold ; and, being subject to steady examination,

it is easy to trace the links ; whereas, in conversation, the

loss of a single word may cause the whole cohesion to

disappear from view. However, I can assert, upon my long

and intimate knowledge of Coleridge's mind, that logic the

most severe was as inalienable from his modes of thinking 20

as grammar from his language.
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LAMB'S REFLECTIONS

On the Death of Coleridge
Written in the album of Mr. Keymer, a London bookseller,

November 21, 1834 ; first printed in The New Monthly Maga-
zine, February 1835

When I heard of the death of Coleridge, it was without

grief. It seemed to me that he long had been on the con-

fines of the next world—that he had a hunger for eternity.

I grieved then that I could not grieve. But since, I feel

how great a part he was of me. His great and dear spirit

haunts me. I cannot think a thought, I cannot make
a criticism on men or books, without an ineffectual turning

and reference to him. He was the proof and touchstone

of all my cogitations. He was a Grecian (or in the first

10 form) at Christ's Hospital, where I was deputy Grecian
;

and the same subordination and deference to him I have

preserved through a life-long acquaintance. Great in his

\\Titings, he was greatest in his conversation. In him was

disproved that old maxim, that we should allow every one

his share of talk. He would talk from morn to dewy eve.

nor cease till far midnight, yet who ever would interrupt

him—who would obstruct that continuous flow of converse,

fetched from Helicon or Zion ? He had the tact of making

the unintelligible seem plain. Man}' who read the abstruser

20 parts of his Friend would complain that his works did

not answer to his spoken wisdom. They were identical.

But he had a tone in oral delivery, which seemed to convey

sense to those who were othersvise imperfect recipients.

He was my fifty years old friend without a dissension.

Never saw I his likeness, nor probably the world can see

again. I seem to love the house he died at more pas-

sionately than when he lived. I love the faithful Gilmans

more than while they exercised their virtues towards him

living. What was his mansion is consecrated to me a chapel.
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LEIGH HUNT
On Coleridge

From Hunt's Autobiography , 1850, chap, xvi

Coleridge was as little fitted for action as Lamb, but

on a different account. His person was of a good height,

but as sluggish and solid as the other's was light and

fragile. He had, perhaps, suffered it to look old before

its time, for want of exercise. His hair was white at fifty
;

and as he generally dressed in black, and had a very

tranquil demeanour, his appearance was gentlemanly, and
for several years before his death was reverend. Never-

theless, there was something invincibly young in the look

of his face. It was round and fresh-coloured, with agree- 10

able features, and an open, indolent, good-natured mouth.

This boy-like expression was very becoming in one who
dreamed and speculated as he did when he was really

a boy, and who passed his life apart from the rest of the

world, with a book, and his flowers. His forehead was
prodigious—a great piece of placid marble ; and his fine

eyes, in which all the activity of his mind seemed to con-

centrate, moved under it with a sprightly ease, as if it

was pastime to them to carry all that thought.

I fancied him a good-natured wizard, very fond of earth, 20

and conscious of reposing with weight enough in his easy

chair, but able to conjure his etherealities about him in

the twinkling of an eye. He could also change them by
thousands, and dismiss them as easily when his dinner

came. It was a mighty intellect put upon a sensual body
;

and the reason why he did little more with it than talk

and dream was, that it is agreeable to such a body to do

little else. I do not mean that Coleridge was a sensualist

in an ill sense. He was capable of too many innocent

pleasures to take any pleasure in the way that a man of 30

the world would take it. The idlest things he did would
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have had a warrant. But if all the senses, in their time,

did not find lodging in that humane plenitude of his, never

believe that they did in Thomson or in Boccaccio.

Coleridge was fat, and began to lament, in very delightful

verses, that he was getting infirm. There was no old age

in his verses. I heard him one day, under the Grove at

Highgate, repeat one of his melodious lamentations, as he

walked up and down, his voice undulating in a stream of

music, and his regrets of youth sparkling with visions ever

lo young. At the same time, he did me the honour to show
me that he did not think so ill of all modern liberalism as

some might suppose, denouncing the pretensions of the

money-getting in a style which I should hardly venture

upon, and never could equal ; and asking with a triumphant

eloquence what chastity itself was worth, if it were a casket,

not to keep love in, but hate, and strife, and w^orldliness ?

On the same occasion, he built up a metaphor out of

a flower, in a style surpassing the famous passage in

]\lilton ; deducing it from its root in religious mystery,

20 and carrying it up into the bright, consummate flower,

' the bridal chamber of reproductiveness. ' Of all ' the

Muse's mysteries ', he was as great a high-priest as Spenser ;

and Spenser himself might have gone to Highgate to hear

him talk, and thank him for his Ancient Mariner. His

voice did not always sound very sincere ; but perhaps the

humble and deprecating tone of it, on those occasions, was

out of consideration for the infirmities of his hearers,

rather than produced by his own. He recited his Kuhla

Khan one morning to Lord Byron, in his lordship's house

30 in Piccadilly, when I happened to be in another room.

I remember the other's coming away from him, highly

struck with his poem, and saying how wonderfully he

talked. This was the impression of everybody who heard

him.

It is no secret that Coleridge lived in the Grove at
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Highgate with a friendly family, who had sense and kind-

ness enough to know that they did themselves honour by
looking after the comfort of such a man. His room looked

upon a delicious prospect of wood and meadow, with

coloured gardens under the window, like an embroidery to

the mantle. I thought, when I first saw it, that he had

taken up his dwelling-place like an abbot. Here he culti-

vated his flowers, and had a set of birds for his pensioners,

who came to breakfast with him. He might have been

seen taking his daily stroll up and down, with his black 10

coat and white locks, and a book in his hand ; and was

a great acquaintance of the little children. His main

occupation, I believe, was reading. He loved to read old

folios, and to make old voyages with Purchas and Marco

Polo ; the seas being in good visionary condition, and the

vessel well stocked with botargoes.
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C A R L Y L E

on Coleridge
From the Life of Sterling, 1851

Coleridge sat on the brow of Highgate Hill, in those

years, looking down on London and its smoke-tumult, like

a sage escaped from the inanity of life's battle ; attracting

towards him the thoughts of innumerable brave souls still

engaged there. His express contributions to poetry, philo-

sophy, or any specific province of human literature or

enlightenment, had been small and sadly intermittent
;

but he had, especially among young inquiring men, a

higher than literary, a kind of prophetic or magician, charac-

10 ter. He was thought to hold, he alone in England, the

key of German and other Transcendentalisms ; knew the

sublime secret of believing by ' the reason ' what ' the

understanding ' had been obliged to fling out as incredible
;

and could still, after Hume and Voltaire had done their

best and worst with him, profess himself an orthodox

Christian, and say and print to the Church of England,

with its singular old rubrics and surplices at AUhallowtide,

Esto perpetua. A sublime man ; who, alone in those dark

days, had saved his crown of spiritual manhood ; escaping

20 from the black materialisms, and revolutionary deluges,

with ' God, Freedom, Immortality ' still his : a king of

men. The practical intellects of the world did not much

heed him, or carelessly reckoned him a metaphysical

dreamer : but to the rising spirits of the young generation

he had this dusky sublim.e character ; and sat there as

a kind of Magus, girt in mystery and enigma ; his Dodona

oak-grove (Mr. Gilman's house at Highgate) whispering

strange things, uncertain whether oracles or jargon.

The Gilmans did not encourage much company, or exci-
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tatioR of any sort, round their sage ; nevertheless access to

him, if a youth did reverently wish it, was not difficult. He
would stroll about the pleasant garden with you, sit in the

pleasant rooms of the place—perhaps take you to his own
peculiar room, high up, with a rearward view, which was

the chief view of all. A really charming outlook in fine

weather. Close at hand, wide sweep of flowery leafy gar-

dens, their few houses mostly hidden, the very chimney-pots

veiled under blossomy umbrage, flowed gloriously down
hill

;
gloriously issuing in wide-tufted undulating plain- 10

country, rich in all charms of field and town. Waving
blooming country of the brightest green ; dotted all over

with handsome villas, handsome groves ; crossed by roads

and human traffic, here inaudible or heard only as a musical

hum : and behind all swam, under olive-tinted haze, the

illimitable limitary ocean of London, with its domes and

steeples definite in the sun, big Paul's and the many memo-
ries attached to it hanging high over all. Nowhere, of its

kind, could you see a grander prospect on a bright summer
day, with the set of the air going southward—southward, 20

and so draping with the city-smoke not yon but the city.

Here for hours would Coleridge talk, concerning all conceiv-

able or inconceivable things ; and liked nothing better than

to have an intelligent, or failing that, even a silent and

patient human listener. He distinguished himself to all

that ever heard him as at least the most surprising talker

extant in this world—and to some small minority, by no

means to all, as the most excellent.

The good man, he was now getting old, towards sixty

perhaps ; and gave you the idea of a life that had been full 30

of sufferings ; a life heavy-laden, half-vanquished, still

swimming painfully in seas of manifold physical and other

bewilderment. Brow and head were round, and of massive

weight, but the face was flabby and irresolute. The deep

eyes, of a light hazel, were as full of sorrow as of inspiration

;

D
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confused pain looked mildly from them, as in a kind of

mild astonishment. The whole figure and air, good and

amiable otherwise, might be called flabby and irresolute
;

expressive of weakness under possibility of strength. He
hung loosely on his limbs, with knees bent, and stooping

attitude ; in walking, he rather shuffled than decisively

stept ; and a lady once remarked, he never could fix which

side of the garden walk would suit him best, but continu-

ally shifted, in corkscrew fashion, and kept trying both.

lo A heavy-laden, high-aspiring and surely much- suffering

man. His voice, naturally soft and good, had contracted

itself into a plaintive snuffle and singsong ; he spoke as if

preaching—you would have said, preaching earnestly and

also hopelessly the weightiest things. I still recollect his

' object ' and ' subject ', terms of continual recurrence in the

Kantean province ; and how he sang and snuffled them into

' om-m-mject ' and ' sum-m-mject ', with a kind of solem^n

shake or quaver, as he rolled along. No talk, in his century

or in any other, could be more surprising.

20 Sterling, who assiduously attended him, with profound

reverence, and was often with him by himself, for a good

many months, gives a record of their first colloquy. Their

colloquies were numerous, and he had taken note of many
;

but they are all gone to the fire, except this first, which Mr.

Hare has printed—unluckily without date. It contains a

number of ingenious, true and half-true observations, and is

of course a faithful epitome of the things said ; but it gives

small idea of Coleridge's way of talking—this one feature

is perhaps the most recognizable, ' Our interview lasted for

30 three hours, during which he talked two hours and three

quarters.' Nothing could be more copious than his talk
;

and furthermore it was always, virtually or literally, of the

nature of a monologue ; suffering no interruption, however

reverent ; hastily putting aside all foreign additions, anno-

tations, or most ingenuous desires for elucidation, as well-
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meant superfluities which would never do. Besides, it was
talk not flowing an3'^whither Uke a river, but spreading

everywhither in inextricable currents and regurgitations

like a lake or sea ; terribly deficient in definite goal or aim,

nay often in logical intelligibility ; what you were to believe

or do, on any earthly or heavenly thing, obstinately refusing

to appear from it. So that, most times, you felt logically

lost ; swamped near to drowning in this tide of ingenious

vocables, spreading out boundless as if to submerge the

world. lo

His talk, alas, was distinguished, like himself, bj^ irreso-

lution : it disliked to be troubled with conditions, absti-

nences, definite fulfilments—loved to wander at its own
sweet will, and make its auditor and his claims and humble

wishes a mere passive bucket for itself ! He had knowledge

about many things and topics, much curious reading ; but

generally all topics led him, after a pass or two, into the

high seas of theosophic philosophy, the hazy infinitude of

Kantean transcendentalism, with its ' sum-m-mjects ' and
' om-m-mjects '. Sad enough ; for with such indolent im- 20

patience of the claims and ignorances of others, he had not

the least talent for explaining this or anything unknown
to them ; and you swam and fluttered in the mistiest wide

unintelligible deluge of things, for most part in a rather

profitless uncomfortable manner.

Glorious islets, too, I have seen rise out of the haze
;

but they were few, and soon swallowed in the general ele-

ment again. Balmy sunny islets, islets of the blest and the

inielligible—on which occasions those secondary humming
groups would ail cease humming, and hang breathless upon 30

the eloquent words ; till once your islet got wrapt in the

mist again, and they could recommence humming. Elo-

quent artistically expressive words you always had

;

piercing radiances of a most subtle insight came at intervals

;

tones of noble pious sympathy, recognizable as pious though
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strangely coloured, were never wanting long : but in general

you could not call this aimless, cloudcapt, cloudbased,

lawlessly meandering human discourse of reason by the

name of ' excellent talk ', but only of ' surprising '

; and
were reminded bitterly of Hazlitt's account of it :

' Excel-

lent talker, very—if you let him start from no premises and
come to no conclusion.' Coleridge was not without what
talkers call wit, and there were touches of prickly sarcasm

in him, contemptuous enough of the world and its idols and
lo popular dignitaries ; he had traits even of poetic humour :

but in general he seemed deficient in laughter ; or indeed

in sympathy for concrete human things either on the sunn\'

or on the stormy side. One right peal of concrete laughter

at some convicted flesh-and-blood absurdity, one burst of

noble indignation at some injustice or depravity, rubbing

elbows with us on this solid Earth, how strange would it

have been in that Kantean haze-world, and how infiniteh^

cheering amid its vacant air-castles and dim-melting ghosts

and shadows ! None such ever came. His life had been

20 an abstract thinking and dreaming, idealistic, passed amid
the ghosts of defunct bodies and of unborn ones. The moan-

ing singsong of that theosophico-metaphysical monotony
left on you, at last, a very dreary feeling.

Let me not be unjust to this memorable man. Surely

there v/as here, in his pious, ever-labouring, subtle mind,

a precious truth, or prefigurement of truth ; and yet a fatal

delusion withal. Prefigurement that, in spite of beaver

sciences and temporary spiritual hebetude and cecity, man
and his L^niverse were eternally divine ; and that no past

30 nobleness, or revelation of the di\'ine, could or would ever

be lost to him. Most true, surely, and worthy of all accep-

tance. Good also to do what 3'ou can with old Churches and

practical Symbols of the Noble : nay quit not the burnt

ruins of them while you find there is still gold to be dug there.

But, on the whole, do not think you can, by logical alchymy,
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distil astral spirits from them ; or if you could, that said

astral spirits, or defunct logical phantasms, could serve you
in anything. What the light of your mind, which is the

direct inspiration of the Almighty, pronounces incredible

—that, in God's name, leave uncredited ; at your peril do

not try believing that. No subtlest hocus-pocus of ' reason
*

versus ' understanding ' will avail for that feat—and it is

terribly perilous to try it in these provinces !

The truth is, I now see, Coleridge's talk and speculation

was the emblem of himself : in it as in him, a ray of heaven- lo

ly inspiration struggled, in a tragically ineffectual degree,

with the weakness of flesh and blood. He says once, he
' had skirted the howling deserts of Infidelity '

; this was

evident enough : but he had not had the courage, in de-

fiance of pain and terror, to press resolutely across said

deserts to the new firm lands of Faith beyond ; he preferred

to create logical fatamorganas for himself on this hither

side, and laboriously solace himself with these.

To the man himself Nature had given, in high measure,

the seeds of a noble endowment ; and to unfold it had been 20

forbidden him. A subtle lynx-eyed intellect, tremulous

pious sensibility to all good and all beautiful ; truly a ray of

empyrean light—but imbedded in such weak laxity of charac-

ter, in such indolences and csuriences as had made strange

work with it. Once more, the tragic story of a high en-

dowment with an insufficient will. An eye to discern the

divineness of the Heaven's splendours and lightnings, the

insatiable wish to revel in their godlike radiances and

brilliances ; but no heart to front the scathing terrors of

them, which is the first condition of your conquering an 30

abiding place there. The courage necessary for him, above

all things, had been denied this man. His life, with such

ray of the empyrean in it, was great and terrible to him ; and

he had not valiantly grappled with it, he had fled from it
;

sought refuge in vague day-dreams, hollow compromises.
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in opium, in theosophic metaphysics. Harsh pain, danger,

necessity, slavish harnessed toil, were of all things abhorrent

to him. And so the empyrean element, lying smothered

under the terrene, and yet inextinguishable there, made
sad writhings. For pain, danger, difficulty, steady slaving

toil, and other highly disagreeable behests of destiny, shall

in no wise be shirked by any brightest mortal that will

approve himself loyal to his mission in this world ; nay

precisely the higher he is, the deeper will be the disagree-

lo ableness, and the detestability to flesh and blood, of the

tasks laid on him ; and the heavier too, and more tragic,

his penalties if he neglect them.

For the old Eternal Powers do live forever ; nor do their

laws know any change, however we in our poor wigs and

church-tippets may attempt to read their laws. To steal

into Heaven—by the modern method, of sticking ostrich-

like your head into fallacies on Earth, equally as by the

ancient and by all conceivable methods—is forever for-

bidden. High-treason is the name of that attempt ; and it

20 continues to be punished as such. Strange enough : here

once more was a kind of Heaven-scaling Ixion ; and to him,

as to the old one, the just gods were very stern ! The

ever-revolving, never-advancing Wheel (of a kind) was his,

through life ; and from his Cloud-Juno did not he too

procreate strange Centaurs, spectral Puseyisms, monstrous

illusory Hybrids, and ecclesiastical Chimeras—which now
roam the earth in a very lamentable manner !
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e:^ierson's

Visit to Coleridge
From English Traits, 1856

From London, on the 5th August, I went to Highgate,

and wrote a note to Mr. Coleridge, requesting leave to pay

my respects to him. It was near noon. Mr. Coleridge sent

a verbal message, that he was in bed, but if I would call

after one o'clock, he would see me. I returned at one, and

he appeared, a short, thick old man, with bright blue eyes

and fine clear complexion, leaning on his cane. He took snuff

freely, which presently soiled his cravat and neat black

suit. He asked whether I knew AUston, and spoke warmly

of his merits and doings when he knew him in Rome ; what 10

a master of the Titianesque he was, &c., &c. He spoke of

Dr. Channing. It was an unspeakable misfortune that he

should have turned out a Unitarian after all. On this, he

burst into a declamation on the folly and ignorance of

Unitarianism—its high unreasonableness ; and taking up
Bishop Waterland's book, which lay on the table, he read

with vehemence two or three pages wTitten by himself

in the fly-leaves—passages, too, which, I believe, are printed

in the Aids to Reflection. When he stopped to take breath,

I interposed, that, ' whilst I highly valued all his explana- 20

tions, I was bound to tell him that I was born and bred

a Unitarian.' 'Yes,' he said, 'I supposed so'; and

continued as before. ' It was a wonder, that after so many
ages of unquestioning acquiescence in the doctrine of

St. Paul—the doctrine of the Trinity, which was also,

according to Philo Judaeus, the doctrine of the Jews before

Christ—this handful of Priestleians should take on them-

selves to deny it, &c., &c. He was very sorry that

Dr. Channing—a man to whom he looked up—no, to say

that he looked up to him would be to speak falsely ; but 30
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a man whom he looked at with so much interest—should

embrace such views. When he saw Dr. Channing, he had

hinted to him that he was afraid he loved Christianity for

what was lovely and excellent—he loved the good in it,

and not the true ;

' and I tell you, sir, that I have known
ten persons who loved the good, for one person who loved

the true ; but it is a far greater virtue to love the true for

itself alone, than to love the good for itself alone.' He
(Coleridge) knew all about Unitarianism perfectly well,

lo because he had once been a Unitarian, and knew what

quackery it was. He had been called ' the rising star of

Unitarianism '. He went on defining, or rather refining :

' The Trinitarian doctrine was realism ; the idea of God
was not essential, but super- essential ' ; talked of trinism

and tetrakism, and much more, of which I only caught this :

' that the will was that by which a person is a person
;

because, if one should push me in the street, and so I should

force the man next me into the kennel, I should at once

exclaim, " I did not do it, sir," meaning it was not my will.'

20 And this also :
' that if you should insist on your faith here

in England, and I on mine, mine would be the hotter side

of the faggot.'

I took advantage of a pause to say, that he had many
readers of all religious opinions in America, and I proceeded

to inquire if the ' extract ' from the Independent's pamphlet,

in the third volume of the Friend, were a veritable quota-

tion. He replied that it was really taken from a pamphlet

in his possession, entitled ' A Protest of one of the Inde-

pendents ', or something to that effect. I told him how

30 excellent I thought it, and how much I wished to see the

entire work. ' Yes,' he said, ' the man was a chaos of

truths, but lacked the knowledge that God was a god of

order. Yet the passage would no doubt strike you more

in the quotation than in the original, for I have filtered it.'

When I rose to go, he said, ' I do not know whether you
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care about poetry, but I will repeat some verses I lately

made on my baptismal anniversary '
; and he recited with

strong emphasis, standing, ten or twelve lines, beginning :

Born unto God in Christ

He inquired where I had been travelling ; and on learn-

ing that I had been in Malta and Sicily, he compared one

island with the other, ' repeating what he had said to the

Bishop of London when he returned from that country,

that Sicily was an excellent school of political economy
;

for, in any town there, it only needed to ask what the lo

government enacted, and reverse that to know what ought

to be done ; it was the most felicitously opposite legislation

to anything good and wise. There were only three things

which the government had brought into that garden of

delights, namely, itch, pox, and famine ; whereas, in Malta,

the force of law and mind was seen, in making that barren

rock of semi-Saracen inhabitants the seat of population and

plenty.' Going out, he showed me in the next apartment

a picture of AUston's, and told me ' that ^lontague,

a picture-dealer, once came to see him, and, glancing 20

towards this, said, " Well, you have got a picture !
",

thinking it the work of an old master ; afterwards,

Montague, still talking with his back to the canvas, put

up his hand and touched it, and exclaimed, " By Heaven !

this picture is not ten years old "—so delicate and skilful

was that man's touch.'

I was in his company for about an hour, but find it

impossible to recall the largest part of his discourse, which

was often like so many printed paragraphs in his book

—

perhaps the same—so readily did he fall into certain 30

commonplaces. As I might have foreseen, the visit was

rather a spectacle than a conversation, of no use beyond

the satisfaction of my curiosity. He was old and pre-

occupied, and could not bend to a new companion and

think with him.
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PATER ON COLERIDGE
From Essay on Coleridge's Writings, 1866

' From his childhood he hungered for eternity.' After

all, that is the incontestable claim of Coleridge. The

perfect flower of any elementary type of life must always

be precious to humanity, and Coleridge is the perfect flower

of the romantic type. More than Childe Harold, more than

Werther, more than Rene, Coleridge, by what he did, what

he was, and what he failed to do, represents that inex-

haustible discontent, languor, and home-sickness, the

chords of which ring all through our modern literature.

10 Criticism may still discuss the claims of classical and roman-

tic art, or literature, or sentiment ; and perhaps one day

we may come to forget the horizon, with full knowledge to

be content with what is here and now ; and that is the

essence of classical feeling. But by us of the present

moment, by us for whom the Greek spirit, with its engaging

naturalness, simple, chastened, debonair, Tpvcfir}'?- aySpdrT^ros,

;(At8^9, )(^apLTOiv, Ifxepov ttoOov 7rarr/p, IS itself the Sangraal

of an endless pilgrimage, Coleridge, with his passion for

the absolute, for something fixed where all is moving, his

20 faintness, his broken memory, his intellectual disquiet,

may still be ranked among the interpreters of one of the

constituent elements of our life.
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Songs of the Pixies
Composed 1793.—Published in Poems on ]'arious Subject,, 1796

I

Whom the untaught Shepherds call

Pixies in their madrigal,

Fancy's children, here we dwell :

Welcome, Ladies ! to our cell.

Here the wren of softest note 5

Builds its nest and warbles well

;

Here the blackbird strains his throat

:

Welcome, Ladies ! to our cell.

II

When fades the moon to shadowy-pale,

And scuds the cloud before the gale, 10

Ere the Mom all gem-bedight

Hath streak'd the East with rosy light.

We sip the furze-flower's fragrant dews

Clad in robes of rainbow hues
;

Or sport amid the shooting gleams 15

To the tune of distant-tinkling teams.

While lusty Labour scouting sorrow

Bids the Dame a glad good-morrow.

Who jogs the accustom'd road along,

And paces cheery to her cheering song. 20

III

But not our filmy pinion

W^e scorch amid the blaze of day,

Wlien Noontide's fiery-tressed minion

Flashes the fervid ray.
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Aye from the sultry-?- heat 25

We to the cave retreat

O'ercanopied by huge roots intertwin'd

With wildest texture, blacken'd o'er with age :

Round them their mantle green the ivies bind,

Beneath whose foliage pale 30

Fann'd by the unfrequent gale

We shield us from the Tyrant's mid-day rage.

IV

Thither, while the murmuring throng

Of wild-bees hum their drowsy song,

By Indolence and Fancy brought, 35

A youthful Bard, ' unknown to Fame,'

Wooes the Queen of Solemn Thought,

And heaves the gentle misery of a sigh

Gazing with tearful eye.

As round our sandy grot appear 40

Many a rudely-sculptur'd name
To pensive Memory dear !

Weaving gay dreams of sunny-tinctur'd hue.

We glance before his view
;

O'er his hush'd soul our soothing witcheries shed 45

And twine the future garland round his head.

When Evening's dusky car

Crown'd with her dewy star

Steals o'er the fading sky in shadowy flight
;

On leaves of aspen trees 50

We tremble to the breeze

Veil'd from the grosser ken of mortal sight.

Or, haply, at the visionary hour,

Along our wildly-bower'd sequester'd walk.

We listen to the enamour'd rustic's talk : 55
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Heave with the heavings of the maiden's breast,

Where young-eyed Loves have hid their turtle nest ;

Or guide of soul-subduing power

The glance that from the half-confessing eye

Darts the fond question or the soft reply. 60

VI

Or through the mystic ringlets of the vale

We flash our faery feet in gamesome prank ;

Or, silent-sandal'd, pay our defter court,

Circling the Spirit of the Western Gale,

Where wearied with his flower-caressing sport, 65

Supine he slumbers on a violet bank
;

Then with quaint music h}Tnn the parting gleam

By lonely Otter's sleep-persuading stream
;

Or where his wave with loud unquiet song

Dash'd o'er the rocky channel froths along ; 70

Or where, his silver waters smooth'd to rest,

The tall tree's shadow sleeps upon his breast.

VII

Hence thou lingerer, Light !

Eve saddens into Night.

Mother of wildly-working dreams ! we view 75

The sombre hours, that round thee stand

With dowTi-cast eyes (a duteous band !)

Their dark robes dripping with the heavy dew.

Sorceress of the ebon throne !

Thy power the Pixies own, 80

When round thy raven brow

Heaven's lucent roses glow,

And clouds in watery colours drest

Float in light drapery o'er thy sable vest :
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What time the pale moon sheds a softer day 85

Mellowing the woods beneath its pensive beam :

For mid the quivering light 'tis ours to play,

Aye dancing to the cadence of the stream.

VIII

Welcome, Ladies ! to the cell

Where the blameless Pixies dwell

:

90

But thou, Sweet Nymph ! proclaim'd our Faery Queen,

With what obeisance meet

Thy presence shall we greet ?

For lo ! attendant on thy steps are seen

Graceful Ease in artless stole, 95

And white-robed Purity of soul.

With Honour's softer mien
;

Mirth of the loosely-flowing hair.

And meek-eyed Pity eloquently fair,

Whose tearful cheeks are lovely to the view, 100

As snow-drop wet with dew.

IX

Unboastful Maid ! though now the Lily pale

Transparent grace thy beauties meek
;

Yet ere again along the impurpling vale.

The purpling vale and elfin-haunted grove, 105

Young Zephyr his fresh flowers profusely throws,

We'll tinge with livelier hues thy cheek ;

And, haply, from the nectar-breathing Rose

Extract a Blush for Love !
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Epitaph on an Infant

Published in The Morning Chronicle, 23 September 1794
included in Poems, 1796

Ere Sin couid blight or Sorrow fade,

Death came with friendly care :

The opening Bud to Heaven convey'd.

And bade it blossom there.

Domestic Peace
Published in The Fall of Robespierre, 1794

Tell me, on what holy ground

May Domestic Peace be found ?

Halcyon daughter of the skies,

Far on fearful wings she flies,

From the pomp of Sceptered State, 5

From the Rebel's noisy hate.

In a cottag'd vale She dwells.

Listening to the Sabbath bells !

Still around her steps are seen

Spotless Honour's meeker mien, ic

Love, the sire of pleasing fears,

Sorrow smiling through her tears,

And conscious of the past employ

Memory, bosom-spring of joy.
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To a You ng Ass

ITS MOTHER BEING TETHERED NEAR IT

Published in The Morning Chronicle, 30 December 1794;
included in Poems, 1796

Poor little Foal of an oppressed race !

I love the languid patience of thy face :

And oft with gentle hand I give thee bread.

And clap thy ragged coat, and pat thy head.

But what thy dulled spirits hath dismay 'd, 5

That never thou dost sport along the glade ?

And (most unlike the nature of things young)

That earthward still thy moveless head is hung ?

Do thy prophetic fears anticipate,

Meek Child of Misery ! thy future fate ? 10

The starving meal, and all the thousand aches
' Which patient Merit of the Unworthy takes '

?

Or is thy sad heart thrill'd with filial pain

To see thy wretched mother's shorten'd chain ?

And truly, very piteous is her lot

—

15

Chain 'd to a log within a narrow spot,

Where the close-eaten grass is scarcely seen,

While sweet around her waves the tempting green !

Poor Ass ! thy master should have learnt to show
Pity—best taught by fellowship of Woe ! 20

For much I fear me that He lives like thee,

Half famish'd in a land of Luxury !

How askingly its footsteps hither bend ?

It seems to say, ' And have I then one friend ?
'

Innocent foal ! thou poor despis'd forlorn ! 25

I hail thee Brother—spite of the fool's scorn !

E
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And fain would take thee with me, in the Dell

Of Peace and mild Equality to dwell,

Where Toil shall call the charmer Health his bride,

And Laughter tickle Plenty's ribless side ! 30

How thou wouldst toss thy heels in gamesome play,

And frisk about, as lamb or kitten gay !

Yea ! and more musically sweet to me
Thy dissonant harsh bray of joy would be,

Than warbled melodies that soothe to rest 35

The aching of pale Fashion's vacant breast !

REFLECTIONS
On having left a Place of Retirement

Published in The Monthly Magazine, October 1 796 ;

included in Poems, 1797

Sermoni propriora.

—

Hor.

Low was our pretty Cot : our tallest Rose

Peep'd at the chamber-window. We could hear

At silent noon, and eve, and early mom,
The Sea's faint murmur. In the open air

Our Myrtles blossom 'd ; and across the porch 5

Thick Jasmins twined : the little landscape round

Was green and woody, and refresh'd the eye.

It was a spot which you might aptly call

The Valley of Seclusion ! Once I saw

(Hallowing his Sabbath-day by quietness) 10

A wealthy son of Commerce saunter by,

Bristowa's citizen : methought, it calm'd

His thirst of idle gold, and made him muse

With wiser feelings : for he paus'd, and look'd

With a pleas'd sadness, and gaz'd all around, 15

Then eyed our Cottage, and gaz'd round again.
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And sigh'd, and said, it was a Blessed Place.

And we were bless'd. Oft with patient ear

Long-listening to the viewless sky-lark's note

(Viewless, or haply for a moment seen 20

Gleaming on sunny wings) in whisper'd tones

I've said to my Beloved, ' Such, sweet Girl

!

The inobtrusive song of Happiness,

Unearthly minstrelsy ! then only heard

When the Soul seeks to hear ; when all is hush'd, 25

And the Heart listens !

'

But the time, when first

From that low Dell, steep up the stony Mount
I climb'd with perilous toil and reach'd the top,

Oh ! what a goodly scene ! Here the bleak mount,

The bare bleak mountain speckled thin with sheep
; 30

Grey clouds, that shadowing spot the sunny fields
;

And river, now with bushy rocks o'er-brow'd.

Now winding bright and full, with naked banks
;

And seats, and lawns, the Abbey and the wood.

And cots, and hamlets, and faint city-spire
; 2,s

The Channel there, the Islands and white sails,

Dim coasts, and cloud-like hills, and shoreless Ocean

—

It seem'd like Omnipresence ! God, methought,

Had built him there a Temple : the whole World

Seem'd imag'd in its vast circumference : 40

No wish profan'd my overwhelmed heart.

Blest hour ! It was a luxury,—to be !

Ah ! quiet Dell ! dear Cot, and Mount sublime !

I was constrain'd to quit you. Was it right,

While my unnumber'd brethren toil'd and bled, 45

That I should dream away the entrusted hours

On rose-leaf beds, pampering the coward heart

With feelings all too delicate for use ?

Sweet is the tear that from some Howard's eye
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Drops on the cheek of one he Hfts from earth : 50

And he that works me good with unmov'd iace,

Does it but half : he chills me while he aids,

My benefactor, not my brother man !

Yet even this, this cold beneficence

Praise, praise it, O my Soul ! oft as thou scann'st 55

The sluggard Pity's vision-weaving tribe !

Who sigh for Wretchedness, yet shun the Wretched,

Nursing in some delicious solitude

Their slothful loves and dainty s>Tnpathies !

I therefore go, and join head, heart, and hand, 60

Active and firm, to fight the bloodless fight

Of Science, Freedom, and the Truth in Christ.

Yet oft when after honourable toil

Rests the tir'd mind, and waking loves to dream,

]\Iy spirit shall revisit thee, dear Cot ! 65

Thy Jasmin and thy window-peeping Rose.

And ]\Iyrtles fearless of the mild sea-air.

And I shall sigh fond wishes—sweet Abode I

Ah !—had none greater ! And that all had such !

It might be so—but the time is not yet. 70

Speed it, O Father ! Let thy Kingdom come !
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To the Rev. George Coleridge
of Ottery St. Mary, Devon

Published as Dedication to Poems, second edition, 1797

Notus in fratres animi paterni.
HoR. Carm. lib. 11. 2.

A BLESSED lot hath he, who having passed

His youth and early manhood in the stir

And turmoil of the world, retreats at length,

With cares that move, not agitate the heart.

To the same dwelling where his father dwelt
; 5

And haply views his tottering little ones

Embrace those aged knees and climb that lap.

On which first kneeling his own infancy

Lisp'd its brief prayer. Such, O my earliest Friend !

Thy lot, and such thy brothers too enjoy. 10

At distance did ye climb Life's upland road.

Yet cheer'd and cheering : now fraternal love

Hath drawn you to one centre. Be your days

Holy, and blest and blessing may ye live !

To me the Eternal Wisdom hath dispens'd 25

A different fortune and more different mind

—

Me from the spot where first I sprang to light

Too soon transplanted, ere my soul had fix'd

Its first domestic loves ; and hence through life

Chasing chance-started friendships. A brief while 20

Some have preserv'd me from life's pelting ills
;

But, like a tree with leaves of feeble stem,

If the clouds lasted, and a sudden breeze

Ruffled the boughs, they on my head at once

Dropped the collected shower ; and some most false, cj'

False and fair-foliag'd as the Manchineel,

Have tempted me to slumber in their shade
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E'en mid the storm ; then breathing subtlest damps,

Mix'd their own venom with the rain from Heaven,

That I woke poison 'd I But, all praise to Him 30

Who gives us all things, more have yielded me
Permanent shelter ; and beside one Friend,

Beneath the impervious covert of one oak,

I've rais'd a lowly shed, and know the names

Of Husband and of Father ; not unhearing 35

Of that divine and nightly-whispering \^oice,

\Miich from my childhood to maturer years

Spake to me of predestinated wreaths.

Bright with no fading colours !

Yet at times

My soul is sad, that I have roam'd through life 40

Still most a stranger, most with naked heart

At mine own home and birth-place : chiefly then.

When I remember thee, my earliest Friend !

Thee, who didst watch my boyhood and my youth
;

Didst trace my wanderings with a father's eye
; 45

And boding evil yet still hoping good,

Rebuk'd each fault, and over all my woes

Sorrow'd in silence I He who counts alone

The beatings of the solitary- heart,

That Being knows, how I have lov'd thee ever, 50

Lov'd as a brother, as a son rever'd thee !

Oh ! 'tis to me an ever new delight.

To talk of thee and thine : or when the blast

Of the shrill winter, rattling our rude sash,

Endears the cleanly hearth and social bowl

;

55

Or when, as now, on some delicious eve.

We in our sweet sequester'd orchard-plot

Sit on the tree crook'd earth-ward ; whose old boughs,

That hang above us in an arborous roof,

Stirr'd by the faint gale of departing May, 60

Send their loose blossoms slanting o'er our heads !
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Nor dost not thou sometimes recall those hours,

\^^en with the joy of hope thou gavest thine ear

To my wild firstling-lays. Since then my song

Hath sounded deeper notes, such as beseem 65

Or that sad wisdom folly leaves behind,

Or such as, tuned to these tumultuous times,

Cope with the tempest's swell I

These various strains

\Miich I have fram'd in many a various mood,

Accept, my Brother I and (for some perchance 10

Will strike discordant on thy milder mind)

If aught of error or intemperate truth

Should meet thine ear, think thou that riper Age

Will calm it down, and let thy love forgive it !

This Lime-tree Bower my Prison

Composed 1797.—Published in The Annual Anthology, 1800;

included in Sibylline Leaves, 181

7

In the June of 1797 some long-expected friends paid a visit to the

author's cottage ; and on the morning of their arrival, he met with an

accident, which disabled him from walking during the whole time of

their stay. One evening, when they had left him for a few hours, he

composed the following lines in the garden-bower.

Well, they are gone, and here must I remain.

This lime-tree bower my prison ! I have lost

Beauties and feelings, such as would have been

Most sweet to my remembrance even when age

Had dimm'd mine eyes to blindness ! They, meanwhile, 5

Friends, whom I never more may meet again,

On springy heath, along the hill-top edge,

Wander in gladness, and wind down, perchance,

To that still roaring dell, of which I told
;

The roaring dell, o'erwooded, narrow, deep, 10
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And only speckled by the mid-day sun
;

Where its slim trimk the ash from rock to rock

Flings arching like a bridge ;—that branchless ash,

Unsunn'd and damp, whose few poor yellow leaves

Ne'er tremble in the gale, yet tremble still, 15

Fann'd by the water-fall ! and there my friends

Behold the dark green file of long lank weeds.

That all at once (a most fantastic sight !)

Still nod and drip beneath the dripping edge

Of the blue clay-stone.

Now, my friends emerge 20

Beneath the wide wide Heaven—and view again

The many-steepled tract magnificent

Of hilly fields and meadows, and the sea.

With some fair bark, perhaps, whose sails light up

The slip of smooth clear blue betwixt two Isles -is

Of purple shadow ! Yes ! they wander on

In gladness all ; but thou, methinks, most glad.

My gentle-hearted Charles ! for thou hast pined

And hunger'd after Nature, many a year.

In the great City pent, winning thy way 30

With sad yet patient soul, through evil and pain

And strange calamity ! Ah ! slowly sink

Behind the western ridge, thou glorious Sun I

Shine in the slant beams of the sinking orb.

Ye purple heath-flowers ! richlier bum, ye clouds I 35

Live in the yellow light, ye distant groves !

And kindle, thou blue Ocean ! So my friend

Struck with deep joy may stand, as I have stood,

Silent with swimming sense
;

yea, gazing round

On the wide landscape, gaze till all doth seem 40

Less gross than bodily ; and of such hues

As veil the Almighty Spirit, when yet he makes

Spirits perceive his presence.
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A delight

Comes sudden on my heart, and I am glad

As I myself were there ! Nor in this bower, 45

This little lime-tree bower, have I not mark'd

Much that has sooth'd me. Pale beneath the blaze

Hung the transparent foliage ; and I watch'd

Some broad and sunny leaf, and lov'd to see

The shadow of the leaf and stem above 50

Dappling its sunshine ! And that walnut-tree

Was richly ting'd, and a deep radiance lay

Full on the ancient ivy, which usurps

Those fronting elms, and now, with blackest mass

]\Iakes their dark branches gleam a lighter hue 55

Through the late twilight : and though now the bat

Wheels silent by, and not a swallow twitters,

Yet still the solitar}^ humble-bee

Sings in the bean-flower ! Henceforth I shall know
That Nature ne'er deserts the wise and pure

;
60

No plot so narrow, be but Nature there,

No waste so vacant, but may well employ

Each faculty of sense, and keep the heart

Awake to Love and Beauty ! and sometimes

'Tis well to be bereft of promis'd good, 65

That we may lift the soul, and contemplate

With lively joy the joys we cannot share.

My gentle-hearted Charles ! when the last rook

Beat its straight path along the dusky air

Homewards, I blest it ! deeming its black wing 70

(Now a dim speck, now vanishing in light)

Had cross'd the mighty Orb's dilated glory,

While thou stood'st gazing ; or, when all was still,

Flew creeking o'er thy head, and had a charm

For thee, my gentle-hearted Charles, to whom 75

No sound is dissonant which tells of Life.
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The Foster- Mother's Tale
A DRAMATIC FRAGMENT

Composed 1797.—Published in Lyrical Ballads, 1798

Foster-Mother. 1 never saw the man whom you describe.

Maria. 'Tis strange ! he spake of you famiUarly

As mine and Albert's common Foster-mother.

Foster-Mother. Now blessings on the man, whoe'er he be,

That joined your names with mine ! O my sweet lady, 5

As often as I think of those dear times

When you two little ones would stand at eve

On each side of my chair, and make me learn

All you had learnt in the day ; and how to talk

In gentle phrase, then bid me sing to you

—

10

'Tis more like heaven to come than what has been !

Maria. O my dear Mother ! this strange man has left me
Troubled with wilder fancies, than the moon

Breeds in the love-sick maid who gazes at it.

Till lost in inward vision, with wet eye 15

She gazes idly !—But that entrance, Mother !

Foster-Mother. Can no one hear ? It is a perilous tale !

Maria. No one.

Foster-Mother. My husband's father told it me.

Poor old Leoni !—Angels rest his soul

!

He was a woodman, and could fell and saw 20

With lusty arm. You know that huge round beam

Which props the hanging wall of the old Chapel ?

Beneath that tree, while yet it was a tree,

He found a baby wrapt in mosses, lined

With thistle-beards, and such small locks of wool 25

As hang on brambles. Well, he brought him home.

And rear'd him at the then Lord Velez' cost.

And so the babe grew up a pretty boy,
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A pretty boy, but most unteachable

—

And never learnt a prayer, nor told a bead, :io

But knew the names of birds, and mock'd their notes,

And whistled, as he were a bird himself :

And all the autumn 'twas his only play

To get the seeds of wild flowers, and to plant them
With earth and water, on the stumps of trees. 35

A Friar, who gather'd simples in the wood,

A grey-haired man—he lov'd this little boy.

The boy lov'd him—and, when the Friar taught him,

He soon could write with the pen : and from that time,

Lived chiefly at the Convent or the Castle. 40

So he became a very learned youth.

But Oh ! poor wretch I—he read, and read, and read.

Till his brain tum'd—and ere his twentieth year,

He had unlawful thoughts of many things :

And though he prayed, he never lov'd to pray 45

With holy men, nor in a holy place

—

But yet his speech, it was so soft and sweet.

The late Lord Velez ne'er was wearied with him.

And once, as by the north side of the Chapel

They stood together, chain 'd in deep discourse, 50

The earth heav'd under them with such a groan.

That the wall totter'd, and had well-nigh fallen

Right on their heads. My Lord was sorely frighten'd :

A fever seiz'd him, and he made confession

Of all the heretical and lawless talk 55

Which brought this judgement : so the youth was seiz'd

And cast into that hole. My husband's father

Sobb'd like a child—it almost broke his heart

:

And once as he was working in the cellar.

He heard a voice distinctly ; 'twas the youth's, 60

Who sung a doleful song about green fields,

How sweet it were on lake or wild savannah.

To hunt for food, and be a naked man,
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And wander up and down at liberty.

He always doted on the youth, and now 65

His love grew desperate ; and defying death,

He made that cunning entrance I describ'd :

And the young man escap'd.

Maria. 'Tis a sweet tale :

Such as would lull a listening child to sleep.

His rosy face besoil'd with unwiped tears.

—

70

And what became of him ?

Foster-Mother. He went on shipboard

With those bold voyagers, who made discovery

Of golden lands. Lconi's younger brother

Went likewise, and when he return 'd to Spain,

He told Leoni, that the poor mad youth, 75

Soon after they arriv'd in that new world,

In spite of his dissuasion, seiz'd a boat.

And all alone, set sail by silent moonlight

Up a great river, great as any sea.

And ne'er was heard of more : but 'tis suppos'd, 80

He liv'd and died among the savage men.
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The Dungeon
Composed 1797.—Published in Lyrical Ballads, 179S

And this place our forefathers made for man !

This is the process of our love and wisdom,

To each poor brother who offends against us

—

Most innocent, perhaps—and what if guilty ?

Is this the only cure ? Merciful God ! 5

Each pore and natural outlet shrivell'd up

By Ignorance and parching Poverty,

His energies roll back upon his heart,

And stagnate and corrupt ; till chang'd to poison,

They break out on him, like a loathsome plague-spot ;
id

Then we call in our pamper'd mountebanks

—

And this is their best cure ! uncomforted

And friendless solitude, groaning and tears,

And savage faces, at the clanking hour.

Seen through the steams and vapour of his dungeon, 15

By the lamp's dismal twilight I So he lies

Circled with evil, till his very soul

Unmoulds its essence, hopelessly deform'd

By sights of ever more deformity !

With other ministrations thou, O Nature I 20

Healest thy wandering and distemper'd child :

Thou pourest on him thy soft influences.

Thy sunny hues, fair forms, and breathing sweets,

Thy melodies of woods, and winds, and waters.

Till he relent, and can no more endure 35

To be a jarring and a dissonant thing,

Amid this general dance and minstrelsy
;

But, bursting into tears, wins back his way.

His angry spirit hcal'd and harmoniz'd

By the benignant touch of Love and Beauty. 30
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The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

IN SEVEN PARTS
Composed November 1797-March 1798.—Published

in Lyrical Ballads, 1798

ARGUMENT

How a Ship having passed the Line was driven by storms

to the cold Country towards the South Pole ; and how
from thence she made her course to the tropical Latitude

of the Great Pacific Ocean ; and of the strange things that

befell ; and in what manner the Ancyent Marinere came
back to his own Country.

An ancient
Mariner meet-
eth three Gal-
lants bidden
to a wedding-
feast, and de-

taineth one.

The Wedding-
Guest is spell-

bound by the
eye of the old
seafaringman,
and con-
strained to

hear his tale.

Part I

It is an ancient Mariner,

And he stoppeth one of three.

' By thy long grey beard and glittering eye,

Now wherefore stopp'st thou me ?

The Bridegroom's doors are opened wide.

And I am next of kin
;

The guests are met, the feast is set :

May'st hear the merry din.'

He holds him with his skinny hand,
' There was a ship,' quoth he.

' Hold off ! unhand me, grey-beard loon

Eftsoons his hand dropt he.

He holds him with his glittering eye

—

The Wedding-Guest stood still,

And listens like a three years' child:

The Mariner hath his will.

The Wedding-Guest sat on a stone :

He cannot choose but hear
;

And thus spake on that ancient man,

The bright-eyed Mariner.

10

15

20
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The Mariner
tells how the
ship sailed

southward
with a good
wind and fair

weather, till it

reached the
line.

* The ship was cheered, the harbour cleared,

Merrily did we drop

Below the kirk, below the hill,

Below the lighthouse top.

The Sun came up upon the left, 23

Out of the sea came he !

And he shone bright, and on the right

Went down into the sea.

Higher and higher every day.

Till over the mast at noon
—

'

33

The Wedding-Guest here beat his breast.

For he heard the loud bassoon.

The Wedding- Jhe bride hath paced into the hall,
Guest heareth
the bridal

music ; but
the Mariner
continueth
his tale.

Red as a rose is she
;

Nodding their heads before her goes

The merry minstrelsy.

The Wedding-Guest he beat his breast,

Yet he cannot choose but hear
;

And thus spake on that ancient man.

The bright-eyed Mariner. 40

The ship ' And now the Storm-blast came, and he
driven hv a

storm toward Was tyrannous and strong :

the south pole,
pj^ ^^^^^y. ^^,.^j^ j^-^ ^'ertaking wings.

And chased us south along.

With sloping masts and dipping prow.

As who pursued with yell and blow

Still treads the shadow of his foe,

And forward bends his head,

The ship drove fast, loud roared the blast,

And southward aye we fled.

45

tO
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And now there came both mist and snow,

And it grew wondrous cold :

And ice, mast-high, came floating by.

As green as emerald.

The land of And through the drifts the snowy clifts 55

fearful sounds Did Send a dismal sheen :

living tSn^ Xor shapes of men nor beasts we ken

—

was to be seen. The ice was all between.

The ice was here, the ice was there.

The ice was all around : 6c

It cracked and growled, and roared and howled,

Like noises in a swound !

Till a great
sea-bird,

called the
Albatross,
came through
the snow-fog,
and was
received with
great joy and
hospitality.

And lo ! the
Albatross
proveth a bird
of good omen,
and followeth
the ship as it

returned
northward
through fog
and floating

ice.

At length did cross an Albatross,

Thorough the fog it came
;

As if it had been a Christian soul, 65

We hailed it in God's name.

It ate the food it ne'er had eat.

And round and round it flew.

The ice did split with a thunder-fit ;

The helmsman steered us through 1 -jo

And a good south wind sprung up behind
;

The Albatross did follow.

And every day, for food or play.

Came to the mariner's hollo I

In mist or cloud, on mast or shroud, 75

It perched for vespers nine
;

Whiles all the night, through fog-smoke white,

Glimmered the white Moon-shine.'

' God save thee, ancient Mariner !

80

The ancient
Mariner
inhospitably From the fiends, that plague thee thus !

pious^biJd of Why look'st thou so ? '—'With my cross-bow
gcod omen. j ^j^q^ ^j^^ AlBATROSS.
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Part II

The Sun now rose upon the right:

Out of the sea came he,

Still hid in mist, and on the left

Went down into the sea.

85

And the good south wind still blew behind,

But no sweet bird did follow.

Nor any day for food or play

Came to the mariner's hollo ! 90

His shipmates And I had done a helUsh thing,
crv out against . , . , ,And it would work em woe :the ancient
Mariner, for

kilUng the
bird of good
luck.

For aU averred, I had killed the bird

That made the breeze to blow.

Ah wretch ! said they, the bird to slay.

That made the breeze to blow !

95

But when the
fog cleared
off, they
justify the
same, and
thus make
themselves
accomplices
in the crime.

Nor dim nor red, like God's own head,

The glorious Sun uprist :

Then all averred, I had killed the bird

That brought the fog and mist.

Twas right, said they, such birds to slay,

That bring the fog and mist.

100

The fair breeze
continues

;

the ship enters
the Pacific

Ocean, and
sails north-
ward, even
till it reaches
the Line.

The ship hath
been suddenly
becalmed.

The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew.

The furrow followed free ;

We were the first that ever burst 105

Into that silent sea.

Down dropt the breeze, the sails dropt down,

'Twas sad as sad could be

And we did speak only to break

The silence of the sea ! iio
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All in a hot and copper sky,

The bloody Sun, at noon.

Right up above the mast did stand,

No bigger than the Moon.

Day after day, day after day, 115

We stuck, nor breath nor motion
;

As idle as a painted ship

Upon a painted ocean.

And the Alba- Water, water, every where,
tross begins to . , „ , , i i- i i

•
i

be avenged. And all the boards did shrmk
;

120

Water, water, every where,

Nor any drop to drink.

The very deep did rot : O Christ I

That ever this should be I

Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs 125

Upon the slimy sea.

About, about, in reel and rout

The death-fires danced at night
;

The water, like a witch's oils,

Burnt green, and blue and white. 130

A Spirit had j^^id some in dreams assured were
followed them;
one of the in- Of the Spirit that plagued us so ;

t'ant^s Vf^'t^hls'' Nine fathom deep he had followed us
planet, neither From the land of mist and snow.
departed souls
nor angels ; concerning whom the learned Jew, Josephus, and the Platonic

Constantinopolitan, Michael Psellus, may be consulted. Thev are veiy

numerous, and there is no climate or element without one or more.

And every tongue, through utter drought, 133

Was withered at the root
;

We could not speak, no more than if

"We had been choked with soot.
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Tneshipmates,
in their sore
distress, would
fain throw the
whole guilt on
the ancient
Mariner : in

sign whereof
they hang the
dead sea-bird
round his

neck.

The ancient
Mariner be-
holdeth a sign
in the element
afar off.

At its nearer
approach, it

seemeth him
to be a ship

;

and at a dear
ransom he
freeth his

speech from
the bonds of

thirst.

A flash of joy

Ah ! well a-day ! what evil looks

Had I from old and young ! 140

Instead of the cross, the Albatross

About my neck was hung.

Part III

There passed a weary time. Each throat

Was parched, and glazed each eye.

A weary time ! a weary time !

How glazed each weary eye,

When looking westward, I beheld

A something in the sky.

IdC

At first it seemed a little speck.

And then it seemed a mist
;

150

It moved and moved, and took at last

A certain shape, I wist.

A speck, a mist, a shape, I wist !

And still it neared and neared :

As if it dodged a water-sprite, 155

It plunged and tacked and veered.

With throats unslaked, with black lips baked.

We could nor laugh nor wail
;

Through utter drought all dumb we stood I

I bit my arm, I sucked the blood, 1^0

And cried, A sail ! a sail !

With throats unslaked, with black lips baked,

Agape they heard me call :

Gramcrcy ! they for joy did grir,

And all at once their breath dn w in, 165

As they were drinking all.
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And horror
follows. For
can it be a
ship that
comes onward
without wind
or tide ?

It seemeth
him but the
skeleton of

a ship.

And its ribs

are seen as

bars on the
face of the
setting Sun.

The Spectre-
Woman and
her Death-
mate, and no
other on
board the
skeleton ship.

Like vessel,

like crew !

Death and
Life-in-Death
have diced for

the ship's

crew, and she
(the latter)

winneth the
ancient
Mariner.

See ! see ! (I cried) she tacks no more

!

Hither to work us weal
;

Without a breeze, without a tide,

She steadies with upright keel ! 170

The western wave was all a-flame.

The day was well nigh done !

Almost upon the western wave

Rested the broad bright Sun
;

When that strange shape drove suddenly 175

Betwixt us and the Sun.

And straight the Sun was flecked with bars,

(Heaven's Mother send us grace I)

As if through a dungeon-grate he peered

With broad and burning face. i8o

Alas ! (thought I, and my heart beat loud)

How fast she nears and nears !

Are those her sails that glance in the Sun,

Like restless gossameres ?

Are those her ribs through which the Sun 185

Did peer, as through a grate ?

And is that Woman all her crew ?

Is that a Death ? and are there two ?

Is Death that woman's mate ?

Her lips were red, her looks were free,

Her locks were yellow as gold :

Her skin was as white as leprosy.

The Night-mare Life-in-Death was she.

Who thicks man's blood with cold.

190

195The naked hulk alongside came,

And the twain were casting dice ;

' The game is done ! I've won ! I've won !

'

Quoth she, and whistles thrice.
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No t\vilight

within the
courts of the
Sun.

At the rising

of the Moon,

The Sun's rim dips ; the stars rush out :

At one stride comes the dark
; 200

With far-heard whisper, o'er the sea.

Off shot the spectre-bark.

We hstened and looked sideways up !

Fear at my heart, as at a cup.

My life-blood seemed to sip ! 205

The stars were dim, and thick the night,

The steersman's faceby his lamp gleamed white;

From the sails the dew did drip

—

Till clomb above the eastern bar

The horned Moon, with one bright star 21c

Within the nether tip.

One after one, by the star-dogged Moon,

Too quick for groan or sigh,

Each turned his face with a ghastly pang,

And cursed me with his eye. 215

His shipmates Four times fifty living men,

dead. (And I heard nor sigh nor groan)

With heavy thump, a lifeless lump,

They dropped down one by one.

One after

another,

But Life-in-

Death begins
her work on
the ancient
Mariner.

The souls did from their bodies fly,

—

They fled to bliss or woe !

And every soul, it passed me by,

Like the whizz of my cross-bow !

'

C20

The Wedding-
Guest fcaret

h

that a Spirit
is talking to
him ;

Part IV

' I fear thee, ancient Mariner !

I fear thy skinny hand ! 225

And thou art long, and lank, and brown,

As is the ribbed sea-sand.
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I fear thee and thy glittering eye,

And thy skinny hand, so brown.'

—

* Fear not, fear not, thou Wedding-Guest ! 230

This body dropt not down.

But the
ancient Ma-
riner assureth
him of his

bodily life.and

proceedeth to
relate his hor-
rible penance.

He despiseth
the creatures
of the calm,

Alone, alone, all, all alone.

Alone on a wide wide sea I

And never a saint took pity on

My soul in agony.

The many men, so beautiful I

And they all dead did lie :

And a thousand thousand slimy things

Lived on : and so did L

235

And envieth
that they
should live,

and so many
lie dead.

I looked upon the rotting sea.

And drew my eyes away
;

I looked upon the rotting deck,

And there the dead men lay.

240

I looked to heaven, and tried to pray
;

But or ever a prayer had gusht,

A wicked whisper came, and made
My heart as dry as dust.

245

I closed my lids, and kept them close.

And the balls like pulses beat
;

For the sky and the sea, and the sea and the sky

Lay like a load on my weary eye, 251

And the dead were at my feet.

But the curse The cold sweat melted from their limbs,
liveth for him -^_ ,-,.,,
in the eye of Nor rot nor reek did they :

the dead men. j^^ ^^^y. ^-^^^i which they looked on me
Had never passed away.

255
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An orphan's curse would drag to hell

A spirit from on high
;

But oh ! more horrible than that

Is the curse in a dead man's eye ! 260

Seven days, seven nights, I saw that curse..

And yet I could not die.

The moving Moon went up the sky,

And no where did abide :

Softly she was going up, 265

And a star or two beside

—

Her beams bemocked the sultry main.

Like April hoar-frost spread
;

But where the ship's huge shadow lay.

The charmed water burnt alway 270

A still and awful red.

In his lone-

liness and
fixedness he
yearneth to-

wards the
journeying
Moon, and the
stars that still

sojourn, yet
still move
onward ; and
every where
the blue sky
belongs to
them, and is

their appoint-
ed rest, and
their native country and their own natural homes, which they enter un-

announced, as lords that are certainly expected and yet there is a silent

joy at their arrival.

By the light

of the Moon he
beholdeth
God's crea-

tures of the
great calm.

Their beauty
and their

happiness.

He blesseth
them in his

heart.

Beyond the shadow of the ship,

I watched the water-snakes :

They moved in tracks of shining white,

And when they reared, the elfish light

Fell off in hoary flakes.

Within the shadow of the ship

I watched their rich attire :

Blue, glossy green, and velvet black,

They coiled and swam ; and every track

Was a flash of golden fire.

O happy living things ! no tongue

Their beauty might declare :

A spring of love gushed from my heart,

And I blessed them unaware :

Sure my kind saint took pity on me.

And I blessed them unaware.

275

zSo

285
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The spell

begins to
break.

The self-same moment I could pray

;

And from my neck so free

The Albatross fell off, and sank

Like lead into the sea.

290

Part V
Oh sleep ! it is a gentle thing,

Beloved from pole to pole !

To Mary Queen the praise be given !

She sent the gentle sleep from Heaven,

That slid into my soul.

295

By grace of The silly buckets on the deck.

Mother, the That had so long remained,

Man^ner is
^ dreamt that they were filled with dew ;

Refreshed with And when I awoke, it rained. 300
ram.

He heareth
sounds and
seeth strange
sights and
commotions in
the sky and
the element.

My lips were wet, my throat was cold.

My garments all were dank
;

Sure I had drunken in my dreams,

And still my body drank.

I moved, and could not feel my limbs : 305

I was so light—almost

I thought that I had died in sleep,

And was a blessed ghost.

And soon I heard a roaring wind :

It did not come anear
;

310

But with its sound it shook the sails,

That were so thin and sere.

The upper air burst into life !

And a hundred fire-flags sheen.

To and fro they were hurried about I 315

And to and fro, and in and out,

The wan stars danced between.
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And the coming wind did roar more loud,

And the sails did sigh like sedge
; 319

And the rain poured down from one black cloud

;

The Moon was at its edge.

The thick black cloud was cleft, and still

The Moon was at its side :

Like waters shot from some high crag,

The lightning fell with never a jag, 325

A river steep and wide.

The bodies of The loud wind never reached the ship,

^tt$S, Yet now the ship moved on !

and the ship Beneath the lie^htnine^ and the Moon
moves on

; -,

The dead men gave a groan. 33°

They groaned, they stirred, they all uprose,

Nor spake, nor moved their eyes
;

It had been strange, even in a dream.

To have seen those dead men rise.

The helmsman steered, the ship moved on
; 335

Yet never a breeze up-blew
;

The mariners all 'gan work the ropes.

Where they were wont to do
;

They raised their limbs like lifeless tools

—

We were a ghastly crew. 340

The body of my brother's son

Stood by me, knee to knee :

The body and I pulled at one rope,

But he said nought to me.'

fouis^'oMhe^^"
' I fear thee, ancient Mariner !

'

.145

men, nor by
• g^ ^alm, thou Wedding-Gucst

!

daemons of
, , n j • •

earth or 'Twas not those souls that fled m pam,

b'ylfbiessed"^ Which to their corses came again,

troop of gyt a troop of spirits blest :

angelic spirits, ^ '^

sent down by the invocation of the guardian saint.
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For when it dawned—they dropped their arms.

And clustered round the mast
; 351

Sweet sounds rose slowly through their mouths,

And from their bodies passed.

Around, around, flew each sweet sound.

Then darted to the Sun
; 355

Slowly the sounds came back again,

Now mixed, now one by one.

Sometimes a-dropping from the sky

I heard the sky-lark sing
;

Sometimes all little birds that are, 360

How they seemed to fill the sea and air

With their sweet jargoning !

And now 'twas like all instruments.

Now like a lonely flute
;

And now it is an angel's song, 365

That makes the heavens be mute.

It ceased
;

yet still the sails made on

A pleasant noise till noon,

A noise like of a hidden brook

In the leafy month of June, 370

That to the sleeping woods all night

Singeth a quiet tune.

Till noon we quietly sailed on.

Yet never a breeze did breathe :

Slowly and smoothly went the ship, 375

Moved onward from beneath.
The lonesome
Spirit from Under the keel nine fathom deep,
the south-pole -^

carries on the From the land of mist and snow,
ship as far as -pv • -j. t j j -a. u
the Line, in ^ ^^ Spirit slid : and it was he
obedience to jhat made the ship to go. 38c
the angehc ^ "
troop, but still The sails at noon left off their tune,

veng'eance. -'^"^ the ship stood Still also.
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The Polar
Spirit's fellow-

daemons, the
invisible in-

habitants of

the element,
take part in

his wrong
;

and two of

them relate,

one to the
other, that
penance long
and heavy for

the ancient
Mariner hath
been accorded
to the Polar
Spirit, who
returneth
southward.

The Sun, right up above the mast.

Had fixed her to the ocean :

But in a minute she 'gan stir, 385

With a short uneasy motion

—

Backwards and forwards half her length

With a short uneasy motion.

Then like a pawing horse let go,

She made a sudden bound : 390

It flung the blood into my head,

And I fell down in a swound.

How long in that same fit I lay,

I have not to declare
;

But ere my living life returned, 395

I heard and in my soul discerned

Two voices in the air.

' Is it he ?
' quoth one, ' Is this the man ?

By him who died on cross,

With his cruel bow he laid full low 400

The harmless Albatross.

The spirit who bideth by himself

In the land of mist and snow.

He loved the bird that loved the man
Who shot him with his bow.' 45^5

The other was a softer voice,

As soft as honey-dew :

Quoth he, ' The man hath penance done,

And penance more will do.'

Part \T

first voice

' But tell me, tell me ! speak again,

Thy soft response renewing

—

What makes that ship drive on so fast ?

What is the ocean doing ?
'

413
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The Mariner
hath been
cast into a

trance; for the
angelic power
causeth the
vessel to drive
northward
faster than
human life

could endure.

The super-
natural
motion
is retarded

;

the Mariner
awakes, and
his penance
begins anew.

SECOND VOICE

* Still as a slave before his lord.

The ocean hath no blast
;

His great bright eye most silently

Up to the Moon is cast

—

If he may know which way to go
;

For she guides him smooth or grim.

See, brother, see ! how graciously

She looketh down on him.'

FIRST VOICE

' But why drives on that ship so fast.

Without or wave or wind ?
'

SECOND VOICE

' The air is cut away before.

And closes from behind.

Fly, brother, fly I more high, more high !

Or we shall be belated :

For slow and slow that ship will go,

\Mien the Mariner's trance is abated.'

415

420

425

430I woke, and we were sailing on

As in a gentle weather :

Twas night, calm night, the moon was high :

The dead men stood together.

All stood together on the deck.

For a charnel-dungeon fitter : 435

All fixed on me their stony eyes.

That in the Moon did glitter.

The pang, the curse, with which they died,

Had never passed away :

I could not draw my eyes from theirs, 440

Nor turn them up to pray.
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The curse is

finally ex-
piated.

And the
ancient
Mariner be-

holdeth his

native
country.

And now this spell was snapt : once more

I viewed the ocean green.

And looked far forth, yet little saw

Of what had else been seen

—

445

Like one, that on a lonesome road

Doth walk in fear and dread,

And having once turned round walks on,

And turns no more his head ;

Because he knows, a frightful fiend 450

Doth close behind him tread.

But soon there breathed a wind on me,

Nor sound nor motion made :

Its path was not upon the sea.

In ripple or in shade. 455

It raised my hair, it fanned my cheek

Like a meadow-gale of spring

—

It mingled strangely with my fears,

Yet it felt like a welcoming.

Swiftly, swiftly flew the ship, 460

Yet she sailed softly too :

Sweetly, sweetly blew the breeze

—

On me alone it blew.

Oh ! dream of joy ! is this indeed

The light-house top I see ? 465

Is this the hill ? is this the kirk ?

Is this mine own countree ?

We drifted o'er the harbour-bar,

And I with sobs did pray

—

O let me be awake, my God !
47c

Or let me sleep alway.
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The harbour-bay was clear as glass.

So smoothly it was strewn !

And on the bay the moonlight lay.

And the shadow of the Moon. 475

The rock shone bright, the kirk no less.

That stands above the rock :

The moonlight steeped in silentness

The steady weathercock.

And the bay was white with silent light, 48c

Till rising from the same,

The angelic Full many shapes, that shadows were,
spirits leave t • 1

the dead In crimson colours came.
bodies,

A little distance from the prow
And appear in Those crimson shadows were : 485

forms of light. I turned my eyes upon the deck

—

Oh, Christ ! what saw I there !

Each corse lay fiat, lifeless and flat,

And, by the holy rood I

A man all light, a seraph-man, 490

On every corse there stood.

This seraph-band, each waved his hand :

It was a heavenly sight !

They stood as signals to the land.

Each one a lovely light
; 495

This seraph-band, each waved his hand,

No voice did they impart

—

No voice ; but oh ! the silence sank

Like music on my heart.

But soon I heard the dash of oars, 5c»

I heard the Pilot's cheer
;

My head was turned perforce away.

And I saw a boat appear.
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The Pilot and the Pilot's boy,

I heard them coming fast : 505

Dear Lord in Heaven ! it was a joy

The dead men could not blast.

I saw a third—I heard his voice :

It is the Hermit good I

He singeth loud his godly hymns 51°

That he makes in the wood.

He'll shrieve my soul, he'll wash away

The Albatross's blood.

Part VH
The Hermit of xhis Hermit good lives in that wood
the Wood, _^„ . , 1 1 X j.T_ r-.-Which slopes down to the sea. 5':

How loudly his sweet voice he rears !

He loves to talk with marineres

That come from a far countree.

He kneels at morn, and noon, and eve

—

He hath a cushion plump :
5?o

It is the moss that wholly hides

The rotted old oak-stump.

The skiff-boat neared : I heard them talk,

' Why, this is strange, I trow I

Where are those lights so many and fair, 5^5

That signal made but now ?
'

Approacheth * Strange, by my faith !
' the Hermit said

—

wond^*!^
''''^

' And they answered not our cheer !

The planks looked warped ! and see those sails.

How thin they are and sere ! 53°

I never saw aught like to them,

Unless perchance it were
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The ship
suddenly
sinketh.

The ancient
Mariner is

saved in the
Pilot's boat.

Brown skeletons of leaves that lag

My forest-brook along
;

VVTien the ivy-tod is heavy with snow, 535

And the owlet whoops to the wolf below,

That eats the she-wolf's young.'

' Dear Lord ! it hath a fiendish look

—

(The Pilot made reply)

I am a-feared '
—

' Push on, push on !
' 540

Said the Hermit cheerily.

The boat came closer to the ship,

But I nor spake nor stirred
;

The boat came close beneath the ship.

And straight a sound was heard. 545

Under the water it rumbled on.

Still louder and more dread :

It reached the ship, it split the bay
;

The ship went down like lead.

Stunned by that loud and dreadful sound, 550

Which sky and ocean smote.

Like one that hath been seven days drowTied

My body lay afloat
;

But swift as dreams, myself I found

Within the Pilot's boat. 555

Upon the whirl, where sank the ship.

The boat spun round and round
;

And all was still, save that the hill

Was telling of the sound.

I moved my lips—the Pilot shrieked

And fell down in a fit
;

The holy Hermit raised his eyes,

And prayed where he did sit.

560
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The ancient
Mariner
earnestly en-
treateth the
Hermit to
shrieve him

;

and the
penance of

life falls on
him.

And ever and
anon through-
out his future
life an agony
constraineth
him to travel
from land to
land ;

I took the oars : the Pilot's boy,

Who now doth crazy go,

Laughed loud and long, and all the while

His eyes went to and fro.

' Ha ! ha !
' quoth he, ' full plain I see.

The Devil knows how to row.'

565

570And now, all in my own countree,

I stood on the firm land !

The Hermit stepped forth from the boat.

And scarcely he could stand.

' O shrieve me, shrieve me, holy man !

'

The Hermit crossed his brow. 575
' Say quick,' quoth he, ' I bid thee say

—

What manner of man art thou ?
'

Forthwith this frame of mine was wrenched

With a woful agony,

Which forced me to begin my tale ; 580

And then it left me free.

Since then, at an uncertain hour,

That agony returns :

And till my ghastly tale is told,

This heart within me burns. 585

I pass, like night, from land to land
;

I have strange power of speech
;

That moment that his face I see,

I know the man that must hear me :

To him my tale I teach.' 590

' What loud uproar bursts from that door !

The wedding-guests arc there :

But in the garden-bower the bride

And bride-maids singing are :

And hark the Httle vesper bell, 595

Which biddeth me to prayer !

'

G
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And to teach,

by his own
example, love
and reverence
to all things
that God made
and loveth.

' O Wedding-Guest ! this soul hath been

Alone on a wide wide sea :

So lonely 'twas, that God himself

Scarce seemed there to be. 600

O sweeter than the marriage-feast,

'Tis sweeter far to me,

To walk together to the kirk

With a goodly company I

—

To walk together to the kirk, 605

And all together pray,

\\^hile each to his great Father bends,

Old men, and babes, and loving friends

And youths and maidens gay I

Farewell, farewell ! but this I tell 610

To thee, thou \\'edding-Guest I

He prayeth well, who loveth well

Both man and bird and beast.

He prayeth best, who loveth best

All things both great and small
;

615

For the dear God who loveth us.

He made and loveth all.'

The Mariner, whose eye is bright.

Whose beard with age is hoar,

Is gone : and now the Wedding-Guest 520

Turned from the bridegroom's door.

He went like one that hath been stunned,

And is of sense forlorn :

A sadder and a wiser man,

He rose the morrow morn. 625
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Christabel
Composed 1797, 1800.—Published 1816

Part I

'Tis the middle of night by the castle clock,

And the owls have awakened the crowing cock
;

Tu—whit ! Tu—whoo !

And hark, again ! the crowing cock,

How drowsily it crew. 5

Sir Leoline, the Baron rich,

Hath a toothless mastiff bitch
;

From her kennel beneath the rock

She maketh answer to the clock,

Four for the quarters, and twelve for the hour ; ic

Ever and aye, by shine and shower.

Sixteen short howls, not over loud
;

Some say, she sees my lady's shroud.

Is the night chilly and dark ?

The night is chilly, but not dark. 15

The thin gray cloud is spread on high.

It covers but not hides the sky.

The moon is behind, and at the full
;

And yet she looks both small and dull.

The night is chill, the cloud is gray : 2c

'Tis a month before the month of May,

And the Spring comes slowly up this way.

The lovely lady, Christabel,

Whom her father loves so well,

What makes her in the wood so late, 25

A furlong from the castle gate ?
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She had dreams all yesternight

Of her own betrothed knight
;

And she in the midnight wood will pray

For the weal of her lover that 's far away. 30

She stole along, she nothing spoke,

The sighs she heaved were soft and low,

And naught was green upon the oak

But moss and rarest misletoe :

She kneels beneath the huge oak tree, 35

And in silence prayeth she.

The lady sprang up suddenly,

The lovely lady, Christabel !

It moaned as near, as near can be,

But what it is she cannot tell.

—

4°

On the other side it seems to be.

Of the huge, broad-breasted, old oak tree.

The night is chill ; the forest bare ;

Is it the wind that moaneth bleak ?

There is not wind enough in the air 45

To move away the ringlet curl

From the lovely lady's cheek

—

There is not wind enough to twirl

The one red leaf, the last of its clan.

That dances as often as dance it can, 50

Hanging so light, and hanging so high,

On the topmost twig that looks up at the sky.

Hush, beating heart of Christabel !

Jesu, Maria, shield her well !

She folded her arms beneath her cloak, 55

And stole to the other side of the oak.

What sees she there ?
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There she sees a damsel bright,

Drest in a silken robe of white,

That shadowy in the moonlight shone : 60

The neck that made that white robe wan^

Her stately neck, and arms were bare
;

Her blue-veined feet unsandal'd were.

And wildly glittered here and there

The gems entangled in her hair. 65

I guess, 'twas frightful there to see

A lady so richly clad as she

—

Beautiful exceedingly !

Mary mother, save me now !

(Said Christabel,) And who art thou ? 70

The lady strange made answer meet.

And her voice was faint and sweet •

—

Have pity on my sore distress,

I scarce can speak for weariness :

Stretch forth thy hand, and have no fear ! 75

Said Christabel, How earnest thou here ?

And the lady, whose voice was faint and sweet,

Did thus pursue her answer meet :

—

My sire is of a noble line.

And my name is Geraldine : 80

Five warriors seized me yestermorn.

Me, even me, a maid forlorn :

They choked my cries with force and fright.

And tied me on a palfrey white.

The palfrey was as fleet as wind, 85

And they rode furiously behind.

They spurred amain, their steeds were white :

And once we crossed the shade of night.
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As sure as Heaven shall rescue me,

I have no thought what men they be ; 90

Xor do I know how long it is

(For I have lain entranced I wis)

Since one, the tallest of the five,

Took me from the palfrey's back,

A weary woman, scarce alive. 95
Some muttered words his comrades spoke :

He placed me underneath this oak
;

He swore they would return with haste
;

Whither they went I cannot tell

—

I thought I heard, some minutes past, 100

Sounds as of a castle bell.

Stretch forth thy hand (thus ended she),

And help a wretched maid to flee.

Then Christabel stretched forth her hand,

And comforted fair Geraldine : 105

O well, bright dame ! may you command
The service of Sir Leoline

;

x\nd gladly our stout chivalry

Will he send forth and friends withal

To guide and guard you safe and free no
Home to your noble father's hall.

She rose : and forth with steps they passed

That strove to be, and were not, fast.

Her gracious stars the lady blest,

And thus spake on sweet Christabel : 115

All our household are at rest.

The hall as silent as the cell
;

Sir Leoline is weak in health.

And may not well awakened be.

But we will move as if in stealth, 120

And I beseech your courtesy.

This night, to share your couch with me.
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They crossed the moat, and Christabel

Took the key that fitted well
;

A little door she opened straight, 125

All in the middle of the gate
;

The gate that was ironed within and without,

Where an army in battle array had marched out.

The lady sank, belike through pain.

And Christabel with might and main 13c

Lifted her up, a weary weight,

Over the threshold of the gate :

Then the lady rose again,

And moved, as she were not in pain.

So free from danger, free from fear, 135

They crossed the court : right glad they were.

And Christabel devoutly cried

To the lady by her side,

Praise we the Virgin all divine

Who hath rescued thee from thy distress ! 14c

Alas, alas ! said Geraldine,

I cannot speak for weariness.

So free from danger, free from fear.

They crossed the court : right glad they were.

Outside her kennel, the mastiff old 145

Lay fast asleep, in moonshine cold.

The mastiff old did not awake.

Yet she an angry moan did make !

And what can ail the mastiff bitch ?

Never till now she uttered yell 150

Beneath the eye of Christabel.

Perhaps it is the owlet's scritch :

For what can ail the mastiff bitch ?

They passed the hall, that echoes still,

Pass as lightly as you will ! 155
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The brands were flat, the brands were dying.

Amid their own white ashes lying
;

But when the lady passed, there came

A tongue of light, a fit of flame
;

And Christabel saw the lady's eye, i6o

And nothing else saw she thereby.

Save the boss of the shield of Sir Leoline tall.

Which hung in a murky old niche in the wall.

O softly tread, said Christabel,

My father seldom sleepeth well. 165

Sweet Christabel her feet doth bare.

And jealous of the listening air

They steal their way from stair to stair.

Now in glimmer, and now in gloom.

And now they pass the Baron's room, 170

As still as death, with stifled breath !

And now have reached her chamber door
;

And now doth Geraldine press down
The rushes of the chamber floor.

The moon shines dim in the open air, 175

And not a moonbeam enters here.

But they without its light can see

The chamber carved so curiously.

Carved with figures strange and sweet.

All made out of the carver's brain, 180

For a lady's chamber meet :

The lamp with twofold silver chain

Is fastened to an angel's feet.

The silver lamp burns dead and dim
;

But Christabel the lamp will trim. 185

She trimmed the lamp, and made it bright,

And left it swinging to and fro,

While Geraldine, in wretched plight,

Sank down upon the floor below.
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weary lady, Geraldine, 190

1 pray you, drink this cordial wine •

It is a wine of virtuous powers
;

My mother made it of wild flowers.

And will your mother pity me.

Who am a maiden most forlorn ? 195

Christabel answered—Woe is me !

She died the hour that I was born.

I have heard the grey-haired friar tell

How on her death-bed she did say.

That she should hear the castle-bell 20c

Strike twelve upon my wedding-day.

mother dear ! that thou wert here I

1 would, said Geraldine, she were !

But soon with altered voice, said she

—

' Off, wandering mother ! Peak and pine ! 205

I have power to bid thee flee.'

Alas ! what ails poor Geraldine ?

Why stares she with unsettled eye ?

Can she the bodiless dead espy ?

And why with hollow voice cries she, 210

' Off, woman, off ! this hour is mine

—

Though thou her guardian spirit be,

Off, woman, off ! 'tis given to me.'

Then Christabel knelt by the lady's side,

And raised to heaven her eyes so blue

—

215

Alas ! said she, this ghastly ride

—

Dear lady ! it hath wildcred you I

The lady wiped her moist cold brow.

And faintly said, ' 'tis over now !

'

Again the wild-flower wine she drank : aao

Her fair large eyes 'gan glitter bright,

And from the floor whereon she sank,

The lofty lady stood upright :
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She was most beautiful to sec,

Like a lady of a far countree. 225

And thus the lofty lady spake

—

' All they who live in the upper sky.

Do love you, holy Christabel !

And you love them, and for their cake

And for the good which me befel, 230

Even I in my degree will try.

Fair maiden, to requite you well.

But now unrobe yourself ; for I

Must pray, ere yet in bed I lie.'

Quoth Christabel, So let it be ! 235

And as the lady bade, did she.

Her gentle limbs did she undress.

And lay down in her loveliness.

But through her brain of weal and woe

So many thoughts moved to and fro, 240

That vain it were her lids to close
;

So half-way from the bed she rose.

And on her elbow did recline

To look at the lad}^ Geraldine.

Beneath the lamp the lady bowed, 245

And slowly rolled her eyes around
;

Then drawing in her breath aloud,

Like one that shuddered, she unbound

The cincture from beneath her breast :

Her silken robe, and inner vest, 250

Dropt to her feet, and full in view,

Behold ! her bosom and half her side

A sight to dream of, not to tell !

O shield her ! shield sweet Christabel !
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Yet Geraldine nor speaks nor stirs
; 255

Ah ! what a stricken look was hers I

Deep from within she seems half-way

To lilt some weight with sick assay,

And eyes the maid and seeks delay

Then suddenly, as one defied, 260

Collects herself in scorn and pride,

.And lay down by the ^laiden's side I

—

And in her arms the maid she took

Ah wel-a-day !

And with low voice and doleful look 265

These words did say :

' In the touch of this bosom there worketh a spell.

Which is lord of thy utterance, Christabel I

Thou knowest to-night, and wilt know to-morrow,

This mark of my shame, this seal of my sorrow ; 270

But vainly thou warrest.

For this is alone in

Thy power to declare.

That in the dim forest

Thou heard'st a low moaning, 275

And found 'st a bright lady, surpassingly fair
;

Anddidst bring herhomewiththee in love and incharity,

To shield her and shelter her from the damp air.'

The Conclusion to Part I

It was a lovely sight to see

The lady Christabel, when she aiJo

Was praying at the old oak tree.

Amid the jagged shadows

Of mossy leafless boughs,

Kneeling in the moonlight,

To make her gentle vows ; 285
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Her slender palms together prest.

Heaving sometimes on her breast
;

Her face resigned to bliss or bale

—

Her face, oh call it fair, not pale.

And both blue eyes more bright than clear, 290

Each about to have a tear.

With open eyes (ah woe is me !)

Asleep, and dreaming fearfully,

Fearfully dreaming, yet, I wis.

Dreaming that alone, which is

—

295

O sorrow and shame ! Can this be she,

The lady, who knelt at the old oak tree ?

And lo ! the worker of these harms.

That holds the maiden in her arms.

Seems to slumber still and mild, 300

As a mother with her child.

A star hath set, a star hath risen,

O Geraldine ! since arms of thine

Have been the lovely lady's prison.

O Geraldine ! one hour was thine

—

305

Thou'st had thy will ! By tairn and rill,

The night-birds all that hour were still.

But now they are jubilant anew.

From cliff and tower, tu—whoo ! tu—whoo !

Tu—whoo ! tu—whoo ! from wood and fell ! 31°

And see ! the lady Christabel

Gathers herself from out her trance ;

Her limbs relax, her countenance

Grows sad and soft ; the smooth thin lids

Close o'er her eyes ; and tears she sheds

—

315

Large tears that leave the lashes bright I

And oft the while she seems to smile

As infants at a sudden light !
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Yea, she doth smile, and she doth weep,

Like a youthful hermitess, 320

Beauteous in a wilderness,

Who, praying always, pra\'s in sleep.

And, if she move unquietly.

Perchance, 'tis but the blood so free

Comes back and tingles in her feet. 325

Xo doubt, she hath a vision sweet.

What if her guardian spirit 'twere,

What if she knew her mother near ?

But this she knows, in joys and woes.

That saints will aid if men will call : 33'^

For the blue sky bends over all !

Part II

Each matin bell, the Baron saith,

Knells us back to a world of death.

These words Sir Leoline first said,

When he rose and found his lady dead : 335

These words Sir Leoline will say

Many a morn to his dying day !

And hence the custom and law began

That still at dawn the sacristan,

Who duly pulls the heavy bell, 340

Five and forty beads must tell

Between each stroke—a warning knell,

Which not a soul can choose but hear

From Bratha Head to Wyndermere.

Saith Bracy the bard. So let it knell ! 345

And let the drowsy sacristan

Still count as slowly as he can !

There is no lack of such, I ween,

As well fill up the space between.
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In Langdale Pike and Witch's Lair, 350

And Dungeon-ghyll so foully rent,

With ropes of rock and bells of air

Three sinful sextons' ghosts are pent,

Who all give back, one after t'other.

The death-note to their living brother
; 355

And oft too, by the knell offended,

Just as their one ! two ! three ! is ended.

The devil mocks the doleful tale

With a merry peal from Borodale.

The air is still ! through mist and cloud 360

That merry peal comes ringing loud
;

And Geraldine shakes off her dread.

And rises lightly from the bed
;

Puts on her silken vestments white,

And tricks her hair in lovely plight, 365

And nothing doubting of her spell

Awakens the lady Christabel.

' Sleep you, sweet lady Christabel ?

I trust that you have rested well.'

And Christabel awoke and spied 370

The same who lay down by her side

—

O rather say, the same whom she

Raised up beneath the old oak tree !

Nay, fairer yet ! and yet more fair I

For she belike hath drunken deep 375

Of all the blessedness of sleep !

And while she spake, her looks, her .lir

Such gentle thankfulness declare.

That (so it seemed) her girded vests

Grew tight beneath her heaving breasts. 380

' Sure I have sinn'd !
' said Christabel,

' Now heaven be praised if all be well 1

'
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And in low faltering tones, yet sweet,

Did she the loft}^ lady greet

With such perplexity of mind 385

As dreams too lively leave behind.

So quickly she rose, and quickly arrayed

Her maiden limbs, and having prayed

That He, who on the cross did groan.

Might wash away her sins unknown, 390

She forthwith led fair Geraldine

To meet her sire. Sir Leoline.

The lovely maid and the lady tall

Are pacing both into the hall,

And pacing on through page and g^oom, 395

Enter the Baron's presence-room.

The Baron rose, and while he orest

His gentle daughter to his breast,

With cheerful wonder in his eyes

The lady Geraldine espies, 400

And gave such welcome to the sam^.

As might beseem so bright a dame !

But when he heard the lady's tale,

And when she told her father's name,

Why waxed Sir Leoline so pale, 405

Murmuring o'er the name again.

Lord Roland de Vaux of Tryermaino ?

Alas ! they had been friends in youth ;

But whispering tongues can poison truth
;

And constancy lives in realms above
;

410

And life is thorny ; and youth is vain
;

And to be wroth with one we love

Doth work like madness in the brain.
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And thus it chanced, as I divine,

With Roland and Sir LeoUne. 415

Each spake words of high disdain

And insult to his heart's best brother :

They parted—ne'er to meet again !

But never either found another

To free the hollow heart from paining— azo

They stood aloof, the scars remaining,

Like cliffs which had been rent asunder
;

A dreary sea now flows between ;

—

But neither heat, nor frost, nor thunder.

Shall wholly do away, I ween, 425

The marks of that which once hath been.

Sir Leoline, a moment's space.

Stood gazing on the damsel's face :

And the youthful Lord of Tryermaine

Came back upon his heart again. 43&

then the Baron forgot his age,

His noble heart swelled high with rage
;

He swore by the wounds in Jesu's side

He would proclaim it far and wide,

With trump and solemn heraldry, 4.?.s

That they, who thus had wronged the dame,

Were base as spotted infamy !

' And if they dare deny the same.

My herald shall appoint a week.

And let the recreant traitors seek 440

My tourney court—that there and then

1 may dislodge their reptile souls

From the bodies and forms of men '

'

He spake : his eye in lightning rolls !

For the lady was ruthlessly seized : and he kenned 445

In the beautiful lady the child of his friend !
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And now the tears were on his face,

And fondly in his arms he took

Fair Geraldine, who met the embrace.

Prolonging it with joyous look. 45c

Which when she viewed, a vision fell

Upon the soul of Christabel,

The vision of fear, the touch and pain !

She shrunk and shuddered, and saw again

—

(Ah, woe is me ! Was it for thee, 455

Thou gentle maid ! such sights to see ?)

Again she saw that bosom old.

Again she felt that bosom cold.

And drew in her breath with a hissing sound :

Whereat the Knight turned wildly round, 46c

And nothing saw, but his own sweet maid

With eyes upraised, as one that prayed.

The touch, the sight, had passed away.

And in its stead that vision blest.

Which comforted her after-rest 465

While in the lady's arms she lay.

Had put a rapture in her breast.

And on her lips and o'er her eyes

Spread smiles like light !

With new surprise,

' What ails then my beloved child ?
'

47°

The Baron said—His daughter mild

Made answer, ' All will yet be well !

'

I ween, she had no power to tell

Aught else : so mighty was the spell.

Yet he, who saw this Geraldine, 475

Had deemed her sure a thing divine :

Such sorrow with such grace she blended,

As if she feared she had offended

H
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Sweet Christabel, that gentle maid !

And with such lowly tones she prayed .-;8c

She might be sent without delay

Home to her father's mansion.

•Nay!

Nay, by my soul !
' said Leoline.

' Ho ! Bracy the bard, the charge be thine i

Go thou, with music sweet and loud, 4^5

And take two steeds with trappings proud,

And take the youth whom thou lov'st best

To bear thy harp, and learn thy song,

And clothe you both in solemn vest,

And over the mountains haste along, 490

Lest wandering folk, that are abroad,

Detain you on the valley road.

' And when he has crossed the Irthing flood,

My merry bard ! he hastes, he hastes

Up Knorren Moor, through Halegarth Wood, i.;s

And reaches soon that castle good

Which stands and threatens Scotland's wastes.

' Bard Bracy ! bard Bracy ! your horses are fleet.

Ye must ride up the hall, your music so sweet,

i\Iore loud than your horses' echoing feet I 500

And loud and loud to Lord Roland call.

Thy daughter is safe in Langdale hall I

Thy beautiful daughter is safe and free—

•

Sir Leoline greets thee thus through me I

He bids thee come without delay 5=5

With all thy numerous array

And take thy lovely daughter home :

And he will meet thee on the way
With all his numerous array

White with their panting palfreys' foam : 51°
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And, by mine honour I I will say-

That I repent me of the day

When I spake words of fierce disdain

To Roland de Vaux of Tryermaine !

—

—For since that evil hour hath flowTi, 515

Many a summer's sun hath shone
;

Yet ne'er found I a friend again

Like Roland de Vaux of Tryermaine.'

The lady fell, and clasped his knees,

Her face upraised, her eyes o'erflowing ; 520

And Bracy replied, with faltering voice.

His gracious Hail on all bestowing !

—

' Thy words, thou sire of Christabel,

Are sweeter than my harp can tell

;

Yet might I gain a boon of thee, 525

This day my journey should not be,

So strange a dream hath come to me,

That I had vowed with music loud

To clear yon wood from thing unblest,

Warned by a vision in my rest ! 530

For in my sleep I saw that dove.

That gentle bird, whom thou dost love.

And call'st by thy own daughter's name

—

Sir Leoline ! I saw the same

Fluttering, and uttering fearful moan, 535

Among the green herbs in the forest alone.

Which when I saw and when I heard,

I wonder'd what might ail the bird
;

For nothing near it could I see,

Save the grass and green herbs underneath the old tree.

' And in my dream methought I went 541

To search out what might there be found
;

And what the sweet bird's trouble meant.

That thus lay fluttering on the ground.
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I went and peered, and could descry 545

No cause for her distressful cry ;

But yet foi her dear lady's sake

I stooped, methought, the dove to take,

When lo ! I saw a bright green snake

Coiled around its wings and neck. 550

Green as the herbs on which it couched.

Close by the dove's its head it crouched
;

And with the dove it heaves and stirs.

Swelling its neck as she swelled hers !

I woke ; it was the midnight hour, 555

The clock was echoing in the tower
;

But though my slumber was gone by.

This dream it would not pass away

—

It seems to live upon my eye !

And thence I vowed this self-same day 560

With music strong and saintly song

To wander through the forest bare.

Lest aught unholy loiter there.'

Thus Bracy said : the Baron, the while.

Half-listening heard him with a smile
; 565

Then turned to Lady Geraldine,

His eyes made up of wonder and love
;

And said in courtly accents fine,

* Sweet maid. Lord Roland's beauteous dove.

With arms more strong than harp or song, 570

Thy sire and I will crush the snake !

'

He kissed her forehead as he spake.

And Geraldine in maiden wise

Casting down her large bright eyes.

With blushing cheek and courtesy fine 575

She turned her from Sir Leoline
;

Softly gathering up her train,

That o'er her right arm fell again
;
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And folded her arms across her chest,

And couched her head upon her breast, 580

And looked askance at Christabel

Jesu, Maria, shield her well !

A snake's small eye blinks dull and shy ;

And the lady's eyes they shrunk in her head,

Each shrunk up to a serpent's eye, 5^5

And with somewhat of malice, and more of dread.

At Christabel she looked askance !

—

One moment—and the sight was fled !

But Christabel in dizzy trance

Stumbling on the unsteady ground 59°

Shuddered aloud, with a hissing sound
;

And Geraldine again turned round,

And like a thing, that sought relief.

Full of wonder and full of grief,

She rolled her large bright eyes divine 595

Wildly on Sir Leoline.

The maid, alas I her thoughts are gone,

She nothing sees—no sight but one !

The maid, devoid of guile and sin,

I know not how, in fearful wise, 600

So deeply had she drunken in

That look, those shrunken serpent eyes,

That all her features were resigned

To this sole image in her mind :

And passively did imitate 605

That look of dull and treacherous hate i

And thus she stood, in dizzy trance.

Still picturing that look askance

With forced unconscious sympathy

Full before her father's view 010

As far as such a look could be

In eyes so innocent and blue !
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And when the trance was o'er, the maid
Paused awhile, and inly prayed :

Then falling at the Baron's feet, 6?

5

' By my mother's soul do I entreat

That thou this woman send away !

'

She said : and more she could not say :

For what she knew she could not tell,

O'er-mastered by the mighty spell. 6'.o

Why is thy cheek so wan and wild,

Sir Leoline ? Thy only child

Lies at thy feet, thy joy, thy pride.

So fair, so innocent, so mild
;

The same, for whom thy lady died ! 625

O by the pangs of her dear mother

Think thou no evil of thy child !

For her, and thee, and for no other.

She prayed the moment ere she died :

Prayed that the babe for whom she died, 630

Might prove her dear lord's joy and pride !

That prayer her deadly pangs beguiled.

Sir Leoline !

And wouldst thou wrong thy only child.

Her child and thine ? 635

Within the Baron's heart and brain

If thoughts, like these, had any share,

They only swelled his rage and pain,

And did but work confusion there.

His heart was cleft with pain and rage, 640

His cheeks they quivered, his eyes were wild.

Dishonoured thus in his old age
;

Dishonoured by his only child.

And all his hospitality

To the wronged daughter of his friend 645

By more than woman's jealousy

Brought thus to a disgraceful end

—
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He roiled his eye with stern regard

Upon the gentle minstrel bard,

And said in tones abrupt, austere

—

650
' Why, Bracy ! dost thou loiter here ?

I bade thee hence !
' The bard obeyed

;

And turning from his own sweet maid.

The aged knight. Sir Leoline,

Led forth the lady Geraldine ! 655

The Conxlusiox to Part II

A little child, a limber elf,

Singing, dancing to itself,

A fairy thing with red round cheeks,

That always finds, and never seeks.

Makes such a vision to the sight 66c

As fills a father's eyes with light
;

And pleasures flow in so thick and fast

Upon his heart, that he at last

Must needs express his love's excess

With words of unmeant bitterness. 665

Perhaps 'tis pretty to force together

Thoughts so all unlike each other
;

To mutter and mock a broken charm,

To dally with wrong that docs no harm.

Perhaps 'tis tender too and pretty 67-:

At each wild word to feel within

A sweet recoil of love and pity.

And what, if in a world of sin

(O sorrow and shame should this be true !)

Such giddiness of heart and brain 675

Comes seldom save from rage and pain,

So talks as it 's most used to do.
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Frost at Midnight
Composed February 1798.—Published 1798

The Frost performs its secret ministry,

Unhelped by any wind. The owlet's cry

Came loud—and hark, again ! loud as before.

The inmates of my cottage, all at rest,

Have left me to that solitude, which suits 5

Abstruser musings : save that at my side

My cradled infant slumbers peacefully.

Tis calm indeed ! so calm, that it disturbs

And vexes meditation with its strange

And extreme silentness. Sea, hill, and wood, 10

This populous village ! Sea, and hill, and wood.

With all the numberless goings-on of life.

Inaudible as dreams ! the thin blue flame

Lies on my low-burnt fire, and quivers not
;

Only that film, which fluttered on the grate, 15

Still flutters there, the sole unquiet thing.

Methinks, its motion in this hush of nature

Gives it dim sympathies with me who live.

Making it a companionable form,

Whose puny flaps and freaks the idling Spirit 20

By its own moods interprets, every where

Echo or mirror seeking of itself,

And makes a toy of Thought.

But O I how oft,

How oft, at school, with most believing mind,

Presageful, have I gazed upon the bars, 25

To watch that fluttering stranger ! and as oft

With unclosed lids, already had I dreamt

Of my sweet birth-place, and the old church-tower,

Whose bells, the poor man's only music, rang
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From morn to evening, all the hot Fair-day, 30

So sweetly, that they stirred and haunted me
With a wild pleasure, falling on mine ear

Most like articulate sounds of things to come !

So gazed I, till the soothing things I dreamt

Lulled me to sleep, and sleep prolonged my dreams ! 35

And so I brooded all the following morn,

Awed by the stern preceptor's face, mine eye

Fixed with mock study on my swimming book :

Save if the door half opened, and I snatched

A hasty glance, and still my heart leaped up, 40

For still I hoped to see the stranger's face.

Townsman, or aunt, or sister more beloved.

My play-mate when we both were clothed alike !

Dear Babe, that sleepest cradled by my side,

Whose gentle breathings, heard in this deep calm, 45

Fill up the interspersed vacancies

And momentary pauses of the thought !

My babe so beautiful ! it thrills my heart

With tender gladness, thus to look at thee,

And think that thou shalt learn far other lore, 50

And in far other scenes ! For I was reared

In the great city, pent 'mid cloisters dim.

And saw nought lovely but the sky and stars.

But thou, my babe ! shalt wander like a breeze

By lakes and sandy shores, beneath the crags 55

Of ancient mountain, and beneath the clouds.

Which image in their bulk both lakes and shores

And mountain crags : so shalt thou see and hear

The lovely shapes and sounds intelligible

Of that eternal language, which thy God 6c

Utters, who from eternity doth teach

Himself in all, and all things in himself.

Great universal Teacher ! he shall mould

Thy spirit, and by giving make it ask.
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Therefore all seasons shall be sweet to thee, 65

Whether the summer clothe the general earth

With greenness, or the redbreast sit and sing

Betwixt the tufts of snow on the bare branch

Of mossy apple-tree, while the nigh thatch

Smokes in the sun-thaw ; whether the eave-drops fall 7c

Heard only in the trances of the blast,

Or if the secret ministry of frost

Shall hang them up in silent icicles,

Quietly shining to the quiet Moon.

France: An Ode

Composed February 1798.—Published in The Morning Post,

16 April 1798

I

Ye Clouds ! that far above me float and pause,

Whose pathless march no mortal may controul !

Ye Ocean-Weaves ! that, wheresoe'er ye roll.

Yield homage only to eternal laws !

Ye Woods ! that listen to the night-birds singing, 5

Midway the smooth and perilous slope reclined,

Save when your own imperious branches swinging

Have made a solemn music of the wind !

Where, like a man beloved of God,

Through glooms, which never woodman trod, 10

How oft, pursuing fancies hoh',

My moonlight way o'er flowering weeds I wound,

Inspired, beyond the guess of folly.

By each rude shape and wild unconquerable sound !

O ye loud Waves ! and O ye Forests high ! 15

And O ye Clouds that far above me soared !

Thou rising Sun ! thou blue rejoicing Sky !
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Yea, every thing that is and will be free I

Bear witness for me, whereso'er ye be,

With what deep worship I have still adored 20

The spirit of divinest Liberty.

II

When France in wTath her giant-limbs upreared,

And with that oath, which smote air, earth, and sea,

Stamped her strong foot and said she would be free,

Bear witness for me, how I hoped and feared I ?5

With what a joy my lofty gratulation

Unawed I sang, amid a slavish band :

And when to whelm the disenchanted nation,

Like fiends embattled by a wizard's wand,

The Monarchs marched in evil day, 3^

And Britain joined the dire array
;

Though dear her shores and circling ocean.

Though many friendships, many youthful loves

Had swoln the patriot emotion

And flung a magic light o'er all her hills and groves ; 35

Yet still my voice, unaltered, sang defeat

To all that braved the tyrant-quelling lance,

And shame too long delayed and vain retreat !

For ne'er, O Liberty ! with partial aim

I dimmed thy light or damped thy holy flame
;

40

But blessed the paeans of delivered France,

And hung my head and wept at Britain's name.

Ill

' And what,' I said, ' though Blasphemy's loud scream

With that sweet music of deliverance strove !

Though all the fierce and drunken passions wove a5

A dance more wild than e'er was maniac's dream !
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Ye storms, that round the dawTiing East assembled,

The Sun was rising, though ye hid his Hght !

'

And when, to soothe my soul, that hoped and trembled.

The dissonance ceased, and all seemed calm and bright ; s^

When France her front deep-scarr'd and gory

Concealed with clustering wreaths of glory
;

When, insupportably advancing,

Her arm made mockery of the warrior's ramp
;

While timid looks of fury glancing, 55

Domestic treason, crushed beneath her fatal stamp,

Writhed like a wounded dragon in his gore
;

Then I reproached my fears that would not flee
;

' And soon,' I said, ' shall Wisdom teach her lore

In the low huts of them that toil and groan ! 60

And, conquering by her happiness alone.

Shall France compel the nations to be free.

Till Love and Joy look round, and call the Earth their own.*

IV

Forgive me. Freedom ! O forgive those dreams !

I hear thy voice, I hear thy loud lament, 65

From bleak Helvetia's icy caverns sent

—

I hear thy groans upon her blood-stained streams I

Heroes, that for your peaceful country perished

And ye that, fleeing, spot your mountain-snows

With bleeding wounds ; forgive me, that I cherished 70

One thought that ever blessed your cruel foes !

To scatter rage, and traitorous guilt.

Where Peace her jealous home had built :

A patriot-race to disinherit

Of all that made their stormy wilds so dear
; 75

And with inexpiable spirit

To taint the bloodless freedom of the mountaineer

—
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O France, that mockest Heaven, adulterous, blind.

And patriot only in pernicious toils !

Was this thy boast. Champion of human kind. So

To mix with Kings in the low lust of sway,

Yell in the hunt, and share the murderous prey
;

To insult the shrine of Liberty with spoils

From freemen torn ; to tempt and to betray ?

The Sensual and the Dark rebel in vain, 85

Slaves by their own compulsion ! In mad game

They burst their manacles and wear the name
Of Freedom, graven on a heavier chain I

O Liberty ! with profitless endeavour

Have I pursued thee, many a weary hour
; 90

But thou nor swell'st the victor's strain, nor ever

Didst breathe thy soul in forms of human power.

Alike from all, howe'er they praise thee

(Nor prayer nor boastful name delays thee).

Alike from Priestcraft's harpy minions, 95

And factious Blasphemy's obscener slaves.

Thou speedest on thy subtle pinions,

The guide of homeless winds, and playmate of the waves !

And there I felt thee !—on that sea-cliff's verge,

Whose pines, scarce trav^elled by the breeze above, ico

Had made one murmur with the distant surge !

Yes, while I stood and gazed, my temples bare,

And shot my being through earth, sea, and air,

Possessing all things with intensest love,

O Liberty ! my spirit felt thee there. 105
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Fears in Solitude
Written in April 1798

During the Alarm of an Invasion

Published 1798

A GREEN and silent spot, amid the hills,

A small and silent dell I O'er stiller place

No singing sky-lark ever poised himself.

The hills are heathy, save that swelling slope,

Which hath a gay and gorgeous covering on, 5

All golden with the never-bloomless furze.

Which now blooms most profusely : but the dell.

Bathed by the mist, is fresh and delicate

As vernal corn-field, or the unripe flax.

When, through its half-transparent stalks, at eve, 10

The level sunshine glimmers with green light.

Oh ! 'tis a quiet spirit-healing nook I

Which all, methinks, would love ; but chiefly he,

The humble man, who, in his youthful years,

Knew just so much of folly, as had made 15

His early manhood more securely wise !

Here he might lie on fern or withered heath,

While from the singing lark (that sings unseen

The minstrelsy that solitude loves best).

And from the sun, and from the breezy air, 20

Sweet influences trembled o'er his frame
;

And he, with many feelings, many thoughts,

Made up a meditative joy, and found

Religious meanings in the forms of Nature !

And so, his senses gradually wrapt 25

In a half sleep, he dreams of better worlds,
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And dreaming hears thee still, O singing lark,

That singest like an angel in the clouds I

My God I it is a melancholy thing

For such a man, who would full fain preser\"e 30

His soul in calmness, yet perforce must feel

For all his human brethren—O my God !

It weighs upon the heart, that he must think

What uproar and what strife may now be stirring

This way or that way o'er these silent hills

—

35

Invasion, and the thunder and the shout,

And all the crash of onset ; fear and rage.

And undetermined conflict—even now.

Even now, perchance, and in his native isle :

Carnage and groans beneath this blessed sun ! 4^

We have offended, Oh ! my countrymen !

We have offended very grievousl3',

And been most tyrannous. From east to west

A groan of accusation pierces Heaven !

The wretched plead against us ; multitudes 45

Countless and vehement, the sons of God,

Our brethren ! Like a cloud that travels on,

Steamed up from Cairo's swamps of pestilence,

Even so, my countrymen I have we gone forth

And borne to distant tribes slavery and pangs, 50

And, deadlier far, our vices, whose deep taint

With slow perdition murders the whole man,

His body and his soul ! Meanwhile, at home,

All individual dignity and power

Engulfed in Courts, Committees, Institutions, 5S

Associations and Societies,

A vain, speech-mouthing, speech-reporting Guild,

One Benefit-Club for mutual flattery,

We have drunk up, demure as at a grace,

Pollutions from the brimming cup of wealth
;

60

Contemptuous of all honourable rule.
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Yet bartering freedom and the poor man's life

For gold, as at a market ! The sweet words

Of Christian promise, words that even yet

Might stem destruction, were they wisely preached, 65

Are muttered o'er by men, whose tones proclaim

How flat and wearisome they feel their trade :

Rank scoffers some, but most too indolent

To deem them falsehoods or to know their truth.

Oh ! blasphemous ! the Book of Life is made 70

A superstitious instrument, on which

We gabble o'er the oaths we mean to break
;

For all must swear—all and in every place.

College and wharf, council and justice-court
;

All, all must swear, the briber and the bribed, 75

Merchant and lawyer, senator and priest,

The rich, the poor, the old man and the young ;

All, all make up one scheme of perjury.

That faith doth reel ; the very name of God
Sounds like a juggler's charm ; and, bold with joy, 80

Forth from his dark and lonely hiding-place,

(Portentous sight !) the owlet Atheism,

Sailing on obscene wings athwart the noon,

Drops his blue-fringed lids, and holds them close,

And hooting at the glorious sun in Heaven, 85

Cries out, ' Where is it ?
'

Thankless too for peace

(Peace long preserved by fleets and perilous seas).

Secure from actual warfare, we have loved

To swell the war-whoop, passionate for war !

Alas ! for ages ignorant of all 9°

Its ghastlier workings, (famine or blue plague.

Battle, or siege, or flight through wintry snows,)

We, this whole people, have been clamorous

For war and bloodshed ; animating sports.
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The which we pay for as a thing to talk of, 95

Spectators and not combatants ! No guess

Anticipative of a wrong unfelt,

No speculation on contingency,

However dim and vague, too vague and dim
To yield a justifying cause ; and forth, ico

(Stuffed out with big preamble, holy names,

And adjurations of the God in Heaven,)

We send our mandates for the certain death

Of thousands and ten thousands ! Boys and girls,

And women, that would groan to see a child 105

Pull off an insect's leg, all read of war,

The best amusement for our morning meal !

The poor wretch, who has learnt his only prayers

From curses, who knows scarcely words enough

To ask a blessing from his Heavenly Father, no

Becomes a fluent phraseman, absolute

And technical in victories and defeats,

And all our dainty terms for fratricide
;

Terms which we trundle smoothly o'er our tongues

Like mere abstractions, empty sounds to which ns

We join no feeling and attach no form !

As if the soldier died without a wound
;

As if the fibres of this godlike frame

Were gored without a pang ; as if the wretch.

Who fell in battle, doing bloody deeds, 120

Passed off to Heaven, translated and not killed

;

As though he had no wife to pine for him,

No God to judge him ! Therefore, evil days

Are coming on us, O my countrymen !

And what if all-avenging Providence, :a5

Strong and retributive, should make us know
The meaning of our words, force us to feel

The desolation and the agony

Of our fierce doings ?

I
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Spare us yet awhile,

Father and God I O I spare us yet awhile ! 130

Oh ! let not English women drag their flight

Fainting beneath the burthen of their babes.

Of the sweet infants, that but yesterday

Laughed at the breast ! Sons, brothers, husbands, all

Who ever gazed with fondness on the forms 135

Which grew up with you round the same tire-side,

And all who ever heard the sabbath-bells

Without the infidel's scorn, make yourselves pure !

Stand forth ! be men ! repel an impious foe.

Impious and false, a light yet cruel race, 143

Who laugh away all virtue, mingling mirth

With deeds of murder ; and still promising

Freedom, themselves too sensual to be free

Poison life's amities, and cheat the heart

Of faith and quiet hope, and all that soothes, 145

And all that lifts the spirit ! Stand we forth
;

Render them back upon the insulted ocean.

And let them toss as idly on its waves

As the vile sea-weed, which some mountain-blact

Swept from our shores I And oh I may we return 150

Not with a drunken triumph, but with fear.

Repenting of the wrongs with which we stung

So fierce a foe to frenzy !

I have told,

Britons ! O my brethren ! I have told

Most bitter truth, but without bitterness. 155

Nor deem my zeal or factious or mistimed
;

For never can true courage dwell with them.

Who, playing tricks with conscience, dare not look

At their own vices. We have been too long

Dupes of a deep delusion ! Some, belike, i5o

Groaning with restless enmity, expect
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All change from change of constituted power ;

As if a Government had been a robe,

On which our vice and wretchedness were tagged

Like fancy-points and fringes, with the robe 165

Pulled off at pleasure. Fondly these attach

A radical causation to a few

Poor drudges of chastising Providence,

Who borrow all their hues and qualities

From our own folly and rank wickedness, 170

Which gave them birth and nursed them. Others, meanwhile,

Dote with a mad idolatry ; and all

Who will not fall before their images,

And yield them worship, they are enemies

Even of their country !

Such have I been deemed.— 175

But, O dear Britain ! O my Mother Isle !

Needs must thou prove a name most dear and holy

To me, a son, a brother, and a friend,

A husband, and a father ! who revere

All bonds of natural love, and find them all 180

Within the limits of thy rocky shores.

O native Britain ! O my Mother Isle !

How shouldst thou prove aught else but dear and holy

To me, who from thy lakes and mountain-hills,

Thy clouds, thy quiet dales, thy rocks and seas, 185

Have drunk in all my intellectual life,

All sweet sensations, all ennobling thoughts,

All adoration of the God in nature,

All lovely and all honourable things,

Whatever makes this mortal spirit feel 19c

The joy and greatness of its future being ?

There lives nor form nor feeling in my soul

Unborrowed from my country ! O divine

And beauteous island ! thou hast been my sole
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And most magnificent temple, in the which 195

I walk with awe, and sing my stately songs,

Loving the God that made me !

—

May my fears.

My filial fears, be vain ! and may the vaunts

And menace of the vengeful enemy

Pass like the gust, that roared and died away 200

In the distant tree : which heard, and only heard

In this low dell, bowed not the delicate grass.

But now the gentle dew-fall sends abroad

The fruit-like perfume of the golden furze :

The light has left the summit of the hill, 205

Though still a sunny gleam lies beautiful.

Aslant the ivied beacon. Now farewell,

Farewell, awhile, O soft and silent spot !

On the green sheep-track, up the heathy hill.

Homeward I wind my way ; and lo ! recalled 210

From bodings that have well-nigh wearied me,

I find myself upon the brow, and pause

Startled ! And after lonely sojourning

In such a quiet and surrounded nook.

This burst of prospect, here the shadowy main, 215

Dim-tinted, there the mighty majesty

Of that huge amphitheatre of rich

And elmy fields, seems like society

—

Conversing with the mind, and giving it

A livelier impulse and a dance of thought ! 220

And now, beloved Stowey ! I behold

Thy church-tower, and, methinks, the four huge elms

Clustering, which mark the mansion of my friend
;

And close behind them, hidden from my view.

Is my own lowly cottage, where my babe 225

And my babe's mother dwell in peace ! With light
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And quickened footsteps thitherward I tend,

Remembering thee, O green and silent dell

!

And grateful, that by nature's quietness

And solitary musings, all my heart 330

Is softened, and made worthy to indulge

Love, and the thoughts that yearn for human kind.

The Nightingale
A Conversation Poem, April 1798

Published in Lyrical Ballads, 1798

No cloud, no relique of the sunken day

Distinguishes the West, no long thin slip

Of sullen light, no obscure trembling hues.

Come, we will rest on this old mossy bridge !

You see the glimmer of the stream beneath, 5

But hear no murmuring : it flows silently,

O'er its soft bed of verdure. All is still,

A balmy night ! and though the stars be dim.

Yet let us think upon the vernal showers

That gladden the green earth, and we shall find 10

A pleasure in the dimness of the stars.

And hark ! the Nightingale begins its song,

* Most musical, most melancholy ' bird !

A melancholy bird ? Oh I idle thought !

In Nature there is nothing melancholy. 15

But some night-wandering man whose heart was pierced

With the remembrance of a grievous wrong,

Or slow distemper, or neglected love

(And so, poor wretch ! filled all things with himself,

And made all gentle sounds tell back the tale 20

(Jf his own sorrow), he, and such as he.

First named these notes a melancholy strain.
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And many a poet echoes the conceit
;

Poet who hath been building up the rhyme

When he had better far have stretched his limbs 25

Beside a brook in mossy forest-dell,

By sun or moon-light, to the influxes

Of shapes and sounds and shifting elements

Surrendering his whole spirit, of his song

And of his fame forgetful ! so his fame 30

Should share in Nature's immortality,

A venerable thing ! and so his song

Should make all Nature lovelier, and itself

Be loved like Nature ! But 'twill not be so
;

And youths and maidens most poetical, 35

Who lose the deepening twilights of the spring

In ball-rooms and hot theatres, they still

Full of meek sympathy must heave their sighs

O'er Philomela's pity-pleading strains.

My Friend, and thou, our Sister ! we have learnt 40

A different lore : we may not thus profane

Nature's sweet voices, always full of love

And joyance ! Tis the merry Nightingale

That crowds, and hurries, and precipitates

With fast thick warble his delicious notes, 45

As he were fearful that an April night

Would be too short for him to utter forth

His love-chant, and disburthen his full soul

Of all its music !

And I know a grove

Of large extent, hard by a castle huge, 50

Which the great lord inhabits not ; and so

This grove is wild with tangling underwood.

And the trim walks are broken up, and grass,

Thin grass and king-cups grow within the paths.

But never elsewhere in one place I knew 55
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So many nightingales ; and far and near,

In wood and thicket, over the wide grove,

They answer and provoke each other's song.

With skirmish and capricious passagings.

And murmurs musical and swift jug jug, 60

And one low piping sound more sweet than all

—

Stirring the air with such a harmony.

That should you close your eyes, you might almost

Forget it was not day ! On moonlight bushes,

Whose dewy leaflets are but half-disclosed, 65

You may perchance behold them on the twigs,

Their bright, bright eyes, their eyes both bright and full,

Glistening, while many a glow-worm in the shade

Lights up her love-torch.

A most gentle Maid,

Who dwelleth in her hospitable home 7c

Hard by the castle, and at latest eve

(Even like a Lady vowed and dedicate

To something more than Nature in the grove)

Glides through the pathways ; she knows all their notes.

That gentle Maid ! and oft, a moment's space, 75

What time the moon was lost behind a cloud.

Hath heard a pause of silence ; till the moon

Emerging, hath awakened earth and sky

With one sensation, and those wakeful birds

Have all burst forth in choral minstrelsy, 8c

As if some sudden gale had swept at once

A hundred airy harps ! And she hath watched

Many a nightingale perch giddily

On blossomy twig still swinging from the breeze,

And to that motion tunc his wanton song 85

Like tipsy Joy that reels with tossing head.

Farewell, O Warbler ! till to-morrow eve.

And you, my friends ! farewell, a short farewell !
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We have been loitering long and pleasantly,

And now for our dear homes.—That strain again ! 90

Full fain it would delay me ! My dear babe.

Who, capable of no articulate sound.

Mars all things with his imitative lisp.

How he would place his hand beside his ear.

His little hand, the small forefinger up, 95

And bid us listen ! And I deem it wise

To make him Nature's play-mate. He knows well

The evening-star ; and once, when he awoke
In most distressful mood (some inward pain

Had made up that strange thing, an infant's dream) roc

I hurried with him to our orchard-plot,

And he beheld the moon, and, hushed at once,

Suspends his sobs, and laughs most silently.

While his fair eyes, that swam with undropped tears,

Did glitter in the yellow moon-beam ! Well !

—

105

It is a father's tale : But if that Heaven
Should give me life, his childhood shall grow up

Familiar with these songs, that with the night

He may associate joy.—Once more, farewell.

Sweet Nightingale i once more, my friends ! farewell, no
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Kubla Khan
or, A Vision in a Dream

A Fragment

Composed May (?) 1798.—Published with Chrisiabel, 1816

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree :

Where Alph, the sacred river, ran

Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea. 5

So twice five miles of fertile ground

With walls and towers were girdled round :

And there were gardens bright with sinuous rills.

Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree
;

And here were forests ancient as the hills, 10

Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.

But oh ! that deep romantic chasm which slanted

Down the green hill athwart a cedarn cover !

A savage place ! as holy and enchanted

As e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted 15

By woman wailing for her demon-lover !

And from this chasm, w^ith ceaseless turmoil seething,

As if this earth in fast thick pants were breathing,

A mighty fountain momently was forced :

Amid whose swift half-intermitted burst 2c

Huge fragments vaulted like rebounding hail,

Or chaffy grain beneath the thresher's flail :

And 'mid these dancing rocks at once and ever

It flung up momently the sacred river.

Five miles meandering with a mazy motion 25

Through wood and dale the sacred river ran,

Then reached the caverns measureless to man,

And sank in tumult to a lifeless ocean :
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And 'mid this tumult Kubla heard from far

Ancestral voices prophesying war ! 30

The shadow of the dome of pleasure

Floated midway on the waves
;

Where was heard the mingled measure

From the fountain and the caves.

It was a miracle of rare device, 35

A sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice !

A damsel with a dulcimer

In a vision once I saw :

It was an Abyssinian maid,

And on her dulcimer she played, 40

Singing of Mount Abora.

Could I revive within me
Her symphony and song,

To such a deep delight 'twould win me,

That wdth music loud and long, 45

I would build that dome in air.

That sunny dome ! those caves of ice !

And all who heard should see them there.

And all should cry, Beware ! Beware !

His flashing eyes, his floating hair ! 50

Weave a circle round him thrice.

And close your eyes with holy dread,

For he on honey-dew hath fed.

And drunk the milk of Paradise.
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The Devil's Thoughts
Published in The Morning Post, 6 September 1799 ;

included in Poetical Works, 1828

I

From his brimstone bed at break of day

A-walking the Devil is gone,

To visit his snug little farm the earth.

And see how his stock goes on.

II

Over the hill and over the dale. 5

And he went over the plain,

And backward and forward he switched his long tail

As a gentleman switches his cane.

Ill

And how then was the Devil drest ?

Oh I he was in his Sunday's best : ic

His jacket was red and his breeches were blue,

And there was a hole where the tail came through.

IV

He saw a Lawyer killing a Viper

On a dunghill hard by his own stable
;

And the Devil smiled, for it put him in mind 15

Of Cain and his brother, Abel.

V

He saw an Apothecary on a white horse

Ride by on his vocations,

And the Devil thought of his old Friend

Death in the Revelations. 20
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VI

He saw a cottage with a double coach-house,

A cottage of gentility
;

And the Devil did grin, for his darling sin

Is pride that apes humility.

VII

He peep'd into a rich bookseller's shop, 25

Quoth he ! we are both of one college !

For I sate myself, like a cormorant, once

Hard by the tree of knowledge.

VIII

Down the river did glide, with wind and tide,

A pig with vast celerity
;

3°

And the Devil look'd wise as he saw how, the whilt.

It cut its own throat. ' There !
' quoth he with a smile,

' Goes " England's commercial prosperity."
'

IX

As he went through Cold-Bath Fields he saw

A solitary cell
; 35

And the Devil was pleased, for it gave him a hint

For improving his prisons in Hell.

XII

He saw an old acquaintance

As he passed by a Methodist meeting ;

—

She holds a consecrated key.

And the devil nods her a greeting.

XIII

She turned up her nose, and said, 50

' Avaunt ! my name's Religion,'

And she looked to Mr.

And leered like a love-sick pigeon.
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XIV

He saw a certain minister

(A minister to his mind) 55

Go up into a certain House,

With a majority behind.

XV

The Devil quoted Genesis

Like a very learned clerk,

How ' Noah, and his creeping things 60

Went up into the Ark.'

XVII

General burning face

He saw with consternation,

And back to hell his way did he take,

For the Devil thought by a sHght mistake

It was general conflagration. 70

Lines
written in the Album at Elbingerode,

in the Hartz Forest

Published in The Morning Post, 17 September 1799 ;

included in Sibylline Leaves, 181

7

I STOOD on Brocken's sovran height, and saw

Woods crowding upon woods, hills over hills,

A surging scene, and only limited

By the blue distance. Heavily my way
Downward I dragged through fir groves evermore,

Where bright green moss heaves in sepulchral forms

Speckled with sunshine ; and, but seldom heard,

The sweet bird's song became a hollow sound :
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And the breeze, murmuring indivisibly.

Preserved its solemn murmur most distinct lo

From many a note of many a waterfall.

And the brook's chatter ; 'mid whose islet-stones

The dingy kidling with its tinkling bell

Leaped frolicsome, or old romantic goat

Sat, his white beard slow v/aving. I moved on 15

In low and languid mood : for I had found

That outward forms, the loftiest, still receive

Their finer influence from the Life within ;
—

•

Fair cyphers else : fair, but of import vague

Or unconcerning, where the heart not finds 20

History or prophecy of friend, or child,

Or gentle maid, our first and early love,

Or father, or the venerable name
Of our adored country ! O thou Queen,

Thou delegated Deity of Earth, 25

O dear, dear England ! how my longing eye

Turned westward, shaping in the steady clouds

Thy sands and high white cliffs !

My native Land !

Filled with the thought of thee this heart was proud,

Yea, mine eye swam with tears : that all the view .30

From so\Tan Brocken, woods and woody hills.

Floated away, like a departing dream.

Feeble and dim ! Stranger, these impulses

Blame thou not lightly ; nor will I profane.

With hasty judgement or injurious doubt. 35

That man's sublimer spirit, who can feel

That God is everywhere ! the God who framed

Mankind to be one mighty family,

Himself our Father, and the World our Home.
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Love
Published in Lyrical Ballads, 1800 ; an earlier version in The

Morning Post, 21 December 1799

All thoughts, all passions, all delights,

Whatever stirs this mortal frame,

All are but ministers of Love,

And feed his sacred flame.

Oft in my waking dreams do I 5

Live o'er again that happy hour,

When midway on the mount I lay,

Beside the ruined tower.

The moonshine, stealing o'er the scene

Had blended with the lights of eve
; lo

And she was there, my hope, my joy,

My own dear Genevieve !

She leant against the armed man,

The statue of the armed knight :

She stood and listened to my lay, 15

Amid the lingering light.

Few sorrows hath she of her own,

My hope ! my joy ! my Genevieve !

She loves me best, whene'er I sing

The songs that make her grieve. 20

I played a soft and doleful air,

I sang an old and moving story—
An old rude song, that suited well

That ruin wild and hoary.
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She listened with a flitting blush, 25

With downcast eyes and modest grace
;

For well she knew, I could not choose

But gaze upon her face.

I told her of the Knight that wore

Upon his shield a burning brand
; 30

And that for ten long years he wooed

The Lady of the Land.

I told her how he pined : and ah !

The deep, the low, the pleading tone

With which I sang another's love, 35

Interpreted my own.

She listened with a flitting blush,

With downcast eyes, and modest grace
;

And she forgave me, that I gazed

Too fondly on her face ! 40

But when I told the cruel scorn

That crazed that bold and lovely Knight,

And that he crossed the mountain-woods,

Nor rested day nor night
;

That sometimes from the savage den, 45

And sometimes from the darksome shade,

And sometimes starting up at once

In green and sunny glade,

—

There came and looked him in the face

An angel beautiful and bright
; 50

And that he knew it was a Fiend,

This miserable Knight !

And that unknowing what he did.

He leaped amid a murderous band,

And saved from outrage worse than death 55

The Lady of the Land !
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And how she wept, and clasped his knees

;

And how she tended him in vain

—

And ever strove to expiate

The scorn that crazed his brain ;

—

60

And that she nursed him in a cave

;

And how his madness went away,

When on the yellow forest-leaves

A dying man he lay ;

—

His dying words—but when I reached 65

That tenderest strain of all the ditty,

My faultering voice and pausing harp

Disturbed her soul with pity !

All impulses of soul and sense

Had thrilled my guileless Genevieve
; 70

The music and the doleful tale,

The rich and balmy eve
;

And hopes, and fears that kindle hope.

An undistinguishable throng,

And gentle wishes long subdued, 75

Subdued and cherished long !

She wept with pity and delight,

She blushed with love, and virgin-shame
;

And like the murmur of a dream,

I heard her breathe my nam.e. 80

Her bosom heaved—she stepped aside.

As conscious of my look she stepped

—

Then suddenly, with timorous eye

She fled to me and wept.

She half enclosed me with her arms, 85

She pressed me with a meek embrace
;

And bending back her head, looked up,

And gazed upon my face.

K
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'Twas partly love, and partly fear.

And partly 'twas a bashful arc, 90

That I might rather feel, than see,

The swelling of her heart.

I calmed her fears, and she was calm,

And told her love with virgin pride
;

And so I won my Genevieve, 95

My bright and beauteous Bride.

Dejection: An Ode

[Written April 4, 1802]

Published in The Morning Post, 4 October 1802 ;

included in Sibylline Leaves, 1S17

Late, late yestreen I saw the new Moon,
With the old Moon in her arms ;

And I fear, I fear, my Master dear !

We shall have a deadly storm.

Ballad of Sir Patrick Spence.

I

Well ! If the Bard was weather-wise, who made
The grand old ballad of Sir Patrick Spence,

This night, so tranquil now, will not go hence

Unroused by winds, that ply a busier trade

Than those which mould ^''on cloud in lazy flakes, 5

Or the dull sobbing draft, that moans and rakes

Upon the strings of this Aeolian lute.

Which better far were mute.

For lo ! the New-moon winter-bright !

And overspread with phantom light 10

(With swimming phantom light o'erspread

But rimmed and circled by a silver thread),
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I see the old Moon in her lap, foretelling

The coming-on of rain and squally blast.

And oh : that even now the gust were swelling, 15

And the slant night-shower driving loud and fast !

Those sounds which oft have raised me, whilst they awed,

And sent my soul abroad.

Might now perhaps their wonted impulse give,

Might startle this dull pain, and make it move and live ! 20

II

A grief without a pang, void, dark, and drear,

A stifled, drowsy, unimpassioned grief.

Which hnds no natural outlet, no relief.

In word, or sigh, or tear

—

Lady I in this wan and heartless mood, 25

To other thoughts by yonder throstle woo'd,

All this long eve, so balmy and serene.

Have I been gazing on the western sky,

And its peculiar tint of yellow green :

And still I gaze—and with how blank an eye ! 30

And those thin clouds above, in flakes and bars.

That give away their motion to the stars
;

Those stars, that glide behind them or between,

Now sparkling, now bcdimmed, but always seen :

Yon crescent Moon, as fixed as if it grew 35

In its own cloudless, starless lake of blue
;

1 see them all so excellently fair,

I see, not feel, how beautiful they are !

Ill

My genial spirits fail
;

And what can these avail 40

To lift the smothering weight from off my breast ?

It were a vain endeavour,

Though I should gaze for ev(T
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On that green light that lingers in the west :

I may not hope from outward forms to win 45

The passion and the life, whose fountains are within.

IV

Lady ! we receive but what we give,

And in our life alone does Nature live :

Ours is her wedding garment, ours her shroud !

And would we aught behold, of higher worth, 50

Than that inanimate cold world allowed

To the poor loveless ever-anxious crowd,

Ah ! from the soul itself must issue forth

A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud

Enveloping the Earth

—

55

And from the soul itself must there be sent

A sweet and potent voice, of its own birth,

Of all sweet sounds the life and element !

V

O pure of heart ! thou need'st not ask of me
What this strong music in the soul may be I 60

What, and wherein it doth exist,

This light, this glory, this fair luminous mist.

This beautiful and beauty-making power.

Joy, virtuous Lady ! Joy that ne'er was given,

Save to the pure, and in their purest hour, 65

Life, and Life's effluence, cloud at once and shower,

Joy, Lady ! is the spirit and the power,

W^hich, wedding Nature to us, gives in dower

A new Earth and new Heaven,

Undreamt of by the sensual and the proud : 70

Joy is the sweet voice, Joy the luminous cloud :

We in ourselves rejoice !

And thence flows all that charms or ear or sight.

All melodies the echoes of that voice,

All colours a suffusion from that light. 75
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VI

There was a time when, though my path was rough,

This ]oy within m.e dallied with distress,

And all misfortunes were but as the stuff

Whence Fancy made me dreams of happiness :

For hope grew round me, like the twining vine, 80

And fruits, and foliage, not my own, seemed mine.

But now afflictions bow me down to earth
;

Nor care I that they rob me of my mirth
;

But oh ! each visitation

Suspends what nature gave me at my birth, 85

My shaping spirit of Imagination.

For not to think of what I needs must feel,

But to be still and patient, all I can
;

And haply by abstruse research to steal

From my own nature all the natural man

—

90

This was my sole resource, my only plan :

Till that which suits a part infects the whole,

And now is almost grown the habit of my soul.

VII

Hence, viper thoughts, that coil around my mind.

Reality's dark dream ! Q5

I turn from you, and listen to the wind.

Which long has raved unnoticed. What a scream

Of agony by torture lengthened out

That lute sent forth ! Thou Wind, that rav'st without,

Bare crag, or mountain-tairn, or blasted tree, 100

Or pine-grove whither woodman never clomb.

Or lonely house, long held the witches' home,

Methinks were fitter instruments for thee.

Mad Lutanist ! who in this month of showers,

Of dark-brown gardens, and of peeping flowers, ^05

Mak'st Devils' yule, with worse than wintry song.

The blossoms, buds, and timorous leaves among.
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Thou Actor, perfect in all tragic sounds !

Thou mighty Poet, e'en to frenzy bold :

What tell'st thou now about ? no

'Tis of the rushing of an host in rout.

With groans, of trampled men, with smarting wounds

—

At once they groan with pain, and shudder with the cold !

But hush I there is a pause of deepest silence I

And all that noise, as of a rushing crowd, 115

With groans, and tremulous shudderings—all is over

—

It tells another tale, with sounds less deep and loud I

A tale of less affright.

And tempered with delight,

As Otway's self had framed the tender lay,

—

120

'Tis of a little child

Upon a lonesome wild.

Not far from home, but she hath lost her way :

And now moans low in bitter grief and fear,

And now screams loud, and hopes to make her mother hear.

VIII

'Tis midnight, but small thoughts have I of sleep : 126

Full seldom may my friend such vigils keep !

Visit her, gentle Sleep ! with wings of healing,

And may this storm be but a mountain -birth,

May all the stars hang bright above her dwelling, 130

Silent as though they watched the sleeping Earth '

With light heart may she rise.

Gay fancy, cheerful eyes,

Joy lift her spirit, joy attune her voice
;

To her may all things live, from pole to pole,

Their life the eddying of her living soul ! 135

O simple spirit, guided from above.

Dear Lady ! friend devoutest of my choice,

Thus mayest thou ever, evermore rejoice.
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Hymn before Sunrise

in the Vale of Chamouni

Published in The Morning Post, ii September 1802
;

reprinted in The Friend, No. XI, 26 October 1809,

and included in Sibylline Leaves, 181

7

Hast thou a charm to stay the morning-star

In his steep course ? So long he seems to pause

On thy bald awful head, O sovran Blanc.

The Arve and Arveiron at thy base

Rave ceaselessly ; but thou, most awful Form ! 5

Risest from forth thy silent sea of pines.

How silently ! Around thee and above

Deep is the air and dark, substantial, black,

An ebon mass : methinks thou piercest it,

As with a wedge ! But when I look again, ic

It is thine own calm home, thy crystal shrine,

Thy habitation from eternity !

dread and silent Mount ! I gazed upon thee,

Till thou, still present to the bodily sense,

Didst vanish from my thought : entranced in prayer 15

1 worshipped the Invisible alone.

Yet, like some sweet beguiling melody.

So sweet, we know not we are listening to it,

Thou, the meanwhile, wast blending with my Thought,

Yea, with my Life and Life's own secret joy : 20

Till the dilating Soul, cnrapt, transfused.

Into the mighty vision passing—there

As in her natural form, swelled vast to Heaven !

Awake, my soul ! not only passive praise

Thou owest ! not alone these swelling tears, 25
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Mute thanks and secret ecstasy ! Awake,

Voice of sweet song ! Awake, my heart, awake f

Green vales and icy cliffs, all join my Hymn.

Thou first and chief, sole sovereign of the Vale '

O struggling with the darkness all the night, 30

And visited all night by troops of stars,

Or when they climb the sky or when they sink :

Companion of the morning-star at dawn.

Thyself Earth's rosy star, and of the dawn
Co-herald : wake, O wake, and utter praise ! 35

Who sank thy sunless pillars deep in Earth ?

Who filled thy countenance with rosy light ?

Who made thee parent of perpetual streams ?

And you, ye five wild torrents fiercely glad !

Who called you forth from night and utter death, 40

From dark and icy caverns called you forth,

Down those precipitous, black, jagged rocks,

For ever shattered and the same for ever ?

Who gave you your invulnerable life,

Your strength, your speed, your fury, and your joy, 45

Unceasing thunder and eternal foam ?

And who commanded (and the silence came),

Here let the billows stiffen, and have rest ?

Ye Ice-falls ! ye that from the mountain's brow

Adown enormous ravines slope amain

—

5^

Torrents, methinks, that heard a mighty voice.

And stopped at once amid their maddest plunge !

Motionless torrents ! silent cataracts !

Who made you glorious as the Gates of Heaven

Beneath the keen full moon ? Who bade the sun 55

Clothe you with rainbows ? Who, with living flowers

Of loveliest blue, spread garlands at your feet ?

—

God ! let the torrents, like a shout of nations.
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Answer ! and let the ice-plains echo, God !

God ! sing ye meadow-streams with gladsome voice ! 60

Ye pine-groves, with your soft and soul-like sounds !

And they too have a voice, yon piles of snow,

And in their perilous fall shall thunder, God I

Ye living flowers that skirt the eternal frost !

Ye wild goats sporting round the eagle's nest ; 65

Ye eagles, play-mates of the mountain-storm I

Ye lightnings, the dread arrows of the clouds !

Ye signs and wonders of the element !

Utter forth God, and fill the hills with praise !

Thou too, hoar Mount ! with thy sky-pointing peaks,

Oft from whose feet the avalanche, unheard, 71

Shoots downward, glittering through the pure serene

Into the depth of clouds, that veil thy breast

—

Thou too again, stupendous Mountain ! thou

That as I raise my head, awhile bowed low 75

In adoration, upward from thy base

Slow travelling with dim eyes suffused with tears,

Solemnly seemest, like a vapoury cloud,

To rise before me—Rise, O ever rise.

Rise like a cloud of incense from the Earth ! 8c

Thou kingly Spirit throned among the hills.

Thou dread ambassador from Earth to Heaven,

Great Hierarch ! tell thou the silent sky,

And tell the stars, and tell yon rising sun

Earth, with her thousand voices, praises God. 85
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The Pains of Sleep
Composed 1803.—Published with Christabel, 1816

Ere on my bed my limbs I lay,

It hath not been my use to pray

With moving lips or bended knees
;

But silently, by slow degrees.

My spirit I to Love compose, 5

In humble trust mine eye-lids close.

With reverential resignation,

No wish conceived, no thought exprest.

Only a sense of supplication ;

A sense o'er all my soul imprest 10

That I am weak, yet not unblest,

Since in me, round me, every where

Eternal Strength and Wisdom are.

But yester-night I prayed aloud

In anguish and in agony, 15

Up-starting from the fiendish crowd

Of shapes and thoughts that tortured me :

A lurid light, a trampling throng.

Sense of intolerable wrong.

And whom I scorned, those only strong ! 2c

Thirst of revenge, the powerless will

Still baffled, and yet burning still I

Desire with loathing strangely mixed

On wild or hateful objects fixed.

Fantastic passions ! maddening brawl ! 25

And shame and terror over all !

Deeds to be hid which were not hid,

Which all confused I could not know

Whether I suffered, or I did :

For all seemed guilt, remorse or woe, 30
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M}'" own or others still the same

Life-stifling fear, soul-stifling shame.

So two nights passed : the night's dismay

Saddened and stunned the coming day.

Sleep, the wide blessing, seemed to me 35

Distemper's worst calamity.

The third night, when my own loud scream

Had waked me from the fiendish dream,

O'ercome with sufferings strange and wild,

I wept as I had been a child
; 40

And having thus by tears subdued

My anguish to a milder mood.

Such punishments, I said, were due

To natures deepliest stained with sin,

—

For aye entempesting anew 45

The unfathomable hell within,

The horror of their deeds to view,

To know and loathe, yet wish and do I

Such griefs with such men well agree,

But wherefore, wherefore fall on me ? 50

To be beloved is all I need,

And whom I love, I love indeed.
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To \\' i 1 1 i a m \A' o r d s w o r t h

Composed on the night after his recitation of a Poem

On the Growth of an Individual Mind

G^mposed January 1807.—Published in Sibylline Leaves, 181

7

Friend of the wise ! and Teacher of the Good I

Into my heart have I received that Lay

More than historic, that prophetic Lay

\Mierein (high theme bj' thee nrst sung aright)

Of the foundations and the building up 5

Of a Human Spirit thou hast dared to teU

What ma\' be told, to the understanding mind

Revealable ; and what within the mind

By vital breathings secret as the soul

Of vernal growth, oft quickens in the heart 10

Thoughts all too deep for words !

—

Theme hard as high I

Of smiles spontaneous, and m3-sterious fears

(The first-bom they of Reason and twin-birth).

Of tides obedient to external force,

And currents self-determined, as might seem, 15

Or by some inner Power ; of moments awful.

Now in thy inner life, and now abroad,

WTien power streamed from thee, and thy soul received

The light reflected, as a hght bestowed

—

Of fancies fair, and milder horns of youth, 20

Hj'blean murmurs of poetic thought

Industrious in its J03', in vales and glens

Native or outland, lakes and famous hills !

Or on the lonel}" high-road, when the stars

Were rising ; or by secret mountain-streams, 25

The guides and the companions of thy way I
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Of more than Fancy, of the Social Sense

Distending wide, and man beloved as man,

Where France in all her towns lay vibrating

Like some becalmed bark beneath the burst 3c

Of Heaven's immediate thunder, when no cloud

Is visible, or shadow on the main.

For thou wert there, thine own brows garlanded,

Amid the tremor of a realm aglow,

Amid a mighty nation jubilant, 35

When from the general heart of human kind

Hope sprang forth like a full-born Deity !

Of that dear Hope afflicted and struck down,

So summoned homeward, thenceforth calm and sure

From the dread watch-tower of man's absolute self, 40

With light unwaning on her eyes, to look

Far on—herself a glory to behold,

The Angel of the vision ! Then (last strain)

Of Duty, chosen Laws controlling choice.

Action and joy !—An Orphic song indeed, 45

A song divine of high and passionate thoughts

To their own music chaunted !

O great Bard !

Ere yet that last strain dying awed the air,

With steadfast eye I viewed thee in the choir

Of ever-enduring men. The truly great 50

Have all one age, and from one visible space

Shed influence ! They, both in power and act,

Are permanent, and Time is not with them,

Save as it worketh for them, they in it.

Nor less a sacred Roll, than those of old, 55

And to be placed, as they, with gradual fame

Among the archives of mankind, thy work

Makes audible a linked lay of Truth.

Of Truth profound a sweet continuous lay,
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Not learnt, but native, her own natural notes ! 6c

Ah ! as I listened with a heart forlorn,

The pulses of my being beat anew :

And even as Life returns upon the drowned.

Life's joy rekindling roused a throng of pains

—

Keen pangs of Love, awakening as a babe 65

Turbulent, with an outcry in the heart
;

And fears self-willed, that shunned the eye of Hope
;

And Hope that scarce would know itself from Fear
;

Sense of past Youth, and Manhood come in vain.

And Genius given, and Knowledge won in vain
; 70

And all which I had culled in wood-walks wild,

And all which patient toil had reared, and all,

Commune with thee had opened out—but flowers

Strewed on my corse, and borne upon my bier

In the same coffin, for the self-same grave I 75

That way no more ! and ill beseems it me.

Who came a welcomer in herald's guise,

Singing of Glory, and Futurity,

To wander back on such unhealthful road,

Plucking the poisons of self-harm ! And ill 80

Such intertwine beseems triumphal wreaths

Strew'd before thy advancing !

Nor do thou,

Sage Bard I impair the memory of that hour

Of thy communion with my nobler mind

By pity or grief, already felt too long ! 85

Nor let my words import more blame than needs.

The tumult rose and ceased : for Peace is nigh

Where Wisdom's voice has found a listening heart.

Amid the howl of more than wintry storms,

The Halcyon hears the voice of vernal hours 90

Already on the wing.
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Eve following eve.

Dear tranquil time, when the sweet sense of Home
Is sweetest ! moments for their own sake hailed

And more desired, more precious, for thy song,

In silence listening, like a devout child, 95

]\Iy soul lay passive, by thy various strain

Driven as in surges now beneath the stars,

With momentary stars of my own birth.

Fair constellated foam, still darting off

Into the darkness ; now a tranquil sea, 10c

Outspread and bright, yet swelling to the moon.

And when—O Friend ! my comforter and guide !

Strong in thyself, and powerful to give strength I

—

Thy long sustained Song finally closed.

And thy deep voice had ceased—yet thou thyself 105

Wert still before my eyes, and round us both

That happy vision of beloved faces

—

Scarce conscious, and yet conscious of its close

I sate, my being blended in one thought

(Thought was it ? or aspiration ? or resoh'e ?) nc

Absorbed, yet hanging still upon the sound

—

And when I rose, I found myself in prayer.

A Tombless Epitaph
Published in The Friend, No. XIV, 23 November 1809 ;

included in Sibylline Leaves, 18 17

Tis true, Idoloclastes Satyrane !

(So call him, for so mingling blame with praise,

And smiles with anxious looks, his earliest friends,

Masking his birth-name, wont to character

His wild-wood fancy and impetuous zeal) :

'Tis true that, passionate for ancient truths,

And honouring with religious love the Great
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Of elder times, he hated to excess,

With an unquiet and intolerant scorn,

The hollow Puppets of a hollow Age, lo

Ever idolatrous, and changing ever

Its worthless Idols ! Learning, Power, and Time,

(Too much of all) thus wasting in vain war

Of fervid colloquy. Sickness, 'tis true,

Whole years of weary days, besieged him close, 15

Even to the gates and inlets of his life !

But it is true, no less, that strenuous, firm.

And with a natural gladness, he maintained

The citadel unconquered, and in joy

Was strong to follow the delightful Muse. 20

For not a hidden path, that to the shades

Of the beloved Parnassian forest leads,

Lurked undiscovered by him ; not a rill

There issues from the fount of Hippocrene,

But he had traced it upward to its source, 25

Through open glade, dark glen, and secret dell,

Knew the gay wild flowers on its banks, and culled

Its med'cinable herbs. Yea, oft alone,

Piercing the long-neglected holy cave.

The haunt obscure of old Philosophy, 30

He bade with lifted torch its starry walls

Sparkle, as erst they sparkled to the flame

Of odorous lamps tended by Saint and Sage.

O framed for calmer times and nobler hearts !

O studious Poet, eloquent for truth ! 35

Philosopher ! contemning wealth and death,

Yet docile, childlike, full of Life and Love !

Here, rather than on monumental stone,

This record of thy worth thy Friend inscribes,

Thoughtful, with quiet tears upon his cheek. 40
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Song
From Z a p I y a

Composed 1815.—Published 181

7

A SUNNY shaft did I behold,

From sky to earth it slanted :

And poised therein a bird so bold

—

Sweet bird, thou wert enchanted !

He sank, he rose, he twinkled, he trolled 5

Within that shaft of sunny mist
;

His eyes of fire, his beak of gold.

All else of amethyst !

And thus he sang :
' Adieu ! adieu !

Love's dreams prove seldom true. io

The blossoms they make no delay :

The sparkling dew-drops will not stay.

Sweet month of ^lay.

We must away ;

Far, far away !
^5

To-day ! to-day !

'

The Knight's Tomb
Composed ? 181 7.—Published in Poetical Works, 1834

Where is the grave of Sir Arthur O'Kellyn ?

Where may the grave of that good man be ?—

By the side of a spring, on the breast of Helvcllyn.

Under the twigs of a young birch tree !

The oak that in summer was sweet to hear, 5

And rustled its leaves in the fall of the year,

And whistled and roared in the winter alone,

Is gone,—and the birch in its stead is grown.—

The Knight's bones are dust,

And his good sword rust ;

—

His soul is with the saints I trust.

L

10
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To Nature
Composed ? 1820.—Published in Letters, Conversations, and

Recollections, 1836

It may indeed be phantasy, when I

Essay to draw from all created things

Deep, heartfelt, inward joy that closely clings
;

And trace in leaves and flowers that round me lie

Lessons of love and earnest piety. 5

So let it be ; and if the wide world rings

In mock of this belief, it brings

Nor fear, nor grief, nor vain perplexit}'.

So will I build mv altar in the fields.

And the blue sky my fretted dome shall be, 10

And the sweet fragrance that the wild flower yields

Shall be the incense I will yield to Thee,

Thee only God ! and thou shalt not despise

Even me, the priest of this poor sacrifice.

Youth and Age
Composed 1 82 3-3 2.—Published in its final form

in Poetical Works, 1834

Verse, a breeze mid blossoms straying.

Where Hope clung feeding, like a bee

—

Both were mine ! Life went a-maying

With Nature, Hope, and Poesy,

\\'hcn I was young ! 5

When I was young ?—Ah, woful When !

Ah ! for the change 'twixt Now and Then !

This breathing house not built with hands,

This body that does me grievous wrong.

O'er aery cliffs and glittering sands, 10

How lightly then it flashed along :

—
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Like those trim skiffs, unknown of yore,

On winding lakes and rivers wide.

That ask no aid of sail or oar.

That fear no spite of wdnd or tide ! 15

Nought cared this body for wind or weather

When Youth and I lived in't together.

Flowers are lovely ; Love is flower-like
;

Friendship is a sheltering tree
;

O I the joys, that came down shower-like, 20

Of Friendship, Love, and Liberty,

Ere I was old !

Ere I was old ? Ah woful Ere,

Which tells me. Youth 's no longer here !

Youth ! for years so many and sweet, 25

Tis known, that Thou and I were one,

I'll think it but a fond conceit

—

It cannot be that Thou art gone !

Thy vesper-bell hath not yet toll'd :

—

And thou wert aye a masker bold ! 3c

What strange disguise hast now put on,

To make believe, that thou art gone ?

1 see these locks in silvery slips.

This drooping gait, this altered size :

But Spring-tide blossoms on thy lips, 33

And tears take sunshine from thine eyes 1

Life is but thought : so think I will

That Youth and I are house-mates still.

Dew-drops are the gems of morning,

But the tears of mournful eve ! <o

Where no hope is, life 's a warning

That only serves to make us grieve,

When we are old :
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That only serves to make us grieve

With oft and tedious taking-leave, 45

Like some poor nigh-related guest,

That may not rudely be dismist
;

Yet hath outstay'd his welcome while.

And tells the jest without the smile.

Work without Hope
Lines composed 21st February 1825

Published in The Bijou, 1828 ; included in

Poetical Works, 1828

All Nature seems at work. Slugs leave their lair

—

The bees are stirring—birds are on the wing

—

And Winter slumbering in the open air,

Wears on his smiling face a dream of Spring 1

And I the while, the sole unbusy thing, 5

Nor honey make, nor pair, nor build, nor sing.

Yet well I ken the banks where amaranths blow,

Have traced the fount whence streams of nectar flow.

Bloom, O ye amaranths ! bloom for whom ye may.

For me ye bloom not ! Glide, rich streams, away ! 10

With lips unbrightened, wreathless brow, I stroll :

And would you learn the spells that drowse my soul ?

Work without Hope draws nectar in a sieve,

And Hope without an object cannot live.
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The Garden of Boccaccio
Published in The Keepsake, 1S29 ; included

in Poetical Works, 1829

Of late, in one of those most weary hours,

When life seems emptied of all genial powers,

A dreary mood, which he w^ho ne'er has known
May bless his happy lot, I sate alone

;

And, from the numbing spell to win relief, 5

Call'd on the Past for thought of glee or grief.

In vain ! bereft alike of grief and glee,

I sate and cow'r'd o'er my own vacancy !

And as I watch 'd the dull continuous ache.

Which, all else slumb'ring, seem'd alone to wake
;

10

Friend I long wont to notice yet conceal.

And soothe by silence what words cannot heal,

1 but half saw that quiet hand of thine

Place on my desk this exquisite design,

Boccaccio's Garden and its faery, 15

The love, the joyaunce, and the gallantry !

An Idyll, with Boccaccio's spirit warm,

Framed in the silent poesy of form.

Like flocks adown a newly-bathed steep

Emerging from a mist : or like a stream 20

Of music soft that not dispels the sleep.

But casts in happier moulds the slumberer's dream,

Gazed by an idle eye with silent might

The picture stole upon my inward sight.

A tremulous warmth crept gradual o'er my chest, 25

As though an infant's finger touch 'd my breast.

Ana one by one (I know not whence) were brought

All spirits of power that most had stirr'd my thought
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In selfless boyhood, on a new world tost

Of wonder, and in its own fancies lost
; 30

Or charm'd my youth, that, kindled from above,

Loved ere it loved, and sought a form for love
;

Or lent a lustre to the earnest scan

Of manhood, musing what and whence is man I

Wild strain of Scalds, that in the sea-worn caves 35

Rehearsed their war-spell to the winds and weaves
;

Or fateful hymn of those prophetic maids,

That call'd on Hertha in deep forest glades
;

Or minstrel lay, that cheer'd the baron's feast ;

Or rhyme of city pomp, of monk and priest, 40

Judge, mayor, and many a guild in long array,

To high-church pacing on the great saint's day :

And many a verse which to myself I sang.

That woke the tear, yet stole away the pang

Of hopes, which in lamenting I renew'd : 45

And last, a matron now, of sober mien.

Yet radiant still and with no earthly sheen,

Whom as a faery child my childhood woo'd

Even in my dawn of thought—Philosophy
;

Though then unconscious of herself, pardie, 50

She bore no other name than Poesy
;

And, like a gift from heaven, in lifeful glee.

That had but newly left a mother's knee.

Prattled and play'd with bird and flower, and stone.

As if with elfin playfellows well known, 55

And life reveal'd to innocence alone.

Thanks, gentle artist ! now I can descry

Thy fair creation with a mastering eye,

And all awake ! And now in fix'd gaze stand.

Now wander through the Eden of thy hand
;

6c

Praise the green arches, on the fountain clear

See fragment shadows of the crossing deer
;
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And with that serviceable nymph I stoop.

The crystal, from its restless pool, to scoop.

I see no longer ! I myself am there, 65

Sit on the ground-sward, and the banquet share.

'Tis I, that sweep that lute's love-echoing strings,

And gaze upon the maid who gazing sings :

Or pause and listen to the tinkling bells

From the high tower, and think that there she dwells. :c

With old Boccaccio's soul I stand possest.

And breathe an air like life, that swells my chest.

The brightness of the world, O thou once free,

And always fair, rare land of courtesy !

O Florence ! with the Tuscan fields and hills 75

And famous Arno, fed with all their rills
;

Thou brightest star of star-bright Italy !

Rich, ornate, populous,—all treasures thine.

The golden corn, the olive, and the vine,

Fair cities, gallant mansions, castles old, 8c

And forests, where beside his leafy hold

The sullen boar hath heard the distant horn.

And whets his tusks against the gnarled thorn ;

Palladian palace with its storied halls
;

Fountains, where Love lies listening to their falls ; 85

Gardens, where flings the bridge its airy span,

And Nature makes her happy home with man ;

Where many a gorgeous flowei is duly fed

With its own rill, on its own spangled bed,

And wreathes the marble urn, or leans its head, qc

A mimic mourner, that with veil withdrawn

Weeps liquid gems, the presents of the dawn ;

—

Thine all delights, and every muse is thine
;

And more than all, the embrace and intertwine

Of all with all in gay and twinkling dance ! 95

Mid gods of Greece and warriors of romance,
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See ! Boccace sits, unfolding on his knees

The new-found roll of old Maeonides
;

But from his mantle's fold, and near the heart.

Peers Ovid's Holy Book of Love's sweet smart ! loo

O all-enjoying and all-blending sage,

Long be it mine to con thy mazy page,

Where, half conceal'd, the eye of fancy views

Fauns, nymphs, and winged saints, all gracious to thy muse I

Still in thy garden let me watch their pranks, 105

And see in Dian's vest between the ranks

Of the trim vines, some maid that half believes

The vestal fires, of which her lover grieves,

With that sly satyr peeping through the leaves !

Epitaph

Composed 1833.—Published in Poetical Works, 1834

Stop, Christian passer-by !—Stop, child of God,

And read with gentle breast. Beneath this sod

A poet lies, or that which once seem'd he.

O, lift one thought in prayer for S. T. C. ;

That he who many a year with toil of breath 5

Found death in life, may here find life in death !

Mercy for praise—to be forgiven for fame

He ask'd, and hoped, through Christ. Do thou the same !
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ROBESPIERRE
From Condones ad Populum, 1795

The Girondists, who were the first republicans in power,

were men of enlarged views and great literary attainments
;

bat they seem to have been deficient in that vigour and

daring activity, which circumstances made necessary.

Men of genius are rarely either prompt in action or con-

sistent in general conduct : their early habits have been

those of contemplative indolence ; and the daydreams,

with which they have been accustomed to amuse their

solitude, adapt them for splendid speculation, not temperate

and practical counsels. Brissot, the leader of the Gironde 10

party, is entitled to the character of a virtuous man, and

an eloquent speaker ; and his excellences equally with his

faults rendered him unfit for the helm, in the stormy hour

of Revolution. Robespierre, who displaced him, possessed

a glowing ardor that still remembered the end, and a cool

ferocity that never either overlooked, or scrupled, the

means. What the end was, is not known : that it was

a wicked one, has by no means been proved. I rather

think, that the distant prospect, to which he was travelling,

appeared to him grand and beautiful ; but that he fixed 20

his eye on it with such intense earnestness as to neglect

the foulness of the road. If however his first intentions

were pure, his subsequent enormities yield a melancholy

proof, that it is not the character of the possessor which

directs the power, but the power which shapes and depraves

the character of the possessor. In Robespierre, its influence

was assisted by the properties of his disposition.—Enthusi-

asm, even in the gentlest temper, will frequently generate

sensations of an unkindly order. If we clearly ])erceive

any one thing to be of vast and infinite inipurtauce to 30
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ourselves and all mankind, our first feelings impel us to

turn with angry contempt from those, who doubt and oppose

it. The ardor of undisciplined benevolence seduces us into

malignity : and whenever our hearts are warm, and our

objects great and excellent, intolerance is the sin that does

most easily beset us. But this enthusiasm in Robespierre

was blended with gloom, and suspiciousness, and inordinate

vanity. His dark imagination was still brooding over

supposed plots against freedom—to prevent t;>Tanny he

ic became a Tyrant—and having realised the evils which he

suspected, a wild and dreadful Tyrant.—Those loud-

tongued adulators, the mob, overpowered the lone-whis-

pered denunciations of conscience—he despotized in all

the pomp of Patriotism, and masqueraded on the bloody

stage of Revolution, a Caligula with the cap of Liberty on

his head.

INTRODUCTION TO

BIOGRAPHIA LITERARIA, 1817

It has been my lot to have had my name introduced both

in conversation, and in print, more frequently than I find it

easy to explain, whether I consider the fewness, unim-

20 portance, and limited circulation of my writings, or the

retirement and distance, in which I have lived, both from

the literary and political world. Most often it has been

connected with some charge which I could not acknowledge,

or some principle which I had never entertained. Neverthe-

less, had I had no other motive or incitement, the reader

would not have been troubled with this exculpation. What
my additional purposes were, will be seen in the following

pages. It will be found, that the least of what I have

written concerns myself personally. I have used the narra-
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tion chiefly for the purpose of giving a continuity to the

work, in part for the sake of the miscellaneous reflections

suggested to me by particular events, but still more as in-

troductory to the statement of my principles in Politics,

Religion, and Philosophy, and the application of the rules,

deduced from philosophical principles, to poetr}^ and criti-

cism. But of the objects, which I proposed to myself, it

was not the least important to effect, as far as possible,

a settlement of the long continued controversy concerning

the true nature of poetic diction ; and at the same time to 10

define with the utmost impartiality the real poetic character

of the poet, by whose writings this controversy was first

kindled, and has been since fuelled and fanned.

In 1794, when I had barely passed the verge of man-
hood, I published a small volume of juvenile poems.

They were received with a degree of favour, which, young

as I was, I well knew was bestowed on them not so much
for any positive merit, as because they were considered

buds of hope, and promises of better works to come. The

critics of that day, the most flattering, equally with the 20

severest, concurred in objecting to them obscurity, a

general turgidness of diction, and a profusion of new coined

double epithets. The first is the fault which a wTitcr is the

least able to detect in his own compositions : and my mind

was not then sufficiently disciplined to receive the authority

of others, as a substitute for my own conviction. Satisfied

that the thoughts, such as they were, could not have been

expressed otherwise, or at least more perspicuously, I forgot

to inquire, whether the thoughts themselves did not demand

a degree of attention unsuitable to the nature and objects of 30

poetry. This remark however applies chiefly, though not

exclusively, to the Religious Musings. The remainder of

the charge I admitted to its full extent, and not without

sincere acknowledgements both to my private and public

censors for their friendly admonitions. In the after editions,
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I pruned the double epithets with no sparing hand, and used

my best efforts to tame the swell and glitter both of thought

and diction ; though in truth, these parasite plants of youth-

ful poetry had insinuated themselves into m}' longer poems
with such intricacy of union, that I was often obliged to

omit disentangling the weed, from the fear of snapping the

flower. From that period to the date of the present work
I have published nothing, with my name, which could by
any possibility have come before the board of anon3^mous

ic criticism. Even the three or four poems, printed with the

works of a friend, as far as they were censured at all, were

charged with the same or similar defects (though I am
persuaded not with equal justice)—with an excess of

ornament, in addition to strained and elaborate diction. . . .

May I be permitted to add, that, even at the early period of

m}' juvenile poems, I saw and admitted the superiority of an

austerer and more natural style, with an insight not less

clear, than I at present possess. 'My judgement was stronger

than were my powers of realizing its dictates ; and the faults

20 of my language, though indeed partly owing to a wTong

choice of subjects, and the desire of giving a poetic colour-

ing to abstract and metaphysical truths, in which a new
world then seemed to open upon me, did yet, in pai't like-

wise, originate in unfeigned diffidence of my own compara-

tive talent.—During several years of my youth and early

manhood, I reverenced those who had re-introduced the

manly simplicity of the Grecian, and of our own elder poets,

with such enthusiasm as made the hope seem presumptuous

of writing successfully in the same style. Perhaps a similar

3c process has happened to others ; but m}^ earliest poems

were marked by an ease and simplicity, v.hich I have

studied, perhaps with inferior success, to impress on my
later compositions.

^ H: 4:

I had just entered on my seventeenth year, when the
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sonnets of ]VIr. Bowles, twenty in number, and just then

published in a quarto pamphlet, were first made known and

presented to me, by a schoolfellow, wlio had quitted us for

the University, and who, during the whole time that he was

in our hrst form (or in our school language a Grecian) had

been my patron and protector. I refer to Dr. Middleton,

the truly learned, and every way excellent Bishop of

Calcutta :

qui laiidihus amplis

Ingenium celehrare meiim, calamiimque solebat, 10

Calcar agens animo validiim. Non omnia terrae

Ohriita ; vivit amor, vivit dolor ; ora negatiir

Dulcia conspicere ; at flere et meminisse relictum est.

It was a double pleasure to me, and still remains a tender

recollection, that I should have received from a friend so

revered the first knowledge of a poet, b}^ whose works, year

after year, I was so enthusiastically delighted and inspired.

My earliest acquaintances will not have forgotten the undis-

ciplined eagerness and impetuous zeal, with which I laboured

to make proselytes, not only of my companions, but of all 20

with whom I conversed, of whatever rank, and in whatever

place. As my school finances did not permit me to pur-

chase copies, I made, within less than a year and an half,

more than fort}' transcriptions, as the best presents I could

offer to those, who had in any way won my regard. And
with almost equal delight did I receive the three or four

following publications of the same author.

Though I have seen and known enough of mankind to

be well aware, that I shall perhaps stand alone in my creed,

and that it will be well, if I subject myself to no worse 3c

charge than that of singularity ; I am not therefore deteired

from avowing, that I regard, and ever have regarded the

obligations of intellect among the most sacred of the claims

of gratitude. A valuable thought, or a particular train of

thoughts, gives me additional pleasure, when I can safely
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refer and attribute it to the conversation or correspondence

of another. My obligations to Mr. Bowles were indeed

important, and for radical good. At a very premature age,

even before my fifteenth year, I had bewildered myself in

metaphysics, and in theological controversy. Nothing else

pleased me. History*, and particular facts, lost all interest

in my mind. Poetr\'—(though for a schoolboy- of that age,

I was above par in English versification, and had already

produced two or three compositions which, I may ventm"e to

ic sav, without reference to my age, were somewhat above

mediocritv, and which had gained me more credit than the

sound good sense of my old master was at all pleased with)

—poetr}' itself, yea, novels and romances, became insipid to

me. In my friendless wanderings on our leave-days (for I

was an orphan, and had scarceh' any connexions in Lon-

don) highly was I delighted, if any passenger, especially

if he were dressed in black, would enter into conversation

with me. For I soon found the means of directing it to my
favourite subjects

20 Of providence, fore-knowledge, wih, and fate,

FLxed fate, free will, fore-knowledge absolute.

And found no end in wandering mazes lost.

This preposterous pursuit was, beyond doubt, injurious both

to my natural powers, and to the progress of m}' education.

It would perhaps have been destructive, had it been con-

tinued ; but from this I was auspiciously withdrawn, partly

indeed by an accidental introduction to an amiable famil}',

chiefly how^ever, by the genial influence of a style of poetry,

so tender and yet so manly, so natural and real, and yet

30 so dignified and harmonious, as the sonnets and other early

poems of Mr. Bowles. Well would it have been for me,

perhaps, had I never relapsed into the same mental disease ;

if I had continued to pluck the flower and reap the harvest

from the cultivated surface, instead of deh-ing in the un-

wholesome quicksilver mines of metaphysic lore. And if in
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alter time I have sought a refuge from bodily pain and

mismanaged sensibility in abstruse researches, which exer-

cised the strength and subtilty of the understanding without

awakening the feelings of the heart ; still there was a long

and blessed interval, during which my natural faculties were

aUowed to expand, and m\' original tendencies to develop

themselves—my fancy, and the love of nature, and the

sense of beauty in forms and sounds.

The second advantage, which I owe to my early perusal,

and admiration of these poems (to which let me add, 10

though known to me at a somewhat later period, the

Lewcsdon Hill of Mr. Crowe) bears more immediately on

my present subject. Among those with whom I conversed,

there were, of course, very many who had formed their

taste, and their notions of poetry, from the wTitings of Pope

and his followers ; or to speak more generally, in that school

of French poetry, condensed and invigorated by English

understanding, which had predominated from the last

century. I was not blind to the merits of this school, yet,

as from inexperience of the world, and consequent want of 20

sympathy with the general subjects of these poems, they

gave me little pleasure, I doubtless undervalued the kind,

and with the presumption of youth withheld from its masters

the legitimate name of poets. I saw that the excellence

of this kind consisted in just and acute observations on

men and manners in an artificial state of society, as its

matter and substance ; and in the logic of wit, conveyed in

smooth and strong epigrammatic couplets, as its form : that

even when the subject was addressed to the fancy, or the

intellect, as in the Rape of the Lock, or the Essay on Man
; 30

nay, when it was a consecutive narration, as in that astonish-

ing product of matchless talent and ingenuity Pope's

Translation of the Iliad ; still a point was looked for at the

end of each second line, and the whole was, as it were,

a sorites, or, if I may exchange a logical for a grammatical
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metaphor, a conjunction disjunctive, of epigrams. Mean-

time the matter and diction seemed to me characterized not

so much by poetic thoughts, as by thoughts translated into

the language of poetry. On this last point, I had occasion

to render my own thoughts gradually more and more plain

to mjT'self, by frequent amicable disputes concerning

Darwin's Botanic Garden, which, for some years, was

greatly extolled, not only by the reading public in general,

but even by those, whose genius and natural robustness of

10 understanding enabled them, afterwards to act foremost in

dissipating these ' painted mists ' that occasionally rise

from the marshes at the foot of Parnassus.

One great distinction, I appeared to myself to see plainly

between even the characteristic faults of our elder poets,

and the false beauty of the moderns. In the former, from

Donne to Cowley, we find the most fantastic out-of-the-way

thoughts, but in the most pure and genuine mother English,

in the latter the most obvious thoughts, in language the

most fantastic and arbitrary. Our faulty elder poets

20 sacrificed the passion and passionate flow of poetr^^ to the

subtleties of intellect and to the starts of wit ; the moderns

to the glare and glitter of a perpetual, yet broken and hete-

rogeneous imagery, or rather to an amphibious something,

made up, half of image, and half of abstract meaning.

The one sacrificed the heart to the head ; the other both

heart and head to point and drapery.
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THE NATURE OF POETRY
From Biographia Literaria, chap, xiv

What is poetry ?—is so nearly the same question with,

what is a poet ?—that the answer to the one is involved

in the solution of the other. For it is a distinction resulting

from the poetic genius itself, which sustains and modifies

the images, thoughts, and emotions of the poet's own mind.

The poet, described in ideal perfection, brings the whole

soul of man into activity, with the subordination of its

faculties to each other according to their relative worth and

dignity. He diffuses a tone and spirit of unit}^, that blends,

and (as it were) fuses, each into each, by that synthetic and lo

magical power, to which I would exclusively appropriate

the name of Imagination. This power, first put in action

by the will and understanding, and retained under their

irremissive, though gentle and unnoticed, control, laxis

effertur habenis, reveals itself in the balance or reconcile-

ment of opposite or discordant qualities : of sameness, with

difference ; of the general with the concrete ; the idea with

the image ; the individual with the representative ; the

sense of novelty and freshness with old and familiar objects
;

a more than usual state of emotion with more than usual 20

order
;
judgement ever awake and steady self-possession

with enthusiasm and feeling profound or vehement ; and

while it blends and harmonizes the natural and the artificial,

still subordinates art to nature ; the manner to the matter
;

and our admiration of the poet to our sympathy with the

poetry. Doubtless, as Sir John Davies observes of the soul

—(and his words may with slight alteration be applied,

and even more appropriately, to the poetic Imagination)

—

Doubtless this could not be, but that she turns

Bodies to spirit by sublimation strange, 30

As fire converts to fire the things it burns,

As we our food into our nature change.

M
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From their gross matter she abstracts their forms.
And draws a kind of quintessence from things

;

Which to her proper nature she transforms
To bear them light on her celestial wings.

Thus does she, when from individual states

She doth abstract the universal kinds
;

Which then re-clothed in divers names and fates

Steal access through the senses to our minds.

Finally, Good Sense is the Body of poetic genius, Fancy

10 its Drapery, Motion its Life, and Imagination the Soul that

is ever\'where, and in each ; and forms all into one graceful

and intelligent whole.

THE PRO\^IXCE OF CRITICISM
From Biographia Literaria, chap, xxi

I MOST willingly admit, and estimate at a high value, the

services which the Edinburgh Review, and others formed

afterwards on the same plan, have rendered to society in the

diffusion of knowledge. I think the commencement of the

Edinburgh Review an important epoch in periodical criti-

cism ; and that it has a claim upon the gratitude of the

literary republic, and indeed of the reading public at large,

20 for having originated the scheme of reviewing those books

only, which are susceptible and deserving of argumentative

criticism. Not less meritorious, and far more faithfully and

in general far more ably executed, is their plan of supplying

the vacant place of the trash or mediocrity, wisely left to sink

into oblivion by its own weight, with original essays on the

most interesting subjects of the time, religious, or political ;

in which the titles of the books or pamphlets prefixed furnish

only the name and occasion of the disquisition. I do not

arraign the keenness, or asperity of its damnatory style, in

30 and for itself, as long as the author is addressed or treated

as the mere impersonation of the work then under trial. I
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have no quarrel with them on this account, as long as no

personal allusions are admitted, and no re-commitment (for

new trial) of juvenile performances, that were published,

perhaps forgotten, many years before the commencement of

the review : since for the forcing back of such works to

public notice no motives are easily assignable, but such as

are furnished to the critic by his own personal malignity ;

or what is still worse, by a habit of malignity in the form

of mere wantonness.

No private grudge they need, no personal spite : 10

The viva sectio is its own delight !

All enmity, all en\^, they disclaim.

Disinterested thieves of our good name .

Cool, sober murderers of their neighbour's fame !

S. T. C.

Every censure, every sarcasm respecting a publication

which the critic, with the criticized work before him, can

make good, is the critic's right. The writer is autliorized to

reply, but not to complain. Neither can any one prescribe

to the critic, how soft or how hard ; how friendly, or how 20

bitter, shall be the phrases which he is to select for the

expression of such reprehension or ridicule. The critic

must know, what effect it is his object to produce ; and with

a view to this effect must he weigh his words. But as soon

as the critic betrays, that he knows more of his author, than

the author's publications could have told him ; as soon as

from this more intimate knowledge, elsewhere obtained, he

avails himself of the slightest trait against the author ; his

censure instantly becomes personal injury, his sarcasms

personal insults. He ceases to be a critic, and takes on him 30

the most contemptible character to which a rational creature

can be degraded, that of a gossip, backbiter, and pasquillant :

but with this heavy aggravation, that he steals the unquiet,

the deforming passions of the world into the museum ; into

the very place which, next to the chapel and oratory, should
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be our sanctuary, and secure place of refuge ; offers

abominations on the altar of the Muses ; and makes its

sacred paling the very circle in which he conjures up the

lying and profane spirit.

This determination of unlicensed personality^ and of

permitted and legitimate censure (which I owe in part to

the illustrious Lessing, himself a model of acute, spirited,

sometimes stinging, but always argumentative and honour-

able, criticism) is beyond controversy the true one : and
ic though I would not myself exercise all the rights of the

latter, yet, let but the former be excluded, 1 submit myself

to its exercise in the hands of others, without complaint

and without resentment.

BIOGRAPHY
From The Friend

The history of times representeth the magnitude of actions and
the public faces or deportment of persons, and passeth over in

silence the smaller passages and motions of men and matters. But
such being the workmanship of God, that he doth hang the greatest

weight upon the smallest wires, maxima e minimis suspendens ;

it comes therefore to pass, that histories do rather set forth the

pomp of business than the true and inward resorts thereof. But
lives, if they be well written, propounding to themselves a person to

represent in whom actions both greater and smaller, public and

private, have a commixture, must of necessity contain a more true,

native, and lively representation.

—

Lord Bacox.

Mankind in general are so little in the habit of looking

steadily at their own meaning, or of weighing the words by

which they express it, that the writer, who is careful to do

both, will sometimes mislead his readers through the verj^

excellence which qualifies him to be their instructor ; and

this with no other fault on his part than the modest mistake

20 of supposing in those, to whom he addresses himself, an

intellect as watchful as his own. The inattentive reader

adopts as unconditionally true, or perhaps rails at his author
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for having stated as such, what upon examination would be

found to have been duly limited, and would so have been

understood, if opaque spots and false refractions were as

rare in the mental as in the bodily eye. The motto, for

instance, to this paper has more than once served as an

excuse and authority for huge volumes of biographical

minutiae, which render the real character almost invisible,

like clouds of dust on a portrait, or the counterfeit frankin-

cense which smoke-blacks the favourite idol of a Catholic

village. Yet Lord Bacon, by the words which I have lo

marked in italics, evidently confines the biographer to such

facts as are either susceptible of some useful general

inference, or tend to illustrate those qualities which dis-

tinguished the subject of them from ordinary men ; while

the passage in general was meant to guard the historian

against considering as trifies, all that might appear so to

those who recognize no greatness in the mind, and can con-

ceive no dignity in any incident which does not act on their

senses by its external accompaniments, or on their curiosity

by its immediate consequences. Things apparently in- 20

significant are recommended to our notice, not for their

own sakes, but for their bearings or influences on things

of importance ; in other words, when they are insignificant

in appearance only.

An inquisitiveness into the minutest circumstances, and

casual sayings of eminent contemporaries, is indeed quite

natural ; but so are all our follies, and the more natural

they are, the more caution should we exert in guarding

against them. To scribble trifles even on the perishable

glass of an inn window, is the mark of an idler ; but to 30

engrave them on the marble monument, sacred to the

memory of the departed great, is something worse than

idleness. The spirit of genuine biography is in nothing

more conspicuous than in the firmness with which it with-

stands the cravings of wortliless curiosity, as distinguished
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from the thirst after useful knowledge. For, in the first

place, such anecdotes as derive their whole and sole interest

from the great name of the person concerning whom they

are related, and neither illustrate his general character nor

his particular actions, would scarcely have been noticed

or remembered except by men of weak minds : it is not

unlikely, therefore, that they were misapprehended at the

time, and it is most probable that they have been related

as incorrectly as they were noticed injudicioush'. Nor are

lo the consequences of such garrulous biography merely

negative. For as insignificant stories can derive no real

respectability from the eminence of the person who happens

to be the subject of them, but rather an additional deformity

of disproportion, they are apt to have their insipidity

seasoned by the same bad passions that accompany the

habit of gossiping in general ; and the misapprehensions

of weak men meeting with the misinterpretations of

malignant men, have not seldom formed the groundwork

of the most grievous calumnies. In the second place, these

20 trifles are subversive of the great end of biography, which

is to fix the attention, and to interest the feelings, of men

on those qualities and actions which have made a particular

life worthy of being recorded. It is, no doubt, the duty of

an honest biographer, to portray the prominent imperfec-

tions as well as excellences of his hero ; but I am at a loss

to conceive how this can be deemed an excuse for heaping

together a multitude of particulars, which can prove nothing

of any man that might not have been safely taken for

granted of all men. In the present age (emphatically the

;,o age of personality I) there are more than ordinary motives

for withholding all encouragement from this mania of

busying ourselves with the names of others, which is still

more alarming as a symptom than it is troublesome as

a disease. The reader must be still less acquainted with

contemporary literature than myself—a case not likely
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to occur—if he needs me to inform him, that there are men,

who trading in the silliest anecdotes, in unprovoked abuse

and senseless eulog^^ think themselves nevertheless em-

ployed both worthily and honourably, if only all this be

done ' in good set terms ', and from the press, and of public

characters ; a class which has increased so rapidly of late,

that it becomes difficult to discover what characters are

to be considered as private. Alas I if these \\Tetched

misusers of language, and the means of giving wings to

thought—the means of multiplying the presence of an 10

individual mind, had ever known how great a thing the

possession of any one simple truth is, and how mean
a thing a mere fact is, except as seen in the light of some
comprehensive truth ; if they had but once experienced the

unborrowed complacency, the inward independence, the

home-bred strength, with which every clear conception of

the reason is accompanied ; they would shrink from their

own pages as at the remembrance of a crime. For a crime

it is (and the man who hesitates in pronouncing it such,

must be ignorant of what mankind owe to books, what he 20

himself owes to them in spite of his ignorance), thus to

introduce the spirit of vulgar scandal and personal inquietude

into the closet and the library, environing with evil passions

the very sanctuaries, to which we should flee for refuge

from them ! For to what do these publications appeal,

whether they present themselves as biography or as

anonymous criticism, but to the same feelings which the

scandal-bearers and time-killers of ordinary life seek to

gratify in themselves and their listeners ? And both the

authors and admirers of such publications, in what respect 30

are they less truants and deserters from their own hearts,

and from their appointed task of understanding and
amending them, than the most garrulous female chronicler

of the goings-on of yesterday in the families of her neigh-

bours and townsfolk ?
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SHAKESPEARE
From Lectures on Shakespeare, 181

8

Thus then Shakespeare appears, from his Venus and

Adonis and Rape of Lucrece alone, apart from all his great

works, to have possessed all the conditions of the true poet.

Let me now proceed to destroy, as far as may be in my
power, the popular notion that he was a great dramatist

by mere instinct, that he grew immortal in his own despite,

and sank below men of second or third-rate power, when

he attempted aught beside the drama—even as bees

construct their cells and manufacture their honey to

10 admirable perfection ; but would in vain attempt to build

a nest. Now this mode of reconciling a compelled sense of

inferiority with a feeling of pride, began in a few pedants,

who having read that Sophocles was the great model of

tragedy, and Aristotle the infallible dictator of its rules,

and finding that the Lear, Hamlet, Othello and other master-

pieces were neither in imitation of Sophocles, nor in

obedience to Aristotle,—and not having (with one or two

exceptions) the courage to affirm, that the delight which

their country received from generation to generation, in

20 defiance of the alterations of circumstances and habits,

was wholly groundless,—took upon them, as a happy

medium and refuge, to talk of Shakespeare as a sort

of beautiful lustis naturae, a delightful monster,—wild,

indeed, and without taste or judgement, but like the

inspired idiots so much venerated in the East, uttering,

amid the strangest follies, the sublimest truths. In nine

places out of ten in which I find his awful name mentioned,

it is with some epithet of ' wild ', ' irregular ', ' pure child

of nature ', &c. If all this be true, we must submit to it ;

30 though to a thinking mind it cannot but be painful to

find any excellence, merely human, thrown out of all
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human analogy, and thereby leaving us neither rules for

imitation, nor motives to imitate ;—but if false, it is a

dangerous falsehood ;—for it affords a refuge to secret self-

conceit,—enables a vain man at once to escape his reader's

indignation by general swoln panegyrics, and merely by
his ipse dixit to treat, as contemptible, what he has not

intellect enough to comprehend, or soul to feel, without

assigning any reason, or referring his opinion to any

demonstrative principle ;—thus leaving Shakespeare as a

sort of grand Lama, adored indeed, and his very excrements 10

prized as relics, but with no authority or real influence.

I grieve that every late voluminous edition of his works

would enable me to substantiate the present charge with

a variety of facts one-tenth of which would of themselves

exhaust the time allotted to me. Every critic, who has

or has not made a collection of black-letter books—in

itself a useful and respectable amusement,—puts on the

seven-league boots of self-opinion, and strides at once from

an illustrator into a supreme judge, and blind and deaf,

fills his three-ounce phial at the waters of Niagara ; and 20

determines positively the greatness of the cataract to be

neither more nor less than his three-ounce phial has been

able to receive.

I think this a very serious subject. It is my earnest

desire—my passionate endeavour,—to enforce at various

times and by various arguments and instances the close

and reciprocal connexion of just taste with pure morality.

Without that acquaintance with the heart of man, or that

dociUty and childlike gladness to be made acquainted

with it, which those only can have, who dare look at their 30

own hearts—and that with a steadiness which religion

only has the power of reconciling with sincere humility
;

—without this, and the modesty produced by it, I am
deeply convinced that no man, however wide his erudition,

however patient his antiquarian researches, can possibly
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understand, or be worthy of understanding, the WTitings

of Shakespeare.

Assuredly that criticism of Shakespeare will alone be

genial which is reverential. The Englishman, who without

reverence, a proud and affectionate reverence, can utter

the name of William Shakespeare, stands disqualified for

the office of critic. He wants one at least of the very

senses, the language of which he is to employ, and will

discourse, at best, but as a blind man, while the whole

ic harmonious creation of light and shade with all its subtle

interchange of deepening and dissolving colours rises in

silence to the silent fiat of the uprising Apollo. However
inferior in ability I may be to some who have followed me,

I own I am proud that I was the first in time who publicly

demonstrated to the full extent of the position, that the

supposed irregularity and extravagances of Shakespeare

were the mere dreams of a pedantry that arraigned the

eagle because it had not the dimensions of the swan. In

all the successive courses of lectures delivered by me, since

2c my first attempt at the Royal Institution, it has been, and

it still remains, my object, to prove that in all points from

the most important to the most minute, the judgement of

Shakespeare is commensurate with his genius,—nay, that

his genius reveals itself in his judgement, as in its most

exalted form. And the more gladly do I recur to this

subject from the clear conviction, that to judge aright,

and with distinct consciousness of the grounds of our

judgement, concerning the works of Shakespeare, implies

the power and the means of judging rightly of all other

30 works of intellect, those of abstract science alone excepted.

It is a painful truth that not only individuals, but even

whole nations, are ofttimes so enslaved to the habits of

their education and immediate circumstances, as not to

judge disinterestedly even on those subjects, the very

pleasure arising from which consists in its disinterested-
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ness, namely, on subjects of taste and polite literature.

Instead of deciding concerning their own modes and

customs by any rule of reason, nothing appears rational,

becoming, or beautiful to them, but what coincides with

the peculiarities of their education. In this narrow circle,

individuals may attain to exquisite discrimination, as the

French critics have done in their own literature ; but a

true critic can no more be such without placing himself

on some central point, from which he may command the

whole, that is, some general rule, which, founded in reason, 10

or the faculties common to all men, must therefore apply

to each,—than an astronomer can explain the movements
of the solar system without taking his stand in the sun.

And let me remark, that this will not tend to produce

despotism, but, on the contrary, true tolerance, in the

critic. He will, indeed, require, as the spirit and substance

of a work, something true in human nature itself, and

independent of all circumstances ; but in the mode of

applying it, he will estimate genius and judgement accord-

ing to the felicity with which the imperishable soul of 20

intellect shall have adapted itself to the age, the place,

and the existing manners. The error he will expose lies

in reversing this, and holding up the mere circumstances

as perpetual to the utter neglect of the power which can

alone animate them. For art cannot exist without, or

apart from, nature ; and what has man of his own to give

to his fellow man, but his own thoughts and feelings, and

his observations, so far as they are modified by his own
thoughts or feelings ?

Let me, then, once more submit this question to minds 30

emancipated alike from national, or party, or sectarian

prejudice :—Are the plays of Shakespeare works of rude

uncultivated genius, in which the splendour of the parts

compensates, if aught can compensate, for the barbarous

shapclessness and irregularity of the whole ?—Or is the
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form equally admirable with the matter, and the judgement

of the great poet not less deserving our wonder than

his genius ?—Or, again, to repeat the question in other

words :—Is Shakespeare a great dramatic poet on account

only of those beauties and excellences which he possesses

in common with the ancients, but with diminished claims

to our love and honour to the full extent of his differences

from them ?—Or are these very differences additional

proofs of poetic wisdom, at once results and symbols of

10 living power as contrasted with lifeless mechanism—of

free and rival originalit}^ as contra-distinguished from

servile imitation, or, more accurately, a blind copying of

effects, instead of a true imitation, of the essential princi-

ples ?—Imagine not that I am about to oppose genius to

rules. No ! the comparative value of these rules is the

very cause to be tried. The spirit of poetry, like all other

living powers, must of necessity circumscribe itself by

rules, were it only to unite power with beauty. It must

embody in order to reveal itself ; but a living body is of

20 necessity an organized one ; and what is organization but

the connexion of parts in and for a whole, so that each

part is at once end and means ?—This is no discovery of

criticism ;—it is a necessity of the human mind ; and all

nations have felt and obeyed it, in the invention of metre,

and measured sounds, as the vehicle and involucrum of

poetry—itself a fellow-growth from the same life,—even

as the bark is to the tree !

No work of true genius dares want its appropriate form,

neither indeed is there any danger of this. As it must

30 not, so genius cannot, be lawless ; for it is even this that

constitutes it genius—the power of acting creatively under

laws of its own origination. How then comes it that not

only single Zoili, but whole nations have combined in

unhesitating condemnation of our great dramatist, as a sort

of African nature, rich in beautiful monsters—as a wild
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heath where islands of fertiUty look the greener from the

surrounding waste, where the loveliest plants now shine

out among unsightly w^eeds, and now are choked by
their parasitic growth, so intertwined that we cannot dis-

entangle the weed without snapping the flower ?—In this

statement I have had no reference to the vulgar abuse of

Voltaire, save as far as his charges are coincident with

the decisions of Shakespeare's own commentators and (so

they would tell you) almost idolatrous admirers. The true

ground of the mistake lies in the confounding mechanical 10

regularity with organic form. The form is mechanic, when
on any given material we impress a pre-determined form,

not necessarily arising out of the properties of the material

;

—as when to a mass of wet clay we give whatever shape

we wish it to retain when hardened. The organic form,

on the other hand, is innate ; it shapes, as it develops,

itself from within, and the fullness of its development is

one and the same with the perfection of its outward form.

Such as the life is, such is the form. Nature, the prime

genial artist, inexhaustible in diverse powers, is equally 20

inexhaustible in forms ;—each exterior is the physiognomy^

of the being within,—its true image reflected and thrown
out from the concave mirror ;—and even such is the

appropriate excellence of her chosen poet, of our own
Shakespeare,—himself a nature humanized, a genial

understanding directing self-consciously a power and an

implicit wisdom deeper even than our consciousness.

I greatly dislike beauties and selections in general ; but

as proof positive of his unrivalled excellence, I should like

to try Shakespeare by this criterion. Make out your 30

amplest catalogue of all the human faculties, as reason or

the moral law, the will, the feeling of the coincidence of

the two (a feeling sui generis et demonstratio demonstratio-

num) called the conscience, the understanding or pru-

dence, wit, fancy, imagination, judgement,—and then of the
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objects on which these are to be employed, as the beauties,

the terrors, and the seeming caprices of nature, the realities

and the capabilities, that is, the actual and the ideal, of

the human mind, conceived as an individual or as a social

being, as in innocence or in guilt, in a play-paradise, or in

a war-field of temptation—and then compare with Shake-

speare under each of these heads all or any of the "WTiters

in prose and verse that have ever lived ! Who, that is

competent to judge, doubts the result ?—And ask your

ic own hearts, ask your own common sense—to conceive

the possibility of this man being—I say not, the drunken

savage of that wretched sciolist, whom Frenchmen, to

their shame, have honoured before their elder and better

worthies—but the anomalous, the wild, the irregular,

genius of our daily criticism I What ! are we to have

miracles in sport ?—Or, I speak reverently, does God
choose idiots by whom to convey divine truths to man ?

GIBBON
From Table Talk, August 15, 1833

Gibbon's style is detestable, but his style is not the worst

thing about him. His history has proved an effectual bar

20 to all real familiarity with the temper and habits of

imperial Rome. Few persons read the original authorities,

even those which are classical ; and certainly no distinct

knowledge of the actual state of the empire can be obtained

from Gibbon's rhetorical sketches. He takes notice of

nothing but what may produce an effect ; he skips on from

eminence to eminence, without ever taking you through

the valleys between ; in fact, his work is little else but

a disguised collection of all the splendid anecdotes which

he could find in any book concerning any persons or nations

3c from the Antonines to the capture of Constantinople.

When I read a chapter in Gibbon, I seem to be looking
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through a luminous haze or fog : figures come and go, I

know not how or why, all larger than life, or distorted or

discoloured ; nothing is real, vivid, true ; all is scenical, and,

as it were, exhibited by candlelight. And then to call it

a History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire !

Was there ever a greater misnomer ? I protest I do not

remember a single philosophical attempt made through-

out the work to fathom the ultimate causes of the decline

or fall of that empire. How miserably deficient is the

narrative of the important reign of Justinian ! And that 10

poor scepticism, which Gibbon mistook for Socratic philo-

sophy, has led him to mis-state and mistake the character

and influence of Christianity in a way which even an

avowed infidel or atheist would not and could not have

done. Gibbon was a man of immense reading ; but he

had no philosophy ; and he never fully understood the

principle upon which the best of the old historians wrote.

He attempted to imitate their artificial construction of the

whole work—their dramatic ordonnance of the parts

—

without seeing that their histories were intended more as 20

documents illustrative of the truths of political philosophy

than as mere chronicles of events.

The true key to the declension of the Roman empire

—which is not to be found in all Gibbon's immense work

—

may be stated in two words : the imperial character over-

laying, and finally destroying, the national character.

Rome under Trajan was an empire without a nation.
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GARRICK
From Thomas Allsop's Letters, Conversations, and Recollections

of S. T. Coleridge, 1836

The warmest admirers of histrionic merit would not

willingly be supposed to overlook the difference, both in

kind and degree, between an excellence that in its very

nature is transient, (or continuing, only as an echo, in

the memory of a single generation, while the name alone

remains for posterity) and a power, enduring as the Soul

of Man and commensurate with the human language.

But, without dreading the imputation of a wish to

balance weights so unequal, we may assert that if ever

10 two great men might seem to have been made for each

other, we have this correspondency presented to us in the

instance of Garrick and Shakespeare. It will be sufficient

for me to direct attention to one peculiarity, the common
and exclusive characteristic of both—the union of the

highest Tragic and Comic Excellence in the same individual.

This indeed supersedes the necessity of mentioning the

particular merits which it implies and comprehends, while

it is eminently and in the exactest sense of the word char-

acteristic, inasmuch as this transcendent power sprung

=0 from the same source in both—from an insight into human
nature at its fountain head, which exists in those creations

of Genius alone, in which the substance and essential forms

are the Gifts of Meditation and self-research, and the

individualizing accidents, and the requisite drapery, are

supplied by observation and acquaintance with the world.

We may then hope for a second Garrick or of an approach to

a Shakespeare where we find a knowledge of Man united to

an equal knowledge of Men, and both co-existing with the

power of giving Life and Individuality to the products of

30 both. For such a being possesses the rudiments of every
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character in himself, and acquires the faculty of becoming,

for the moment, whatever character he may choose to

represent. He combines in his own person at once the

materials and the workman. The precious proofs of this

rare excellence in our Greatest Dramatic Poet are in the

hands of all men. To exhibit the same excellence in our

greatest actor, we can conceive no more lively or impres-

sive way than by presenting him in the two extreme Poles

of his Creative and almost Protean Genius—in his Richard

the Third and his Abel Drugger. 10

LIMITATION OF THE LO\^E OF POETRY
From Literary Remains of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 1836

A MAX may be, perhaps, exclusively a poet, a poet most

exquisite in his kind, though the kind must needs be of

inferior worth ; I say, may be ; for I cannot recollect

any one instance in which I have a right to suppose it.

But, surely, to have an exclusive pleasure in poetry, not

being yourself a poet—to turn away from all effort, and

to dwell wholly on the images of another's vision—is an

unworthy and effeminate thing. A jeweller may devote

his whole time to jewels unblamed ; but the mere amateur,

who grounds his taste on no chemical or geological idea, 20

cannot claim the same exemption from despect. How shall

he fully enjoy Wordsworth, who has never meditated on

the truths which Wordsworth has wedded to immortal

verse ?

N
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THE LOVE OF NATURE
From Anima Poetae,

The love of Nature is ever returned double to us, not

only the delighter in our delight, but by linking our sweet-

est, but of themselves perishable, feelings to distinct and

vivid images, which we ourselves, at times, and which

a thousand casual recollections, recall to our memory.

She is the preserver, the treasurer of our joys. Even in

sickness and nervous diseases, she has peopled our imagina-

tion with lovely forms which have sometimes overpowered

the inward pain and brought with them their old sensations,

lo And even when all men have seemed to desert us and the

friend of our heart has passed on, with one glance from his

' cold disliking eye '—yet even then the blue heaven

spreads it out and bends over us, and the little tree still

shelters us under its plumage as a second cope, a domestic

firmament, and the low creeping gale will sigh in the heath-

plant and soothe us by sound of sympathy till the lulled

grief lose itself in fixed gaze on the purple heath-blossom,

till the present beauty becomes a vision of memory.

EUTHANASIA
From Table Talk, July lo, 1S34

I AM dying, but without expectation of a speedy release,

•o Is it not strange that very recently bygone images and

scenes of early life have stolen into my mind, like breezes

blown from the spice-islands of Youth and Hope—those

twin realities of this phantom world ! I do not add Love
;

for what is Love but Youth and Hope embracing, and so

seen as one ? I say realities ; for reality is a thing of degrees,

from the Iliad to a dream ; koL ydp t ovap Ik X-jk ccm. Yet, in
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a strict sense, reality is not predicable at all of aught below

Heaven. * Es enim in coelis, Pater noster, qui tu vere es \

'

Hooker wished to live to finish his Ecclesiastical Polity
;

so I own I wish life and strength had been spared to me
to complete my Philosophy. For, as God hears me, the

originating, continuing, and sustaining wish and design in

my heart were to exalt the glory of His name ; and, which is

the same thing in other words, to promote the improvement

of mankind. But visum aliter Deo, and His will be done.





NOTES
Page. 1. Coleridge as Preacher and Talker. The

greater part of this appeared first in No. iii of The Liberal

(1823), making chap, i of the posthumously pubhshed Winter-
slow (1839) ; the paragraph, p. 3, hne 27 to p. 7, hne 6,

was originally a letter to the Examiner, Jan. 12, 1817, on
Coleridge's Lay Sermon, reprinted in Political Essays (1819,

pp. 137-9), and transferred by Hazlitt to its present context in

1823.

Page 17. Jeffrey and Coleridge : Hazlitt reviewed the
Biographia Literaria in the Edinburgh Review, 1817, 28,

pp. 488 sqq. In this review Jeffrey as editor inserted a long
note (from which the present passage is extracted) replpng
to some strictures passed upon himself and his conduct of the
Review in Coleridge's first volume. The passage (not hitherto
reprinted) should be read in connexion with the section upon
the Province of Criticism printed on p. 158.

Page 24, 1. i. When I heard : Coleridge had died three
months before Lamb wrote this note ; and hardly a month
after writing it, Lamb himself died.

Page 28. Carlyle on Coleridge. The Life of John
Sterling, of which this extract makes the greater part of the
eighth chapter, appeared in 1851. Sterling was born in 1806
and died in 1844 : a friend of J. C. Hare, Coleridge, F. D. Maurice,
and Carlyle ; with Maurice he for some time conducted the
Athenaeum.

Page 35. Emerson's Visit to Coleridge. Emerson
made his pilgrimage to Coleridge's (or rather Gillman's) house
in Highgate on the occasion of his first visit to England, in

1833. A few weeks later he visited Wordsworth at Rydal

—

Wordsworth told him that he ' had always wished that
Coleridge would write more to be understood '.

Page 46, 11. 1-2. the Dell Of Peace and mild Equality : the
Susquehanna valley, in which the Pantisocrats (the All-Rulers
Alike) intended to found their ideal society ; called, in the
poem Pantisocracy, ' the cottaged dell Where Virtue calm with
careless step may stray '

; and in the lines To the Rev. W. J.
Hort, ' Freedom's undivided dell. Where Toil and Health
with mellow'd Love shall dwell '. Both Coleridge and Words-
worth are fond of the word dell.

Page 47, 1. 49. some Howard's eye. The reference is to

John Howard, the philanthropist, 1726-90. A prisoner of war
in France in 1756, he spent his life visiting the prisons of
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England, Ireland, and the continent ; a fourth edition of his

principal work, The State of Prisons in England and Wales,

with an Account of some Foreign Prisons, had appeared a few
years before Coleridge wrote these verses.

Page 49. To the Rev. George Coleridge. In a copy of

the Poems of 1797 Coleridge wrote as follows of this Dedica-
tion :

' If this volume should ever be delivered according
to its direction, i. e. to Posterity, let it be known that the
Reverend George Coleridge was displeased and thought his

character endangered by the Dedication '.

Page 51, 1. 6. Friends : Charles Lamb (' my gentle-

hearted Charles ', line 28) and Wordsworth and Dorothy
Wordsworth. Lamb stayed with Coleridge in Nether Stowey
for a week in July 1797. It was just before his visit that

Mrs. Coleridge ' accidentally emptied a skillet of boiling milk
'

on Coleridge's foot, confining Coleridge to the house during
Lamb's sta^^ See Coleridge, Letters, pp. 224-7, Eamb, Letters,

i, p. 107 (Lucas).

Page 52, 1. 30. In the great City pent :
' in populous city

pent ', Milton, Par. Lost. ix. 445 ; cf. Wordsworth, Prelude, ii.

451, ' Thou, my Friend, was reared In the great City '. See

note on p. loi , line 5 1 . Lamb professed always a great contempt
for the country— ' Thou wert a scorner of the fields, my Friend,

But more in show than truth ' (Wordsworth, Lines Written

after the Death of Charles Lamb, 11. 50-1).

Page 54. The Foster-Mother's Tale. Excerpted by
Coleridge from the fourth Act of his tragedy Osorio, 154-234.
Osorio was written in the summer and autumn of 1797, but
first published in 1873. In Jan. 18 13 the tragedy was acted,

in a revised form, at Drury Lane, under the title Remorse, and
ran for twenty nights. Remorse was published in 1813. without
the present passage, which was added in an Appendix to the

second edition.

Page 57. The Duxgeon. Like The Foster-Mother's Tale

this piece was a part of Osorio (Act v, 107-36). It was em-
bodied in the acting edition of Remorse, and appears in the

edition of 1830 (v, i. 1-30) : where the lines are spoken by
Don Alvar.

Page 58. The Rime of the Axcient ^Mariner. The text

here given is that of 181 7, in which the marginal notes were
added. This revised text differs from that of the Lyrical

Ballads mainly by a less degree of archaism in the diction,

though even in the later version some false archaisms are

retained (e. g. 1. 152, ' I wist ', A.S. gewis). In the original

version it was intended that Wordsworth should be a partner.

His account (as given by Lady Richardson) is as follows :

* We agreed to write jointly a poem, the subject of which
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Coleridge took from a dream which a friend of his once dreamt,

concerning a person suffering under a dire curse from the

commission of some crime. I . . . supplied the crime, the

shooting of the albatross, from an incident I had met with in

one of Shelvocke's voyages. We tried the poem conjointly

for a day or two, but we pulled different ways, and only a few

lines of it are mine ' (Grosart, iii. 442).

Page 62, 11. 13 1-8, marginal note, Michael Psellus : c. 1020-

iiio : a writer upon theological, medical, and historical

subjects, so voluminous that he was known as TroXu^pa^coraror.

It was said of him that throughout life he never shed a tear.

Page 79. Christabel. Part i was written at Stowey in

1 797-8 ; Part ii was read to the Wordsworths at Dove Cottage

in August 1800. Coleridge had intended to finish the poem,
so that it might be included in the second edition of Lyrical

Ballads (1800), and part of the MS. was in the printer's hands
for this purpose in September. The poem was, in fact, never
finished ; the first two parts were, on Byron's recommendation,
published by Murray in 181 6 (together with Kubla Khan and
The Pains of Sleep). In 1836 Wordsworth said ' he had no
idea how Christabelle was to have been finished, and he did

not think Coleridge had ever conceived, in his own mind, any
definite plan for it ; that the poem had been composed while

they were in habits of daily intercourse, and almost in his

presence, and when there was the most unreserved inter-

course between them . . . and he had never heard from him any
plan for finishing it ' {Reminiscences of The Hon. Mr. Justice

Coleridge, Grosart, iii, 42).

Page 101, 11. 51-2. reared In the great city : Wordsworth,
Prelude, ii. 451, seems to be a conscious echo of this. See note
on p. 52, 1. 30.

Page 103, 11. 30-1 . The reference is to the events of the years

1792-3- In Feb. 1792 Austria and Prussia entered into

alliance. In April 1792 France declared war upon Austria ;

and in Feb. 1793 against England, Holland, and Spain.

1. 43. Blasphemy' s loud scream : Coleridge is thinking of

the transportation of the priests in Oct. 1793, and the cele-

bration of the Festival of Reason in Nov. of the same year.

The conflict, in English minds, between the ideals of political

liberty and the claims of religion is reflected in Wordsworth,
Prelude, vi. 408 sqq.

Page 104, 1. 53. insupporiably advancing : cf. Milton, Sams.
Agon., 1. 136, ' insupportably his foot advanced '.

1. 66. bleak Helvetia's icy caverns : Coleridge was one of

many Englishmen who were alienated from Revolutionary
France by the aggressive policy of the Republic in Savoy
(Savoy was annexed in Nov. 1792), Switzerland, and Holland.
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He is probably thinking of the whole tenour of French imperial
policy from 1792 to the date of the poem. (Wordsworth had
attempted to excuse the annexation of 1792, and had spoken
of it as the ' emancipation ' of Savoy, that ' slave of slaves '.

It was the French ' avidity for conquest in annexing Savoy
etc. . . . and invading the rights of Holland ' which in 1795
turned Burns against the Revolution.) But the immediate
reference of Coleridge's words is to the events of Feb. to April,

1798 (the poem was written in Feb.), which led to the formation
of the Helvetian Republic.

Page lOB, title : An Invasion. The rumour of Napoleon's
intended invasion of England was intended to cover his

Egyptian expedition of 1798, which was in fact directed

towards the destruction of our East Indian Empire.

Page 112, 1. 223. my friend : Wordsworth; the 'mansion'
was Alfoxden House, which W^ordsworth had leased in July

1797 from one John Bartholomew, for a more or less nominal
rent. The house, which Dorothy' Wordsworth also, in one of

her letters, speaks of as a ' mansion ', stands in a finely wooded
park, about four miles SW. of Nether Stowey, a little south of

the main road from Bridgwater to Minehead.

Page 113, 1. 13- Most musical, most melancholy: Milton,

// Penseroso, 1. 62.

Page 114, 1. 40. My Friend, and thou, our Sister : Words-
worth and Dorothy.

Page 117. Kubla Khan. Of the genesis of this poem
Coleridge gave the following account, in the Introduction
prefixed to it in 1816 :

' In the summer of the 3'ear 1797, the Author, then in ill

health, had retired to a lonely farm-house between Porlock

and Linton, on the Exmoor confines of Somerset and Devon-
shire. In consequence of a slight indisposition, an anod\Tie

had been prescribed, from the effects of which he fell asleep

in his chair at the moment that he was reading the following

sentence, or words of the same substance, in " Purchas's

Pilgrimage "
;

" Here the Khan Kubla commanded a palace

to be built, and a stately garden thereunto. And thus ten

miles of fertile ground were inclosed with a wall." The
Author continued for about three hours in a profound sleep,

at least of the external senses, during which time he has the

most vivid confidence, that he could not have composed less

than from two to three hundred lines ; if that indeed can
be called composition in which all the images rose up before

him as things, with a parallel production of the correspondent
expressions, without any sensation or consciousness of effort.

On awaking he appeared to himself to have a distinct recol-

lection of the whole, and taking his pen, ink, and paper,

instantly and eagerly wrote down the lines that are here
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preserved. At this moment he was unfortunately called out
by a person on business from Porlock, and detained by him
above an hour, and on his return to his room, found, to his no
small surprise and mortification, that though he still retained
some vague and dim recollection of the general purport of the
N-ision, yet, with the exception of some eight or ten scattered
lines and images, all the rest had passed away like the images
on the surface of a stream into which a stone has been cast,

but, alas ! without the after restoration of the latter !

'

Page 119. The Devil's Thoughts. This ' Siamese pro-

duction ', as Southey calls it, was the joint work of Coleridge
and Southey. Coleridge speaks of Southey as having ' dic-

tated ' the first three stanzas and the ninth :
' which are

worth all the rest '. Posterity has preferred—or remembered
better—the sixth, which is Coleridge's composition. The
verses as they were first published in the Morning Post con-
sisted of Stanzas i-ii, iv-v, vii, x, xi, ix, vi, viii, xi-xiii, xvii

(in that order). Southey subsequently expanded the poem to

^y stanzas.
The piece gave occasion to Shelley's ' Devil's Walk ' and

Byron's ' Devil's Drive '. The authorship of it was commonly
ascribed to Porson, the famous Cambridge professor of Greek,
and was claimed for him by his nephew, in a letter to the
Morning Post of Feb. 6, 1830 ; and in the same month it was
separately published as ' a Poem, by Professor Porson '.

1. 20. Rev. vi. 8, ' And I looked, and behold a pale horse,

and his name that sat on him was Death.'

Page 121, 1. 62. General : 'General Tarleton's ', in

a MS. copy made by Coleridge's son Derwent at Highgate in

June 1820.

1. I. Brocken' s sovran height \ Coleridge and Wordsworth
left England for Germany on Sept. 16, 1798. On Oct. i

they separated. Coleridge's excursion to the Brocken took
place in May of the following year ; we have a record of

it in C. Carlyon 's Early Years and Late Reflections, i,

pp. 185 sqq. It is worth noticing that Coleridge says far less

in this poem about the Brocken, which he had seen, than in the
lines on Mount Blanc about that mountain, which he never saw.

Page 122, 11. 17-18. These lines are the germ of the poem
Dejection. See in that poem especially lines 47-8.

Page 127, 1. 25. O Lady: Dorothy Wordsworth. The Ode
was originally addressed to Wordsworth, who is called, in one
of the extant versions, William, in another Edmund. Whatever
Coleridge's motive for changing the person addressed, it is

notable that, for him, as for others, Wordsworth and his sister

were so much ' two persons and one soul ', that the shift in

address from the one to the other made little difference to the
poem as a whole. Whatever might appropriately be said to
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Wordsworth might with equal appropriateness be said to his

sister. What he understood she understood ; and, where
Coleridge was concerned, perhaps more.

Page 129, 1. 76. There was a time when : the same words
begin the second stanza of Coleridge's Mad Monk (1800) ; and
the first stanza of Wordsworth's Intimations of Immortality.

Any one w'ho reads the second stanza of the Mad Monk wall

see at once that Wordsworth had its first four lines in mind
when he began his Ode.

1. 104. Liitanist: an Elizabethan word: the N.E.D.
quotes Dowland, Second Book of Songs (1600), and Randolph,
Pluses' Looking Glass (1634). The word occurs also in

Johnson's Rasselas.

Page 130,1. 120. Otway^sself: Thomas Otway, 1652-85, who,
in Venice Preserved, has left us one of the only two English
tragedies of the first rate which belong to a generation later

than that which immediately succeeded Shakespeare.

Page 132, 1. 30. In the first version Coleridge wrote ' O
blacker than the darkness all night long '. The inspiration of

the piece came to him, not from Mont Blanc, which he had
never seen (see note to p. 121, 1. i), but, as he has himself told

us, from Scaw'fell, to which the first version of the line is finely

appropriate. The poem is an expansion of Friderika Brun's
' Ode to Chamouny ' (an Ode addressed to Klopstock

—

Coleridge would be interested in it, since he had made Klop-
stock's acquaintance in Hamburg : see the second of ' Satyr-

ane's Letters ').

Coleridge calls the poem a ' Hymn in the manner of the
Psalms '. ' Who would be, who could be, an atheist ', he asks,
' in this valley of wonders ?

' (Prefatory note. Morning Post,

Sept. II, 1802). It is worth recalling that Goethe's thoughts,
when he first stood upon the Brocken, found expression in a
verse of the Psalms :

' Lord, what is man that thou art

mindful of him ; or the son of man that thou takest account
of him ? '. For both the Brocken poem and the Chamouni
poem Coleridge might have taken as motto the lines of the
Latin poet Manilius which Goethe wrote out in the Visitors'

Book on the Brocken :

quis caelum posset nisi caeli munere nosse
et reperire deum nisi qui pars ipse deorum est ?

Page 136. To William Wordsworth. Wordsworth had
finished off the Prelude (not published until after his death,
m 1850) that it might be ready for Coleridge on his return from
Italy—the poem was addressed to Coleridge. It was read to

him by its author at the house of Sir George Beaumont at

Coleorton in Jan. 1807. From lines 91 sqq. of the present
poem it appears that the recitations occupied several successive

evenings.
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1. II. Thoughts all too deep for words : Coleridge is echoing
the last line of Wordsworth's (as yet unpublished) ' Immortal
Ode '

:
' Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears '.

Page 137, 11. 38-43. Of that dear Hope; the words hang
grammaticall}^ on ' thou hast dared to tell ' (line 6) : thou hast
dared to tell how the stricken hope of human freedom was
* summoned home ', made to take refuge in man's soul, and
thence, as from a watch-tower, to look, with still illuminated
vision, into the far future, and there to see its true nature
glorified, itself ' the Angel of the vision '.

Page 139, 1. 105. thy deep voice : cf. Hazlitt's ' IMr. Words-
worth ', in The Spirit of the Age : (Wordsworth) ' has . . .

great depth and manliness and a rugged harmony in the tones
of his voice. His manner of reading his own poetry is par-
ticularly imposing ; and in his favourite passages his eye
beams with preternatural lustre, and the meaning labours
slowly up from his swelling breast. No one who has seen him
at these times could go away with an impression that he was
a " man of no mark or likelihood ".'

1. I. Idoloclastes Satyrane : the name Satyrane applied to
Coleridge by his friends (line 3)—or was it taken by
himself ?—seems to be derived from the Sir Satyrane of
Spenser, Faerie Queene, i. vi. 21, ' A Satyre's son, y-borne in
forrest wylde '

; and to mean no more than a lover of the
woodlands and wilds. The term Iconoclastes is sufficiently

explained in lines 8-12. Coleiidge habitually conceived of
himself as a regenerator, leading a corrupt world back from
idolatry. This aspect of him is noticed, without much
sympathy, by Carlyle :

' The constant gist of his discourse
was lamentation o\'er the sunk condition of the world ; which
he regarded as given up to Atheism and Materialism, full of
mere sordid misbeliefs mispursuits and misresults. All Science
had become mechanical. . . . Churches themselves had died
away into a godless mechanical condition, and stood there as
mere Cases of Articles, mere forms of Churches ' {Life of
Sterling, ch. viii).

A foot-note to the poem, as it first appeared in The Friend,
spoke of it as ' imitated, though in the movements rather than
the thoughts, from the viith of Gli Epitafi of Chiabrera '.

Chiabrera's poem is one of those translated by Wordsworth ;

and the reader may judge of the degree of Coleridge's in-

debtedness. Wordsworth, in an unpubhshed letter of 1840,
speaks severely of Coleridge for concealing, as he thinks, the
extent of his obligation to Chiabrera.
Page 142. To Nature. 1. 7 : this hne gives us a sohtary

octosyllabic verse among decasyllabics. This is probably
accident—the verses were not printed during Coleridge's life-

time.
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Page 150. Introduction to the ' Biographia Literaria *.

The three extracts here offered from the Biographia do not
afford any illustration of Coleridge's critical powers at their

best. To illustrate these, it would have been necessary to

print some considerable portion of his criticism of Wordsworth's
poetry. It has been thought undesirable to do this here since

this part of the Biographia is well illustrated in the selection

from it given, in the same series, in ]\Ir. Xichol Smith's
Wordsworth : Prose and Poetry.

Page 151, 1. 14. 1794 '- a blunder for 1796.

Page 153, 1. i. Mr. Bowles : William Lisle Bowles, 1762-
1850. His twenty sonnets appeared in 1789 (2nd edition : the
first edition contained only fourteen ; the fourth, 1794,
contained twenty-seven)

.

I. 6. Dr. Middleton : the first Bishop of Calcutta (18 13).
He died in 1824.

II. 9-13. The verses are taken from Petrarch's Latin
letters, Bk. i, Ep. i.

Page 154, 11. 20-2. Milton, Paradise Lost, ii. 559-61.

Page 155, 11. 11-12. The Lewesdon Hill of Mr. Crowe :

published in 1788 (William Crowe, 1 745-1 829).

Page 156, 1. 7. Darwin's Botanic Garden : Erasmus Dar^vin,

grandfather of Charles Darwin, the naturalist. The Botanic
Garden (1789-92) was a didactic poem in heroic couplets,

written in the worst artificial manner of the successors of Pope ;

and accompanied by expositions in prose of the author's views
on poetic diction.

1. 16. The works of Donne were not easily accessible

in Coleridge's time—Hazlitt, lecturing upon the English
poets, confesses his ignorance of Donne. The element of

passion in Donne is, of course, far less obscured than
Coleridge here suggests. But Coleridge ^ has rightly placed
Donne and Cowley as English poets who, in their diction,

approach nearly to the ideals of the Wordsworthian school.

The debt of Coleridge to Cowley is much greater than is

commonly realized. If Coleridge's so-called Odes are not Odes.,

they conform to the model set by Cowley in his Pindarics
;

and without Cowley we should, it is likely, have had no
Coleridge.

* What he says may be compared with what is said by
Dryden in the Essay on Dramatic Poetry :

' There is this difference

between (Cleveland's) Satires and Doctor Donne's, that the

one gives us deep thoughts in common language, though rough
cadence ; the other gives us common thoughts in abstruse words '

(Ker, i, p. 52).
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